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1 Introduction

Production of food for a growing population and substitution of fossil fuels by renewable
energy sources pose the most demanding challenges for modern agriculture. As expected by
the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO), agricultural output
needs to increase by 70% until 2050 (FAO, 2009). Limitation of arable land demands a
sustainable intensi�cation, i.e. a production of more food from the same area of land while
reducing the environmental impacts. Precision agriculture strategies, in terms of an inte-
gration of modern technologies like sensors and information management systems, have the
potential to increase the yield of crops (Gebbers and Adamchuk, 2010).
The yield of crops is a�ected by di�erent plant stresses. Plant stress has been de�ned as
impairment that in�uences plant growth, productivity and reproductive capacity in a neg-
ative way (Gaspar et al., 2002). During the vegetation period crop plants are exposed to
di�erent kinds of stress. Most biotic stress factors like plant pathogens and weeds as well
as abiotic stress factors like water de�ciency, nutrient de�ciency and temperature a�ect the
photosynthetic apparatus observably (Carter and Knapp, 2001; Sta�ord, 2000).

Figure 1.1: Crop stand of Hordeum vulgare and the weed Galium aparine at a later stage.
In this study Galium aparine was of high relevance caused by a low economic
threshold and high similarity to other weeds.

Focusing on biotic stress, quantitative and qualitative losses in crop production are caused
by a broad spectrum of pathogens and weeds (Oerke and Dehne, 2004). Weeds compete
with crop plants for the environmental resources such as light, water, nutrients and space
(Figure 1.1) and serve as hosts for pests and diseases (Patterson, 1995). Plant pathogen
interactions and the resulting disease symptoms are in�uenced by various external factors
and variable in physiological and morphological changes (Figure 1.2). Before characteristic
symptoms are visible, several putative modi�cations in cellular leaf structure occur, for
example changes in water content at infection sites, initiating cell death caused by fungal
toxins or resistance reactions of plant tissue (Jones and Dangl, 2006). In order to achieve
high yields in agricultural crop systems, the control of biotic stress is of high relevance.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: Healthy sugar beet leaf and leaves with characteristic symptoms of Cercospora
leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew. These foliar pathogens are ex-
emplary used to prove the potential for disease detection of machine learning
methods.

Therefore yield limiting factors have to be detected as early as possible in order to apply
appropriate counter measures.

A better understanding of these complex processes can be achieved by the use of non-
invasive sensors (Finkel, 2009). Optical sensors and imaging techniques like hyperspectral
sensing and chlorophyll �uorescence have demonstrated high potential for an early detec-
tion and monitoring of plant diseases or weed populations (Gerhards and Sökefeld, 2003;
Mahlein et al., 2012b; West et al., 2003). Further progress in sensor technology o�ers new
opportunities for precision agriculture. Innovative sensor systems can provide detailed and
highly resolved information on agricultural crop stands; an overview is given in Mahlein
et al. (2012a). An identi�cation of pathogens and weeds as early as possible necessitates the
integration of sensor data of high spectral, spatial and temporal resolution with advanced
methods of data analysis.

This challenge is further increased by many factors which a�ect signal acquisition. Leaf
orientation, spatial arrangements of the elements involved in the interaction between radia-
tion and vegetation, biologic variability between plants, di�erent illumination and changing
environmental conditions in�uence sensor signals (Jensen, 2007).
Changes in the re�ectance signal caused by early and presymptomatic stress symptoms
are often subtle, especially in regard to the biologic variability. To overcome this problem,
several assumptions have to be taken. Measurement conditions have to be modelled and
removed from sensor signals, otherwise the conditions have to be constant in order to be
neglectable. The remaining signal has to underlie proper model assumptions which include
all target variables. Most approaches for data analysis in precision crop protection are based
on models which assume a linear correlation between observed data and target variables. In
order to analyse these linear models statistically, the underlying distribution of observations
has to be known. The unmodelled part of observation, denoted as noise, is usually assumed
to follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution which allows to use least squares methods for
optimisation of the model parameters. Linear models have been used both for regression
and classi�cation. In the case of regression, the target variable is continuous, whereas
classi�cation assumes discrete class labels. If the involved classes happen to be linearly
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separable, linear models are appropriate.
Unfortunately, in many relevant cases the assumption of linearity is violated. To circumvent
the resulting problem, non-linear wavelength combinations were developed. In turn these
combinations, however, can be used in order to detect correlation of spectral characteris-
tics to plant parameters by linear regression (Carter and Knapp, 2001; Delalieux et al.,
2009). Since nearly 40 years task-speci�c combinations are published as spectral vegetation
indices (VIs). Several research groups analysed spectral data using VIs with quantitative
correlation to biophysical and biochemical traits (Gitelson et al., 2002). Thus, VIs are
feasible to di�erentiate healthy and diseased plants (Delalieux et al., 2009; Steddom et al.,
2005). Mahlein et al. (2010) found out that the correlation of VIs to plant diseases depends
on the kind of disease and disease severity. As a rule, we found that a single VI is not
su�cient for the identi�cation and di�erentiation of diseases. Many researchers were able
to deduce changes in plant health using VIs, but a speci�cation of the individual disease
using VIs was not feasible so far. Moreover, a desirable presymptomatic identi�cation of
plant diseases could not be realised.

This thesis has been conducted within the Research Training Group 722 'Information
Techniques for Precision Crop Protection', funded by the German Research Foundation
(DFG). The results bene�t from the interdisciplinary collaboration with the Institute of
Crop Science and Resource Conservation (INRES � Phytomedicine) of Bonn University and
the Institute of Phytomedicine, Department of Weed Science, of Hohenheim University.
In this thesis, an early detection and di�erentiation of plant diseases in sugar beets is
considered. For the �rst time this is facilitated based on the combination of nine spec-
tral vegetation indices (VIs) by using machine learning methods. In comparison to data
analysis methods, well-established in this scienti�c �eld, Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
are proved to be superior. The identi�cation of speci�c diseases, namely Cercospora leaf
spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew, is realised before symptoms become visible.
Furthermore, an early detection and di�erentiation of weeds based on image series from
di�erent vegetation periods is achieved with high accuracy.

This thesis is structured as follows:

• In Chapter 2 an introduction in classi�cation for precision crop protection is given.
After a comparison of generative and discriminative models in statistical modelling,
a general description of machine learning, especially Support Vector Machines, is
presented.

• Chapter 3 'Early Detection of Biotic Stress Using SVMs' describes the results of the
appended papers using machine learning methods. All these publications are based
on the interdisciplinary collaboration within the Research Training Group 722.

• Chapter 4 summarises the main results of this thesis and gives an outlook.
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1 Introduction

Substantial parts of this work are integrated into the article 'Advanced machine learning
methods for early detection of biotic stress in precision crop protection' submitted to the
journal Precision Agriculture1. Chapter 1 contains a modi�ed section of data evaluation
and Chapter 2 is strongly extended in comparison to the article in Precision Agriculture.
Chapter 3 and 4 are similar related to the submitted article.

1Rumpf, T., Römer, C., Mahlein, A.-K., Behmann, J., Plümer,L.,2012. Advanced machine learning meth-
ods for early detection of biotic stress in precision crop protection. Precision Agriculture (under Review)
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2 Classi�cation for Precision Crop

Protection

Linear models optimised by least squares methods are able to classify multi-dimensional
data under the assumption of a Gaussian distribution. In this case the results are statis-
tically optimal. If the observations do not follow the underlying assumptions the derived
models and their parameters are not optimal and inappropriate in many cases.
In this context Breiman (2001) has introduced the metaphor of two cultures to draw conclu-
sions from data. One culture uses generative models, based on traditional statistics, with the
assumptions of linearity and Gaussian distribution in most cases, leading to probabilities.
The other culture derives and optimises discriminative functions, which are often used in
machine learning and lead to predictions in form of class labels. Machine learning provides
more �exible discriminative models with the promise to improve the detection and diagno-
sis of plant diseases and weeds (Sajda, 2006). These methods play a key role in handling
complex non-linear classi�cation problems.

2.1 Generative vs. discriminative models

Statistical modelling can generally be divided into generative and discriminative models.
Generative models are full probabilistic models of all variables, whereas discriminative mod-
els only provide a model for the target variables depending on the observations. Both gener-
ative and discriminative models determine the maximal posterior probability p (y|x) given
the observations x in order to assign one of the classes y to each new x. This classi�cation
problem can be broken down into two stages, the inference stage in which observations x
are used to learn a model for p (y|x), and the subsequent decision stage to make optimal
class assignments based on these posterior probabilities (Bishop, 2006).
Generative models arise from assumptions about the distribution of the data. The gen-
erative models assign a joint probability to paired observation and classes p (y,x), which
involves implicit modelling of the data generated by a stochastic data model p (x) (Kumar
and Hebert, 2003). Thus, a generative model can be used to generate values of any variable
in the model. This model represents the distribution of the observations resulting in the de-
mand of exhaustive data amount or in simplifying model assumptions. Errors in these model
assumptions are causing unrealistic results if taken wrong. By limited knowledge of in�uenc-
ing factors or the generation process the estimation of p (x) is very problematic. Generative
models estimate likelihoods p (x|y) (Figure 2.1)) and priors p (y), but connected over the

Bayes theorem p (y|x) = p(x|y)p(y)
p(x) it becomes obvious that p (x) is implicitly included,

p (y,x) = p (x|y) p (y) = p (y|x) p (x) . (2.1)
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2 Classi�cation for Precision Crop Protection

Figure 2.1: Example of the likelihood densities from generative models for two classes having
a single input variable x (left plot) together with the corresponding discrimi-
native models �gured as posterior probabilities (right plot). The vertical green
line in the right plot shows the decision boundary in x that gives the minimum
misclassi�cation rate (Bishop, 2006, modi�ed).

This approach explicitly models the distribution of inputs as well as outputs.

Discriminative models, however, directly focus on the class posterior p (y|x) without explic-
itly modelling the marginal p (x) (La�erty, 2001). Therefore the discriminative approach1

de�nes only the �rst term on the right side of equation (2.1) by a learning algorithm (Ru-
binstein and Hastie, 1997). It is much easier to assign class labels to observations based
on maximal posterior p (y|x) than to model the distribution p (x) which has generated the
available observations x. Thus, a discriminative model allows only sampling of the target
variables conditional on the observed quantities.

Comparing these two approaches, generative models are most demanding because they
involve �nding the joint distribution over both x and the classes y. For many applications,
x will have high dimensionality, and consequently a large set of observations is needed in
order to determine the likelihood with reasonable accuracy. One advantage, however, is that
a qualitative statement for new observations is given based on the marginal density of data
p (x). Thus, the classical approach inappropriately uses a generative joint model when in
fact only the posterior probabilities are needed (McCallum et al., 2000). Certainly, if only a
conditional problem (in which the observations are given) has to be solved, discriminative
models without the need to explicitly model the distribution of the underlying observations
are faster, more robust and more accurate. When limited information about the underlying
data model exists, which is mostly the case in precision crop protection, this simpli�cation

1Some people distinguish between conditional and discriminative models. For sake of simplicity, these two
terms are used interchangeably.
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2.2 Machine learning

is de�nitely bene�cial. Actually, in this case, we do not even require the true posterior as
long as we can use the training data to �nd a discriminative function that maps each x
directly onto a class label. Thereby the inference and decision stages are combined into
a single learning problem. In the example of Figure 2.1, this corresponds to �nding the
value of x shown by the vertical green line, because this is the decision boundary giving
the minimum probability of misclassi�cation. Due to the unknown data distribution the
validation of the derived models is conducted by estimating the unpredicted class values.
As a rule, a hold-out test data set is used for an unbiased accuracy estimation of the current
model.

2.2 Machine learning

Machine learning, a sub-discipline of arti�cial intelligence, is concerned with automatically
learning regular patterns from data. In the case of a dichotomous classi�cation task the
training data consists of observations x ∈ Rn and labels y ∈ {+1,−1}. The aim is to con-
clude from training data to new unlabelled data, i.e. to classify the unlabelled observations.
Since only a subset of all possible inputs is given by training data, the learner must be able
to generalise. The result is a discriminative function which can be used to interpret new data.

The main aim of using machine learning methods in precision crop protection is to detect
variability and heterogeneity within crop stands caused by biotic stresses like diseases or
weeds. Great in�uence on data from all di�erent scales is given by biologic variability
of plants which represents a major challenge in early detection of biotic stress by using
machine learning methods. In precision agriculture, machine learning methods and pattern
recognition are in the early stages of development (Mucherino et al., 2009; Huang et al.,
2010). Recently, these methods have also found attention in precision crop protection
and plant sciences, promising to cope with the challenging boundary conditions of early
detection of biotic stress.
Di�erent research groups applied machine learning to precision crop protection applica-
tions. De Wolf and Francl (2000) used neural network classi�cation for a forecasting of
infection periods of tan spot and Stagonospora blotch in wheat. A prediction of favorable
conditions was realized based on environmental features as temperature, dew period, rel-
ative humidity and precipitation. One of the �rst approaches to detect or to di�erentiate
biotic stress directly by using machine learning was realised by Moshou et al. (2004). They
automatically detected yellow rust in wheat on the basis of re�ectance measurements using
neural networks. Wang et al. (2008) used arti�cial neural networks (ANNs) to predict
Phytophthora infestans infections on tomato plants by relevant regions of the hyperspectral
signatures. Wu et al. (2008) have recently shown that an early detection of Botryis cinerea
on eggplant leaves is possible applying back-propagating neural networks and principle
component analysis (PCA) to hyperspectral signatures. For weed species discrimination
Burks et al. (2005) evaluated di�erent neural-network classi�ers.
In the last years, especially in genetics or remote sensing, support vector machines (SVMs)
have proven to be very e�ective. Golub et al. (1999) successfully used unsupervised and
supervised learning methods for cancer classi�cation. Gene selection for cancer classi�cation
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using SVMs was evaluated by Brown et al. (2000), Furey et al. (2000) and Guyon et al.
(2002). Biological and bioinformatics applications of SVMs have been reviewed in Byvatov
and Schneider (2003). Melgani and Bruzzone (2004) showed a high potential of SVMs for
classifying remote sensing data. In Mountrakis et al. (2011) remote sensing applications of
SVMs, as promising machine learning method, are reviewed. Furthermore, remote sensing
has been widely explored as a possibility for detection and mapping of weeds and plant
diseases in agricultural crops (Lamb and Brown, 2001; Mewes et al., 2011; Thorp and Tian,
2004).
Compared to remote sensing in precision agriculture di�erences in the observation scale
exist. The measuring scale ranges from contact measurement over canopy to �eld measure-
ments. In precision crop protection, however, the conditions are comparative to remote
sensing: the mis-balance between the number of observations and feature dimension or the
signal noise are common. Karimi et al. (2006) applied support vector machines for weed
and nitrogen stress detection in corn. The application of SVMs in the �eld of precision
crop protection seems suitable provided by the good generalisation ability of SVMs which
is closely examined below.

The most common discrimination function is linear and can be de�ned as

yj = sign
(
wTxj + ω0

)
, (2.2)

assigning the class label yj to the vector valued sample xj (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002).
This equation can be seen as a de�nition of a hyperplane that maps from the data space
Dn to two classes y. An observed sample xj is mapped into the two classes via the weight
vector w and bias ω0. The task is to learn w and ω0, using supervised methods, which
result in maximising prediction performance conforming to a good generalisation ability.

Speci�cally, SVMs have outstanding generalisation ability by maximising the margin
around the hyperplane using structural risk minimisation (SRM) (Boser, 1992; Vapnik,
2000). Instead of the empirical risk minimization which minimizes the empirical model
errors � in other words �nds the best �tted model for a given dataset � SRM minimizes the
error in prediction of unseen test data provided by Vapnik Chervonenkis theory (VC theory)
(Vapnik, 2000). The VC theory can be seen as implementation of Occam's Razor principle
which selects from among competing solutions the one making the fewest assumptions
and thereby o�ers the simplest model. As a consequence SRM punishes the over�tting to
training data. Accordingly, SRM addressed the vast excess in measured features (in our
case shape parameters or hyperspectral data) over the number of samples, known as the
'large-p, small-n' problem. A support vector machine (SVM) is a linear discriminant that
separates data into classes using a hyperplane with maximum margin. In the case of a
small set of training samples this property is particularly important. The model of the
SVM is de�ned by the training samples nearest to the decision boundary, called support
vectors (SVs) xi and the attached Lagrange multipliers αi combined to wT =

∑
i αiyixi

and the bias ω0. As described thus far, the SVM assumes linearly separable data. Cortes
and Vapnik (1995) considered the case which allows some misclassi�cation by de�ning a
'soft margin'. The 'soft margin' classi�cation �nds a hyperplane that splits the training
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2.2 Machine learning

data as best as possible while maximising the distance to the nearest cleanly split examples.

Formally, the demand for a maximal margin de�nes an optimisation problem under con-
straints where the training data only appears as a scalar product 〈xi,xj〉. Conducting now a
non-linear separation using SVMs, a non-linear transformation into high-dimensional space
is necessary. This requires the computation of scalar products in high-dimensional space.
These expensive calculations are reduced signi�cantly by using the 'kernel trick' (Schölkopf
and Smola, 2002). The scalar product can be replaced by a kernel function k (xi,xj) in the
input space which enables the computation of a�nity in high-dimensional space by using
the untransformed feature vector. Based on the 'kernel trick' an explicit transformation is
not needed. The non-linear discrimination function is now de�ned as (Schölkopf and Smola,
2002)

yj = sign

(∑

i

αiyik (xi,xj) + ω0

)
. (2.3)

The most common non-linear kernel function is the rbf-kernel which uses radial basis func-
tions as a�nity measure in order to enable non-linear discrimination. The parameter σ de-
termines the width of the Gaussian kernel with the following calculation formula (Schölkopf
and Smola, 2002)

krbf (xi,xj) = exp−‖xi − xj‖2

σ
. (2.4)

These properties, viz. excellent generalisation performance, building sparse models and the
possibility to discriminate with non-linear decision boundaries, characterise SVMs as suit-
able for the analysis of high dimensional data for precision crop protection. The application
of SVMs to the early detection of weeds and plant diseases is discussed in the following
examples.
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3 Early Detection of Biotic Stress Using

SVMs

In this section an approach which integrates modern sensor techniques and advanced ma-
chine learning methods is presented. The potential and the challenges of this interdisci-
plinary approach are discussed. It turns out that using non-invasive observations, in combi-
nation with non-linear SVMs, detect and classify plant diseases and weeds at a very early
stage. In the case of plant diseases even a presymptomatic identi�cation based on spectral
vegetation indices (VIs) is realised. Regarding the original spectral signature, the question
of an optimal ratio between classi�cation accuracy and model complexity arises. A care-
ful selection of relevant and non-redundant features depending on classi�cation problem
and feature properties is necessary. Instead of assuming the number of features as given,
speci�c features are extracted out of the spectral signature. Moreover, the modelling of
signal noise by an analytical description of the spectral signature attains the objective of
early detection of plant diseases even before symptoms become visible. Robust �tting of
�uorescence spectra is demonstrated using a piecewise �tting by polynomials of low order.
Furthermore, various weeds of di�erent growth stages were discriminated by exploiting the
hierarchy of weed species. Sequential classi�cation was adjusted to image series from di�er-
ent vegetation periods provided by a database. A problem-speci�c extraction and selection
of relevant features, together with task-oriented classi�cation using SVMs, is necessary for
robust identi�cation of pathogens and weeds as early as possible.

3.1 Combination of partly redundant features with non-linear

classi�er

VIs are related to speci�c physiological parameters. They are therefore feasible to di�erenti-
ate healthy and diseased plants (Delalieux et al., 2009; Steddom et al., 2005; Mahlein et al.,
2010). All these researchers were able to deduce changes in plant health using VIs, but a
speci�cation of the individual disease using VIs was not feasible so far. This problem was
analysed based on data from healthy and diseased sugar beet leaves, viz. Cercospora leaf
spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew (Figure 1.2). Figure 3.1 shows that normalised
di�erence vegetation index (NDVI) values of the two classes 'healthy' and 'diseased leaves'
are highly overlapping, visualised by two histograms as a discrete description of the data
distribution.

A classi�er which simultaneously regards various features in order to recognize latent pat-
terns has been designed. In Rumpf et al. (2010) a method is developed which uses SVMs to
fully exploit the combined information of nine VIs derived from hyperspectral data. This
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Figure 3.1: Frequencies of normalised di�erence vegetation index (NDVI) values from
healthy and diseased sugar beet leaves. Class di�erentiation is not feasible.

study aimed for the di�erentiation between diseased and non-diseased sugar beet leaves.
The discrimination between healthy and diseased sugar beet leaves resulted in classi�cation
accuracies up to 97% (Rumpf et al., 2010). A further aim was the separation between the
three diseases Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew.

(a) Healthy and diseased leaves (b) Powdery mildew and sugar beet rust

Figure 3.2: Separation between healthy and diseased leaves (3.2a) and between sugar beet
rust and powdery mildew (3.2b) using a non-linear discrimination function pro-
jected to the two vegetation indices NDVI and mCAI.

Figure 3.2 shows the separation of healthy and diseased leaves (3.2a) and powdery mildew

12



3.1 Combination of partly redundant features with non-linear classi�er

and sugar beet rust diseased leaves (3.2b) by the two vegetation indices NDVI and modi�ed
chlorophyll absorption integral (mCAI). For separation a non-linear function is needed.
However, a more speci�c and sensitive detection and di�erentiation of plant diseases can
be obtained using more than two VIs, correlated to di�erent biological traits as features.
In this complex task a non-linear separation also seems superior to a linear separation.
Accordingly, a SVM with rbf-kernel was used. Classi�cation accuracy by SVMs was even
between nearly one and two percent higher compared to classi�cation methods like ANNs
or decision trees (Rumpf et al., 2010). When visual symptoms appeared, a di�erentiation of
the three diseases Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew, was possible
with a main accuracy over 88% (Table 3.1).

Ground truth

Cercospora Sugar beet Powdery Class
Prediction Healthy

leaf spot rust mildew precision

Healthy 942 32 47 69 86.42%
Cercospora leaf spot 12 748 61 13 89.69%
Sugar beet rust 20 88 622 14 83.60%
Powdery mildew 46 12 10 834 92.46%

Class recall 92.35% 85.00% 84.05% 89.68% 88.12%

Table 3.1: Results of the Support Vector Machines multi-class classi�cation based on spec-
tral vegetation indices (Rumpf et al., 2010).

In addition the classi�cation result improved with increasing disease severity (Rumpf et al.,
2010). With only 1 − 2% diseased leaf area, the classi�cation accuracy was about 65% for
all diseases. Starting with a disease severity of 10− 15% powdery mildew was di�erentiated
from healthy leaves with high accuracy of about 95% or higher. Concerning sugar beet
rust this high accuracy was already reached when 6− 9% of the leaf area was diseased and
Cercospora leaf spot even needs a disease severity of 3−5%. Consequently, using vegetation
indices as features SVMs were able to handle multi-class classi�cation problems. Contrary
simple threshold separations only evaluate the quality of the correlation of parameters.

A major challenge for precision plant protection and phenotyping is the early detection
of plant diseases before visual symptoms appear. For plant sciences the e�ect of presymp-
tomatic processes on the spectral signature is mostly unknown so far. In the following the
potential of SVMs for the challenging boundary conditions of presymptomatic stress detec-
tion of plant diseases will be described.
Separation between healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with fungal pathogens at early
stages of pathogenesis is possible with high accuracy (Rumpf et al., 2010). In all discrim-
inations between healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola, Uromyces

betae and Erysiphe betae, respectively, a high level of accuracy was achieved (Figure 3.3).
The classi�cation results obtained by SVMs are comparative to visually assessed with dis-
ease severity. Minor variations between automatic and visual disease assessment occur for
powdery mildew. In this case the visual separation was superior between 6�9 days after
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3 Early Detection of Biotic Stress Using SVMs

inoculation (dai) and after 15 dai. Additionally, highly speci�c and reliable results for the
early detection of plant diseases were achieved already three days after inoculation. An
identi�cation of powdery mildew was feasible two days before symptoms become visible;
Cercospora leaf spot and sugar beet rust were already detected three and �ve days before
symptoms appeared, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: E�ect of incubation time on the results of SVM classi�cation between healthy
sugar beet leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola (A), Uromyces betae (B)
and Erysiphe betae (C) (Rumpf et al., 2010).

3.2 Selection and combination of relevant features

SVMs are able to handle high dimensional feature spaces. Hence, the use of the original
spectral signature as features seems promising. A high number of used features, however,
results in a more complex model, including relations between every single feature and
all classes. Usually every feature enhances classi�cation accuracy until the maximum is
asymptoticly achieved. Accordingly, an optimal ratio between classi�cation accuracy and
model complexity has to be determined. In addition, computation time during parameter
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3.2 Selection and combination of relevant features

optimisation of SVMs can signi�cantly be reduced by using fewer features. In some cases,
features without information even decrease classi�cation accuracy. In remote sensing Pal
and Foody (2010) and Waske et al. (2010) showed that feature selection prior to classi�ca-
tion using SVM improves accuracy, particularly if the size of the training set is small. The
entire spectrum is not needed to detect biotic or abiotic stress in crop plants (Mewes et al.,
2011). Just few regions of the spectral range are relevant for a speci�c detection of di�erent
causal agents of stress. Consequently, the question how to �nd the best subset of features
for classi�cation arises.
In feature selection �lter and wrapper approaches are distinguished (Guyon and Elissee�,
2003; Kohavi and John, 1997). The wrapper approach applies a classi�er to many feature
subsets and compares classi�cation results. A statement about the relevance of a feature
with regard to the used classi�er is given. The �lter approach evaluates features in a prepro-
cessing step, independent of a speci�c classi�er. This thesis focuses on the �lter approach.
The selected features are relevant for the classi�cation task. The relevance of the features is
determined by diverse information criteria. A most basic form of feature selection is feature
ranking. Based on an information criterion each feature is weighted and the top k features
are selected. The disadvantage of this approach is that every feature is evaluated and
selected independent of the other features. However, a more sophisticated approach aims
to �nd an optimal feature subset where the interaction between features is considered. In
the following three di�erent basic approaches, namely the minimum redundancy - maximal
relevance criterion (mRMR) (Ding and Peng, 2005), the Hall criterion (Hall and Smith,
1997) and the RELIEF-F (Kononenko, 1994) were applied to identify relevant features for
the early detection of plant diseases.

Minimum redundancy - maximal relevance criterion (mRMR):

Entropy and mutual information seem to be adequate concepts in order to identify optimal
feature subsets for classi�cation of di�erent plant diseases even at an early stage of infes-
tation (Rumpf et al., 2009a). The minimum redundancy � maximum relevance (mRMR)
criterion uses entropy and mutual information in order to consider interactions between
selected features during the determination of an appropriate feature subset. Entropy H (X)
(Shannon, 1948) is a measure of the uncertainty of a random variable X (in machine learn-
ing called feature) which quanti�es the expected value of the contained information and is
de�ned as follows

H (X) = −
∑

x∈X
P (x) log2 P (x) . (3.1)

The joint entropy H (X1, X2) is the entropy of their pairing (Cover and Thomas, 1991).
Mutual information I (X1;X2) (Cover and Thomas, 1991) in contrast quanti�es the de-
pendencies between two random variables X1 and X2 which in turn can be calculated by
entropy and joint entropy as follows

I (X1;X2) =
∑

x1,x2

P (x1, x2) log2
P (x1, x2)

P (x1) · P (x2)
= H (X1) +H (X2)−H (X1, X2) . (3.2)

Features are independent if the mutual information is zero, meaning P (x1, x2) = P (x1) · P (x2).
In this context mutual information measures the amount of information provided by a fea-
ture X about a label Y . Accordingly it is often called 'information gain' (Cover and
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3 Early Detection of Biotic Stress Using SVMs

Thomas, 1991). The basic idea of the mRMR criterion is to �nd a subset of features S ⊆ X
with maximal information gain

D =
1

|S|
∑

xi∈S
I (xi; y) (3.3)

and minimal mutual information

R =
1

|S|2
∑

xi∈S
I (xi, xj) (3.4)

to each other selected feature (Ding and Peng, 2005). An incremental search method was
used to �nd the optimal feature subset by maximising the di�erence D − R (Ding and
Peng, 2005).

Table 3.2 shows di�erent feature subsets used for classifying speci�c plant diseases (Rumpf
et al., 2009a). With regard to the number of features a classi�cation of Cercospora leaf
spot was already possible based on two VIs, whereas sugar beet rust needed three VIs
and powdery mildew even �ve VIs. In addition to the di�erent amount of features the
feature selection was also di�erent. The classi�cation accuracy based on the feature subset
selected by the mRMR criterion was always higher than selecting the feature subset based
on correlation strength to label class. The di�erences were in the range of two and ten
percent.

Selected vegetation indices Accuracy (speci�city, sensitivity)

Cercospora leaf spot
Correlation: NDVI, mCAI 91.67% (98.12%, 85,21%)
mRMR criterion: ARI, SPAD 93.39% (98.75%, 88,02%)

Sugar beet rust
Correlation: mCAI, NDVI, ARI 83.69% (95.24%, 72.14%)
mRMR criterion: SPAD, REP, ARI 93.93% (96.07%, 91.79%)

Powdery mildew
Correlation: SIPI, NDVI, PSSRb, PSSRa, SR 84.65% (97.75%, 70.73%)
mRMR criterion: REP, SPAD, ARI, mCAI, NDVI 90.25% (93.33%, 86.98%)

Table 3.2: Selected feature subset of vegetation indices and classi�cation results between
di�erent plant diseases and non-inoculated sugar beet leaves using SVMs. The
�rst value presents the accuracy, the others speci�city and sensitivity (Rumpf et
al., 2009b, modi�ed).

In contrast to VIs as features for classi�cation, wavelengths are more informative for spe-
ci�c plant diseases and able to improve classi�cation results. Dimensionality reduction with
PCA according to Wu et al. (2008) surprisingly achieved no improvement in classi�cation.
Quite the contrary to using the combination of VIs for discrimination the results were even
worse (Rumpf et al., 2010). Above principal components, which are linear combinations of
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3.2 Selection and combination of relevant features

all available features, have no obvious biological interpretation. Thus the aim was to �nd
relevant wavelengths.

Hall criterion:

In the last section mutual information was used. Mutual information a�ords the discretisa-
tion of features in a preprocessing step, which is only feasible for a rather limited number
of dimensions. The information-loss by discretisation of every single wavelength is too high.
Accordingly, a minimal subset of relevant wavelengths which is su�cient for separat-
ing healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola is identi�ed using the
correlation-based �lter algorithm of Hall (Rumpf et al., 2009b). The algorithm of Hall
analyses the relevance of a feature subset by considering the intercorrelation among the
features (Hall and Smith, 1997). This approach is based on the assumption that good
feature subsets contain features that are highly correlated with the class, yet uncorrelated
with each other. The following equation formalises this assumption:

MeritS =
krcf√

k + k (k − 1) rff
(3.5)

where MeritS is the heuristic 'merit' of a feature subset S containing k features, rcf the
average feature-class correlation and rff the average feature-feature intercorrelation. In
order to identify a nearly optimal feature subset a genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989) was
used. In this case an identi�cation of leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola with low
disease severity ≤ 5% was enabled with classi�cation accuracy over 84% using SVMs based
on only seven selected wavelengths, viz. three in the visible spectrum and four in the infrared
spectrum (Table 3.3). The classi�cation result was even above 4% higher than based on the
combination of VIs.

Used features Accuracy (speci�city, sensitivity)

Vegetation indices 80.52% (85.00%, 75.22%)
Criterion of Hall 84.31% (90.00%, 78.32%)

Table 3.3: Comparison of the classi�cation results between healthy leaves and leaves inocu-
lated with Cercospora beticola (disease severity ≤ 5%) based on nine vegetation
indices and the seven relevant hyperspectral wavelengths identi�ed by the corre-
lation criterion of Hall.

Regarding di�erent levels of disease severity the selected wavelengths by using the Hall
criterion were always the same. This indicates that the main changes caused by Cercospora

beticola in�uence the same ranges of the hyperspectral signature. With increasing disease
severity classi�cation accuracy rose up to almost 100%, without any misclassi�cation (Table
3.4).

RELIEF-F:

The de�nition of optimal scanning positions in the whole re�ection spectrum is also impor-
tant to develop speci�c sensors for practical use. These sensors have to be robust, econom-
ically priced and user-friendly. Spectral vegetation indices have been shown to be useful
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3 Early Detection of Biotic Stress Using SVMs

Classi�cation accuracy

Disease severity Accuracy Healthy leaves Diseased leaves

without symptoms 68.09% 76.67% 57.89%
1 - 5% 93.16% 98.00% 86.73%
> 5% 99.81% 100% 99.63%

Table 3.4: Classi�cation results between healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with Cer-

cospora beticola by di�erent levels of disease severity. Without symptoms means
that the inoculated leaf shows no visible symptoms (Rumpf et al., 2009a, modi-
�ed).

for an indirect detection of plant diseases. Furthermore, it has been shown that normalised
wavelength di�erences seem suitable for a transfer to other datasets. However, vegetation
indices were not designed for the separation between di�erent crop plant diseases. The de-
sign of speci�c spectral disease indices (SDIs) for the detection of diseases in major crops
was the aim in the study of Mahlein et al. (2013). The best weighted combinations of a sin-
gle wavelength and a normalised wavelength di�erence were exhaustively searched testing
all possible combinations (Figure 3.4).

Most relevant wavelengths and two band normalised di�erences from 450 to 950 nm, de-
scribing the impact of a disease on sugar beet leaves were extracted from the data set. The
amount of single wavelengths and normalised wavelength di�erences was reduced in order
to evaluate all possible combinations of the two subsets without additional assumptions.
This selection was accomplished by applying the RELIEF-F algorithm (Kira and Rendell,
1992) to handle non-linear relations between features and multiple classes. In contrast to
the Hall criterion which explicitly models correlation between features under the assump-
tion of linearity and Gaussian distribution, RELIEF-F ranks individual features according
to their relevance in the context of others (Guyon, 2006). Remaining correlations between
the selected features were implicitly considered in the �nal evaluation during the exhaustive
search for developing SDIs.
The RELIEF-F algorithm is noise-tolerant and can handle highly correlated features, which
is obviously the case for neighboured wavelengths. RELIEF-F measures the homogeneity
of class labels in the local neighbourhood of randomly chosen samples. The key idea of the
RELIEF algorithm is to evaluate features according to how well their values distinguish
among samples that are near to each other. The extension RELIEF-F is more robust by
regarding neighbourhoods of k elements subsuming RELIEF as a special case with k = 1
(Kononenko, 1994). RELIEF-F searches for two nearest neighbourhoods for a given sample
l (see Listing 3.1). For a given k, 'hit' is the set of k nearest neighbours of the same class and
'miss' from the di�erent class. Feature relevance is determined by the sum of the euclidean
distances between nearest hits Hl and nearest missesMl for all samples used to approximate
probabilities.

The optimised disease indices were tested for their ability to detect and to classify healthy
and diseased sugar beet leaves. With high accuracy and sensitivity healthy sugar beet leaves
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3.2 Selection and combination of relevant features

Figure 3.4: Systematical approach and development of spectral disease indices (SDIs) from
hyperspectral re�ectance data for the four classes healthy (HI), Cercospora leaf
spot (CLSI), sugar beet rust (SBRI) and powdery mildew (PMI) (Mahlein et al.,
2013).

and leaves infected with Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew were
classi�ed (balanced classi�cation accuracy: 89%, 92%, 87%, 85%, respectively (Table 3.5)).

In comparison to VIs the classi�cation accuracy using SDIs was much better. Healthy and
diseased leaves could be separated by the HI with higher classi�cation accuracy than using
traditional VIs. In comparison to the best separating vegetation index photochemical re-
�ection index (PRI) an increase in classi�cation accuracy of 5.5% was achieved by the HI
(Mahlein et al., 2013). A disease speci�c di�erentiation of the two other diseases and healthy
leaves was only realised for Cercospora leaf spot by using the best suitable vegetation in-
dex mCAI with an accuracy of 89.5%, whereas the CLSI separated with 92.4% accuracy.
Sugar beet rust and powdery mildew could not be identi�ed by single VIs. Thus, disease
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3 Early Detection of Biotic Stress Using SVMs

INPUT: A s e t o f f e a t u r e s F = F1, · · · , Fm , a s e t o f samples
R1, · · · , Rn and a c l a s s l a b e l i s g iven for each R

OUTPUT: A se t o f f e a tu r e weights W =W1, · · · ,Wm

s e t a l l we ights W (F ) := 0
for i := 1 to n do (number of samples approximating probabilities)

begin
randomly s e l e c t an sample Ri :
f i nd k nea r e s t h i t s Hl and nea r e s t mis ses Ml ;
for j := 1 to m do (all features)

begin

W (Fj) := W (Fj)−
k∑

l=1

di�erence (Fj , Ri, Hl) / (m · k)

+
k∑

l=1

di�erence (Fj , Ri,Ml) / (m · k) ;

end
end

Listing 3.1: Pseudo code of the RELIEF-F algorithm for two class classi�cation

Spectral disease index (SDI) Index equation Accuracy (speci�city, sensitivity)

Healthy-index (HI) R534−R698
R534+R698 −

1
2 ·R704 89.02% (83.77%, 94.27%)

Cercospora leaf spot-index (CLSI) R698−R570
R698+R570 −R734 92.42% (96.31%, 88.52%)

Sugar beet rust-index (SBRI) R570−R513
R570+R513 + 1

2 ·R704 86.98% (93.70%, 80.26%)

Powdery mildew-index (PMI) R520−R584
R520+R584 +R724 84.52% (95.28%, 73.77%)

Table 3.5: Classi�cation result for each disease, based on the spectral disease indices (SDIs)
Cercospora leaf spot-index (CLSI) for the classi�cation of Cercospora leaf spot,
Sugar beet rust-index (SBRI) for sugar beet rust detection and the Powdery
mildew-index (PMI) for powdery mildew detection on sugar beet leaves.

speci�c indices improve disease detection, identi�cation and monitoring for precision crop
protection.

3.3 Extraction of suitable features out of spectral signatures1

Many methods for the analysis of hyperspectral or �uorescence data are based on the use
of selected wavelengths. These approaches reveal several advantages like reduction of data

1The results of this section were mainly achieved by Chistoph Römer.
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3.3 Extraction of suitable features out of spectral signatures

dimensionality or fast computational time. Fluorescence signature contains a particularly
bad signal to noise ratio, so that additional smoothing is necessary (Figure 3.5). A piece-
wise approximation of the whole �uorescence curve by polynomials was used to cope with
the bad signal-noise ratio. Thus the whole information contained in the curve has been
considered. Evaluation techniques which take the full spectrum into account promise new
insights into early stress reactions. If classi�ers rely on single bands they are more prone
to outliers and noise, which is especially harmful when the variations in the signature are
subtle. Accordingly, �lter feature selection algorithms may return single wavelengths, where
separation between classes is randomly caused by noise and not by biologically plausible
e�ects.

Figure 3.5: Medians of healthy and inoculated wheat leaves (top) and comparison of median
di�erence with standard deviations two days after inoculation (bottom) (Römer
et al. (2011)).

Polynomials of low order were used for a piecewise approximation of the whole �uorescence
curve of wheat leaves inoculated with Puccinia triticina (Römer et al., 2011). This way, the
polynomial coe�cients contain the information about the form of the approximated piece
of the curve. This has the advantage that the characteristic of several hundred wavelengths
is compressed into a couple of holistic features. Robustness is also increased, as lower order
coe�cients are not susceptible to noise and single outliers.
A problem with polynomial interpolation is that the approximation error is comparably
large near the break points. Otherwise, as much information as possible has to be extracted
from the polynomial coe�cients. It is important that wavelengths with high relevance are
�tted as accurately as possible. Thus, polynomial break points have to be placed in areas
of low interest. Less informative wavelengths were calculated using a �lter feature selection
algorithm. The break points were placed in an area of low relevance keeping the approxi-
mation error low (Figure 3.6).
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3 Early Detection of Biotic Stress Using SVMs

Figure 3.6: Piecewise polynomial approximation of the �uorescence curve of a wheat leaf
inoculated with Puccinia triticina. The features a0, a1 and a2 contain the infor-
mation about the characteristics of the curve. Break points are placed in regions
of low relevance for the classi�er (Römer et al., 2011, modi�ed).

It turned out that wavelengths between 450 and 500 nm and between 550 and 630 nm were
informative for separating healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with Puccinia triticina.
Classi�cation achieved an accuracy of 93% already at the second day after inoculation (dai)
(Table 3.6). At this time there were still no symptoms of wheat leaf rust visible.

Data set SVMs (%) Decision trees (%) Arti�cal neural network (%)

All wavelengths 73.61 70.83 63.89
Polynomials 93.05 61.96 82.50

Table 3.6: SVMs compared with decision trees and arti�cial neural network (Römer et al.,
2011, modi�ed).

Polynomials achieved a superior classi�cation accuracy of 93.05% (Table 3.7).

RELIEF (%) Principal components (%) Polynomials (%)

Dai 2 72.22 72.22 93.05

Table 3.7: Results for SVMs trained on di�erent, 20 dimensional feature spaces (Römer et
al., 2011, modi�ed).

3.4 Structured label space for sequential classi�cation

In the following the detection and di�erentiation of various weeds based on bispectral im-
ages is discussed. To realise a weed speci�c herbicide application, discrimination, especially
between weed species with high di�erence in the economic threshold is necessary. In compar-
ison to the studies about the early detection and di�erentiation of plant diseases similarities
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exist for the discrimination of di�erent weeds using shape parameters. Again the problem
of feature selection arises since some shape parameters are more important than others.
Shape parameters were derived from di�erence images between near infrared (IR, 720 nm)
and red light (R, 620�680 nm) which were subsequently �ltered with a grey level threshold
concluded with some preprocessing steps to reduce noise. Three types of shape parameters
(features) were computed: (i) region-based features derived from the pixels of each segment,
(ii) contour-based features derived from the border pixels and (iii) features derived from
the skeleton of the segments (Jähne, 2001; Weis and Gerhards, 2007). However, a feature
that is optimal for separation of two weeds may not be suitable to discriminate between two
other weeds. The relevance of features depends on the speci�c separation task. A sequential
classi�cation with speci�c features may help to overcome this problem, instead of using the
same feature set and SVM parameters like in common multi-class SVM.

Figure 3.7: Samples of the training data, sorted by class assignment. The segments were
scaled to a common maximum width for better visual comparison of the shape.
The species are given by their EPPO-Codes: Monocotyledounous: AGRRE:
Agropyron repens ALOMY: Alopecurus myosuroides Dicotyledonous: CIRAR:
Cirsium arvense GALAP: Galium aparine LAMSS: Lamium sp. MATIN: Ma-

tricaria inodora SINAR: Sinapis arvensis STEME: Stellaria media VERPE:
Veronica persica Crop: HORVS: Hordeum vulgare (Rumpf et al., 2012, modi-
�ed).

As Figure 3.7 shows, some weeds look very di�erent, whereas others are very similar. Since
the �uctuation in economic loss due to the yield e�ect caused by weeds is high, it is necessary
to distinguish correctly between the weed species before applying weed speci�c herbicides.
At the �rst sight a standard di�erentiation between many weeds and the crop at an early
stage in one step is not possible (Rumpf et al., 2012).
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3.4 Structured label space for sequential classi�cation

Particularly, within the groups of weeds, highlighted with equal coloured cells (Table 3.8),
misclassi�cations occurred. However, based on the classi�cation result di�erences can be
seen in severity grade of separation. The discrimination between the subgroups of mono-
cotyledons and dicotyledons is obviously less di�cult, whereas the di�erentiation within
the group of dicotyledons seems di�cult. Accordingly, the label space was structured into
classi�cation tasks which are manageable. In the �rst step the group of dicotyledons con-
taining the weed species with a low economic threshold was discriminated with accuracy
above 99%. In the next step groups of similar dicotyledons have to be identi�ed in order
to build additional separable subgroups. Subsequently a sequential classi�cation followed
(Figure 3.8). Especially the two weeds Cirsium arvense and Galium aparine, which cause
high economic yield loss, needed high weighted relevant features. The second classi�cation
step adequately detected Cirsium arvense with almost 83% accuracy. In a �nal third step
the separated subgroup of three dicotyledons containing Galium aparine of high interest
was di�erentiated with an accuracy of nearly 89%. Galium aparine was classi�ed with an
accuracy of 80%.
In all three sequential classi�cation steps di�erent features turned out to be relevant (Table
3.9). The presented sequential classi�cation divided the complex classi�cation task into less
complex parts. Thus, improving the classi�cation accuracy and detection rates, especially
of the weeds with low economic threshold, except the additional classi�cation errors which
occur by the identi�cation of the subgroups. The mean accuracy increases from 69.3% sep-
arating all weed species in one step to 79.7% in the third step (Figure 3.8). This sequential
classi�cation allows the di�erentiation between crops and weeds and is further capable for
discrimination within the weeds. Both parameters are crucial requirements for a site-speci�c
application of herbicides.

classi�cation step most relevant shape parameters

1. step: size of the skeleton, area size, mean distance to border,
maximum distance to border

2. step: mean distance from skeleton to border, rearmost distance
to center of gravity along main axis, hu moment 2

3. step: minimum distance to border, hu moment 2, compactness

Table 3.9: Results of the sequential classi�cation using support vector machines based on
di�erent weighted shape features. In every step various shape parameters were
of particular relevance.
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Classification problem:
(mean accuracy: 69.3 %)

1. Step:
(mean accuracy: 73.2 %)

2. Step:
(mean accuracy: 74.5 %)

3. Step:
(mean accuracy: 79.7 %)

Nine weeds and Hordeum
vulgare at an early growth stage

Hordeum vulgare
86.2 %

Monocotyledons
97.2 %

Dicotyledons
99.2 %

Cirsium
arvense
82.7 %

Galium
aparine

Matricaria
inodora
70.8 %

Stellaria
media
70.7%

Sinapis
arvensis
80.0 %

Veronica
persica

Lamium
sp.

88.7 %

Galium
aparine
80.0 %

Lamium
sp.

73.4 %

Veronica
persica
76.1 %

Figure 3.8: Results of the sequential classi�cation of nine weeds and the crop Hordeum

vulgare at an early growth stage. The well separated weed species are black,
whereas grey color means that these weeds have to be discriminated in a separate
step. The increasing mean accuracy from step to step is shown on the left side.
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4 Conclusion and Perspectives

This current thesis used advanced methods of machine learning integrated with modern
sensor techniques for early detection of plant diseases and weeds. The potential of machine
learning for precision crop protection was outlined. Support vector machines (SVMs)
equipped with non-linear kernels have proved as e�ective and robust classi�ers. For a
speci�c task in plant disease and weed detection, SVMs were adopted to the relevant bio-
logical phenomenon. A problem-speci�c extraction and selection of informative features in
combination with task-oriented classi�cation methods achieved a high level of robustness,
speci�city and earliness. The earliest detection of plant diseases was preponed to a point of
time at which no characteristic symptoms became visible.

Plant diseases were detected and classi�ed at an early stage based on spectral vegetation
indices. Partly redundant information in the VIs were analysed by non-linear SVMs. In this
way, both, discrimination of diseased and non-diseased sugar beet leaves and di�erentiation
between the leaf diseases Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew, was
performed. The classi�cation accuracy di�ers depending on the type and stage of disease.
Even, an identi�cation of diseases before characteristic symptoms became visible, was
realised with high accuracy.

Using high dimensional data of hyperspectral or �uorescence signatures a�ords a careful
selection to identify disease speci�c features. In subsequent studies, it was shown that a
carefully selected subset of features improves the classi�cation result. For that reason, a
large number of features with minor or no additional information, caused by high correlation
within the original hyperspectral or �uorescence signature had to be removed. Suitable
feature selection methods have to be chosen individually for optical sensor data based on
the feature properties, especially number of features and their correlation level. Moreover,
the chosen selection method depends on the further analysis of data.

Since �uorescence data has a higher level of noise, information and reliability of a single
wavelength is lower. In this context feature extraction by polynomial coe�cients proved
to be more e�ective in order to get more robust features which analytically describe the
spectral signature and additionally smooth the curve. These holistic features improved the
accuracy of classi�cation substantially.

Furthermore, a discrimination of various weeds at di�erent growth stages based on shape
parameters was realised by a sequential classi�cation. The separation of the crop plant
Hordeum vulgare and the weed groups of monocotyledons and dicotyledons was realised
with high accuracy. Nevertheless the separation between di�erent species of dicotyledons
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4 Conclusion and Perspectives

needed particular features. To this end, a hierarchy of classes and enforced separation by a
top-down traversal of the respective tree was designed. Thus, in each step a di�erent optimal
subset of features was used. Further, parameters of each SVM were adapted individually.
The mean classi�cation accuracy increased from step to step.

Whereas promising results of applying SVMs for weed and plant disease detection were
achieved, exploitation of the potential of modern machine learning methods for the aims of
precision agriculture is still in its infancy, at least with regard to early detection of biotic
stress. In this thesis, basic principles were examined under controlled conditions. For preci-
sion agriculture applications the next step has to be the transfer of the achieved results to
the �eld scale. Here, the in�uence of various stress factors with uncontrolled environmental
and observation conditions, as site-speci�c characteristics and biologic variability between
plants and cultivars, overlap the task-relevant information from sensor data. Instead of
using sensors which measure a mean hyperspectral re�ectance of a de�ned observation �eld,
the use of hyperspectral imaging sensors, measuring a hyperspectral signature pixelwise,
is one promising approach to cope with challenging �eld conditions. The proven methods
can be applied to each pixel of the sensor image. Hence, a higher spatial resolution can
be achieved by hyperspectral imaging. Thus, additional spatial patterns can be integrated
in feature space as context knowledge about the neighbourhood. In order to transfer
presented machine learning methods to the �eld, the decoding of the spectral signature is
mandatory. This includes a modelling of the main in�uences, and the separation between
the characteristic of stress factors and plant characteristics.

Many challenging boundary conditions have to be considered when transferring the pro-
posed methods for tasks with multiple biotic and abiotic stressors in the �eld. Beneath
the high amount of data which poses a challenge in itself, several additional disturbance
variables complicate the process of interpretation and information extraction. Firstly, new
stress factors have to be integrated into the classifying data model and the model has to
be re�ned to di�erent disease severities. Hereby, the problem of data labelling appears.
Solutions can be found by automatic labelling using unsupervised learning methods. Fur-
ther information on spatial and temporal development of plant diseases can be obtained
by taking the actual disease severity into account. Instead of a binary separation between
healthy and diseased plants, quantitative di�erentiation can be realised. Secondly, a single
model for the spread of every stress factor of whole plants is required to distinguish between
stress factors with similar spectral impact.

A deeper understanding of spectral signatures of plants is needed to model how several
input variables a�ect the resulting spectra and how these variables are correlated. Machine
learning, especially feature selection methods combined with SVMs, can cope with this
complex challenge. Models based on data gathered under controlled conditions are a com-
pulsory prerequisite to generate more complex models for �eld experiments. Sophisticated
biological processes can be explained by focusing on single applied stressors and adopted
environmental conditions.
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A Appended Papers

A.1 Early detection and classi�cation of plant diseases with

support vector machines based on hyperspectral

re�ectance

Rumpf, T., Mahlein, A.-K., Steiner, U., Oerke, E.-C., Dehne, H.-W., Plümer, L., 2010.
Early detection and classi�cation of plant diseases with support vector machines based
on hyperspectral re�ectance. Computers and Electronics in Agriculture 74 (1), 91�99.

Abstract

Automatic methods for an early detection of plant diseases are vital for precision crop pro-
tection. The main contribution of this paper is a procedure for the early detection and
di�erentiation of sugar beet diseases based on Support Vector Machines and spectral vege-
tation indices. The aim was I) to discriminate diseased from non-diseased sugar beet leaves,
II) to di�erentiate between the diseases Cercospora leaf spot, leaf rust and powdery mildew,
and III) to identify diseases even before speci�c symptoms became visible. Hyperspectral
data were recorded from healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with the pathogens Cercospora
beticola, Uromyces betae or Erysiphe betae causing Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and
powdery mildew, respectively for a period of 21 days after inoculation. Nine spectral veg-
etation indices, related to physological parameters were used as features for an automatic
classi�cation. Early di�erentiation between healthy and inoculated plants as well as among
speci�c diseases can be achieved by a Support Vector Machine with a radial basis function
as kernel.
The discrimination between healthy sugar beet leaves and diseased leaves resulted in classi-
�cation accuracies up to 97%. The multiple classi�cation between healthy leaves and leaves
with symptoms of the three diseases still achieved an accuracy higher than 88%. Further-
more the potential of presymptomatic detection of the plant diseases was demonstrated.
Depending on the type and stage of disease the classi�cation accuracy was between 65%
and 90%.
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a b s t r a c t

Automatic methods for an early detection of plant diseases are vital for precision crop protection. The
main contribution of this paper is a procedure for the early detection and differentiation of sugar beet
diseases based on Support Vector Machines and spectral vegetation indices. The aim was (I) to discrimi-
nate diseased from non-diseased sugar beet leaves, (II) to differentiate between the diseases Cercospora
leaf spot, leaf rust and powdery mildew, and (III) to identify diseases even before specific symptoms
became visible. Hyperspectral data were recorded from healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with the
pathogens Cercospora beticola, Uromyces betae or Erysiphe betae causing Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet
rust and powdery mildew, respectively for a period of 21 days after inoculation. Nine spectral vegetation
indices, related to physiological parameters were used as features for an automatic classification. Early
differentiation between healthy and inoculated plants as well as among specific diseases can be achieved
by a Support Vector Machine with a radial basis function as kernel.

The discrimination between healthy sugar beet leaves and diseased leaves resulted in classification
accuracies up to 97%. The multiple classification between healthy leaves and leaves with symptoms of
the three diseases still achieved an accuracy higher than 86%. Furthermore the potential of presymp-
tomatic detection of the plant diseases was demonstrated. Depending on the type and stage of disease
the classification accuracy was between 65% and 90%.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the past different automatic classification methods have
been used to classify remote sensing data and plant observa-
tions. Machine learning methods, such as artificial neural networks
(ANNs), Decision Trees, K-means, k nearest neighbors, and Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs) have been applied in agricultural
research (Mucherino et al., 2009). There is an extensive potential
of automatic classification methods in site-specific weed detection
(Gutiérrez et al., 2008; Karimi et al., 2006). Wang et al. (2008) pre-
dicted Phytophthora infestans infection on tomatoes by using ANNs,
Camargo and Smith (2009) identified visual symptoms of cotton
diseases using SVMs, Ferreiro-Armán et al. (2006) have discrim-
inated between grape varieties from hyperspectral airborne data
using SVMs. Furthermore, SVMs turned out as a powerful machine
learning technique for general-purpose supervised prediction in
biological research like, for example, in the classification of pro-
teins (Park et al., 2005) or gene expression levels (Friedel et al.,

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: rumpf@igg.uni-bonn.de (T. Rumpf).

1 Both authors equally contributed to this work.

2005), for yield prediction in agricultural sciences (Ruß et al., 2008;
Ruß, 2009), environmental modeling or stress detection (Karimi et
al., 2008) and in remote sensing for land cover classification (Waske
and Benediktsson, 2007; Gonçalves et al., 2005) or change detection
(He and Laptev, 2009; Nemmour and Chibani, 2006).

Support Vector Machine is a powerful classification method
based on the statistical learning theory of Vapnik (1998). In gen-
eral, classification algorithms aim at finding patterns in empirical
data (training data or input data) with regard to label classes. The
resulting classification model is used to make a prediction for new
unlabeled data. In a sense, supervised learning concludes in finding
a function f which fits the training data in the best way possible.

However, the identification of such a function is an ‘ill-posed
problem’ since there is an infinite number of functions which
describe the discrete data equally well. On the other hand, machine
learning is mainly interested in predicting the class of unseen data,
i.e. generalisation ability of the classifier, rather than fitting the
training data. It is a basic insight of machine learning that the class
of feasible functions f has to be restricted. In this respect the selec-
tion of the function class is a trade-off between a sufficiently modest
complexity to achieve good generalisation and to avoid overfitting.
Both issues are balanced by SVMs in an optimal way (Vapnik, 2000).
SVMs separate two different classes through a hyperplane which

0168-1699/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.compag.2010.06.009
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is specified by its normal vector �w and the bias b. By using a ker-
nel function SVMs are also able to discriminate non-linear, which
is required in the classification of plant diseases and especially the
discrimination between healthy and diseased plants at early stages.

This study presents a procedure for an automatic classification
of foliar sugar beet diseases with special focus on early detection.
Foliar diseases are serious threats in sugar beet cultivation. The
fungal pathogens Cercospora beticola (Sacc), Erysiphe betae (Vanha)
Weltzien, and Uromyces betae (Persoon) Lev. causing Cercospora
leaf spot, powdery mildew, and leaf rust, respectively, may induce
losses in yield quantity and sugar yield; economic losses may reach
up to US$ 1500 ha−1 (Wolf and Verreet, 2002). Usually fungal leaf
diseases are managed by cultural practices that reduce primary
inoculums, planting resistant cultivars, and by applying fungicides
(Steddom et al., 2005). Because of the high costs of chemical control
and its ecologic impact, one aim of precision farming is to reduce
and optimize pesticide applications. The detection and differenti-
ation of several diseases at early stages of epidemics allow a more
efficient application of agrochemicals (Hillnhuetter and Mahlein,
2008). But visual monitoring of diseases at early stages in the field is
time-consuming and expensive (Steddom et al., 2005; Steiner et al.,
2008). Hence, alternative evaluation methods are required. Opti-
cal methods like hyperspectral imaging and non-imaging sensors
have proved to be useful tools in order to detect changes in plant
vitality (Hatfield et al., 2008; West et al., 2003). A high potential
of reflectance data in discriminating between healthy and diseased
plants has been shown (Bravo et al., 2003; Delalieux et al., 2007;
Carroll et al., 2008; Larsolle and Muhammed, 2007; Naidu et al.,
2009; Steddom et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2002).
Spectral vegetation indices (VIs) related to specific physiological
parameters have been exploited for the differentiation of healthy
and diseased plants (Delalieux et al., 2009; Naidu et al., 2009; Graeff
et al., 2006; Steddom et al., 2003, 2005). These VIs from remote
sensing are not disease-specific, hence disease discrimination using
a single VI is not feasible.

For precision plant protection new disease detection methods
must facilitate an automatic classification of the diseases. Data
mining techniques, the process of extracting important and use-
ful information from a large set of data (Mucherino et al., 2009;
Wu et al., 2008b), seems to solve this complex agricultural prob-
lem. Different techniques have been proposed for mining data in
terms of disease detection. Bravo et al. (2003) investigated the dif-
ference in spectral reflectance between healthy and rust diseased
wheat plants. Using a quadratic discriminating model based on the
reflectance of the most discriminating four wavebands determined
by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) F-test, they correctly classified
diseased and healthy spectra with a classification accuracy of 96%.
In a next step they used the neural network Self-Organizing Maps
(SOM) successfully to discriminate between healthy plants, nitro-
gen deficiency, and rust diseased wheat plants in field (Moshou et
al., 2006). Wang et al. (2008) spectrally predict late blight infections
on tomatoes based on artificial neural networks (ANNs).

Because plant diseases are often associated with specific phys-
iological and visual modifications of their host plants, we applied
a method based on the combination of various VIs derived from
hyperspectral data and used SVMs to fully exploit their com-
bined information. As a consequence of learning with SVMs several
advantages arise. First the function class for the classification model
may be arbitrarily complex thus providing the flexibility for difficult
classification tasks. A radial basis function (RBF) is parametrized
by a simple parameter � which controls the smoothness of the
decision boundary, and therefore the handling is manageable.
Reflecting the expectation that some of the training and test sam-
ples have been given a wrong label a second parameter C controls
the penalisation of this kind of error. In summary, learning with
SVMs amounts to find adequate parameters for C and �.

The objectives of this study were (I) to discriminate diseased
from non-diseased sugar beet leaves, (II) to differentiate between
the diseases Cercospora leaf spot, leaf rust and powdery mildew,
and (III) to identify diseases even before specific symptoms became
visible. This study has shown that combined VIs, together with
SVMs using an appropriate radial basic function are able to discrim-
inate between the foliar diseases Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet
rust, powdery mildew and healthy plants and as well as between
the plant diseases themselves. Furthermore latent infection could
be predicted.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant cultivation

Greenhouse experiments were conducted to assess spectral
characteristics of sugar beet leaves under controlled conditions.
Sugar beet plants (cv. Pauletta, KWS GmbH, Einbeck, Germany)
were grown in a commercial substrate (Klasmann-Deilmann
GmbH, Germany) in plastic pots (∅13 cm) at 23/20 ◦ C (day/night),
60% relative humidity (RH) and a photoperiod of 16 h. Plants were
watered as necessary and fertilized weekly with 100 ml of a 0.2%
solution of Poly Crescal (Aglukon GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany).

2.2. Pathogens

For each treatment, 15 plants were inoculated with the
pathogens at growth stage (GS) 14 (= four leaves fully developed).
As healthy control 15 plants were kept non-inoculated at 23/20 ◦

C and 60 ± 10% RH. Cercospora beticola was inoculated by spray-
ing a spore suspension (4 × 104 conidia ml−1) onto the leaves using
a hand sprayer. Subsequently, the plants were covered with plas-
tic bags to realize 100% RH at 25/20 ◦ C for 48 h. Suspensions of
Uromyces betae (4 × 104 urediniospores ml−1), were sprayed onto
the leaves before covering the plants with plastic bags and incu-
bating them for 48 h at 19/16 ◦C. For further incubation the plants
inoculated with C. beticola and U. betae were transferred to 23/20 ◦

C and 60 ± 10% RH. Plants heavily infested with powdery mildew
were used as inoculum source of Erysiphe betae. Healthy plants
were inoculated in a chamber where a ventilator ran for 25 s to dis-
tribute E. betae conidia evenly on their leaves. Plants were left over
night and afterwards transferred to 23/20 ◦C, however, separated
from the other plants.

2.3. Data recording

Spectral reflectance was measured using a handheld non-
imaging spectroradiometer (ASD FieldSpec Pro FR spectrometer,
Analytic Spectral Devices, Boulder, USA) with a plant probe fore-
optic and a leaf clip holder. The spectral range was from 400 nm to
1050 nm with a spectral resolution of 1.4 nm. The contact probe
foreoptic has a 10 mm field of view and an integrated 100 W
halogen lamp. Instrument optimization and reflectance calibra-
tion were performed prior to sample acquisition; the average of
25 dark current measurements was calibrated to the average of
25 barium sulphate white reference (Spectralon, Labsphere, North
Sutton, NH, USA) measurements. Because of the internal light
source the integration time was adjusted to 17 ms per scan con-
stantly. Final reflectance spectra were obtained by determining the
ratios of data acquired for a sample to data acquired for the white
reflectance standard. Each sample scan represented an average of
25 reflectance spectra. In addition, a SPAD-502 chlorophyll meter
(Minolta Camera Ltd., Osaka, Japan) was used to measure the leaf
greenness as an indicator of the chlorophyll content.

Data from inoculated and non-inoculated leaves were recorded
daily till 21 days after inoculation. For each treatment, spectra from
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Table 1
Vegetation indices and equations used in this study (R = hyperspectral reflectance). These eight VIs and the SPAD-value are used as features for classification.

Index Equation Related to Reference

Normalized difference vegetation index NDVI = R800−R670
R800+R670

Biomass, leaf area Rouse et al. (1974)

Simple ratio SR = R800
R670

Biomass, leaf area Birth and McVey (1968)

Structure insensitive vegetation index SIPI = R800−R445
R800+R680

Ratio carotinoids/chlorrphyll a Penuelas et al. (1995)

Pigments specific simple ratio PSSRa = R800
R680

Chlorophyll (a/b) content Blackburn (1998)

PSSRb = R800
R635

Anthocyanin reflectance index ARI =
(

1
R550

)
−
(

1
R700

)
Anthocyanin Gitelson et al. (2001)

Red edge position REP = 700 + 40·(RRE−R700)
(R740−R700) Inflection point red edge Guyot and Baret (1988)

RRE = R670+R780
2

Modified chlorophyll absorption integral mCAI = (R545+R752)
2 · (752 − 545) −

(∑R752

R545
R · 1.423

)
Chlorophyll content Laudien et al. (2003)

the adaxial surface of the two youngest, fully developed leaves of 15
plants were taken (n = 30). RGB images of the leaves were addi-
tionally taken. Disease severity of each pathogen was evaluated
daily and classified according to Wolf and Verreet (2002). Experi-
ments were repeated twice.

2.4. Spectral vegetation indices

In order to evaluate the suitability of VIs to identify and discrim-
inate among foliar diseases, VIs related to different physiological
parameters were calculated (Table 1). Correlation and regression
analyses between VIs and disease severity were conducted for each
disease (Mahlein et al., 2010).

Relationships between disease severity and VI values were
determined by Pearson’s correlation coefficient using the Superior
Performing System SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

2.5. Classification

In classification generally supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing methods are distinguished. Clustering is the most prominent
method of unsupervised learning. There are several cluster analysis
methods available, viz. DB-SCAN (Ester et al., 1997), K-Means, X-
Means (Pelleg and Moore, 2000) or SVM-Clustering (Ben-Hur et al.,
2001). In our study we intentionally focused on supervised learning
methods, viz. Decision Trees, ANNs and SVMs. Supervised learn-
ing needs labeled training samples to learn a model which enables
the classifier to predict the class of unseen pattern. For these three
classification methods, eight VIs (Table 1) and the SPAD-value were
used as features.

2.5.1. Decision Trees
Learning with Decision Trees is one of the most popular and

widely used methods for inductive inference. This techniques have
their roots in an algorithm which was proposed and refined on by
Quinlan (1993). The basic data structure is a tree where the nodes
represent features and the edges represent decisions in favor of a
(range of) value(s) of the latter. The root and every interior node
contains a decision criterion for that feature which has the best
chance to reduce the entropy of the respective sample set. Entropy
reduction is achieved by splitting the sample set in two or more sub-
sets. This procedure is applied recursively until a given threshold for
the minimal entropy is reached. In the case of numeric data, a split
value which maximizes entropy reduction is calculated (Mitchell,
1998). After the split into two parts based on the feature with the
highest relevance, the next feature which splits the data optimally
is determined. Since always one feature is considered at a time,
a stepwise axis-parallel boundary is formed in the domain of real

numbers. Following a path from the root to a leaf node the Decision
Tree corresponds to a rule based classifier.

2.5.2. Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks have been inspired by the research on

human brain. In the network each node represents a neuron and
each link the way two neurons interact. The most popular kind of
ANNs is the multilayer perceptron, in which neurons are organized
in layers. Each neuron can receive input signals from neurons of
the previous layer and send it output to neurons of the successive
layer. Further, the activation value is computed as weighted sum
of all received signals. The weights between the linked neuron can
either increase or decrease the signal. In the simplest case a lin-
ear combination of basis functions, especially sigmoid functions,
is used to process the activation value of each neuron. ANNs are
discussed extensively in Bishop (2005).

2.5.3. Support Vector Machines
In this paragraph Support Vector Machines are discussed in

more detail. The simple case of linear SVMs assumes that two
classes are linear separable, i.e. their discriminant can be described
by a linear function. Starting point is a training data set.
(�x1, y1

)
,
(�x2, y2

)
, . . . ,

(�xn, yn

)
. (1)

where �x denotes a vector with m features x1, . . ., xm and yk = 1 if
�xk belongs to label class one and yk = − 1 if �xk was in label class
two. Different labels define different classes. In our case the two
classes correspond to were healthy sugar beet leaves and leaves
inoculated with the different pathogens, respectively. The dot
product, which is defined by the formula

〈
�ω, �x
〉

= ω1x1 + ω2x2 +
· · · + ωmxm, intuitively specifies the distance (in an m-dimensional
Euclidean space). This is used as similarity measure. The basic idea
behind SVMs is to separate the two different classes through a
hyperplane which is specified by its normal vector �ω and the bias
b. The hyperplane can be given as
〈

�ω, �x
〉

+ b = 0 where �ω ∈Rm, b ∈R. (2)

This yields the corresponding decision function

f
(�x) = sgn

(〈
�ω, �x
〉

+ b
)

. (3)

The sign of f
(�x) depends on the side of the hyperplane where

the sample lies. As Vapnik (1998) shows the optimal separating
hyperplane is the one which maximizes the distance between the
hyperplane and the nearest points of both classes (called margin)
and results in the best prediction for unseen data. The samples
with minimal distance to the hyperplane are called Support Vectors
(SV) and only they define the hyperplane. Thereby the separation is
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Fig. 1. Comparison of separating two classes. The perpendicular bisector of the line
segment connecting the respective centroids (asterisk) of the two classes, obvi-
ously differs from the hyperplane with maximal margin constructed by SVMs. The
maximal margin hyperplane is more robust against outliers.

robust against outliers — in contrast to the well-known Fisher dis-
criminant which calculates a separating hyperplane based on the
centroids of both classes (Fig. 1).

It is assumed that both classes are linearly separable. The spec-
ification of a hyperplane by ω and b is unique up to a factor �.
By requiring the scaling of ω and b to be such that the closest
point(s) to the hyperplane satisfy

∣∣〈 �ω, �xi

〉
+ b
∣∣ = 1 the canonical

form of a hyperplane is obtained. Accordingly the norm of the nor-
mal vector ω is equal to the inverse of the distance, of the closest
sample(s) of both classes to the hyperplane. Hence, the optimal
separating hyperplane with maximal margin can be formulated as
the following quadratic optimization problem:

min
�ω ∈Rm,b ∈R

� ( �ω) = 1
2

∣∣ �ω
∣∣2 (4)

subject to yi ·
(〈

�ω, �x
〉

+ b
)

≥ 1 ∀ i = 1, . . . , n. (5)

The constraint (5) ensures that f
(�xi

)
yields +1 for yi ∈

{
+1
}

and

−1 for yi ∈
{

−1
}

so that the two classes are separated correctly.
Chapelle (2007) showed that already the primal optimization

problem (4) can efficiently be solved, but it is often advisable to
solve the dual maximization problem (Boyd and Vandenberghe,
2004). Using the Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions and introducing
Lagrange multipliers ˛i, ω and b are eliminated (Schölkopf and
Smola, 2002).

max˛ ∈Rn W ( �̨ ) =
n∑

i=1

˛i − 1
2

n∑

i,j=1

˛i˛jyiyj

〈�xi, �xj

〉
(6)

subject to ˛i ≥ 0 ∀ i = 1, . . . , n (7)

and
n∑

i=1

˛iyi = 0. (8)

The optimal solution of (6) only depends on the ˛i /= 0 (SV). All
other �xi which are no SV become zero and have no influence on the
construction of the optimal hyperplane which is given by

�ω∗ =
n∑

i=1

˛iyi�xi (9)

b∗ = −1
2

〈
�ω∗, �xa + �xb

〉
, (10)

where �xa ∈
{

+1
}

and �xb ∈
{

−1
}

are any support vectors of both
classes. The decision function is then

f (�x) = sgn
(〈

�ω∗, �x
〉

+ b∗) (11)

So far the discussion has been restricted to linear separation.
However, in general data will not be linear separable. For this reason
a kernel function is introduced to enable an efficient computation
(Boser, 1992; Hofmann et al., 2008). It contains an implicit map-
ping in the feature space without explicitly computing the mapping
˚. The ‘kernel trick’ can be applied since all feature vectors only
occurred in dot products (4), (10), (11) (Schölkopf et al., 1998).
Accordingly, the dot product

〈�x, �xi

〉
as measure of similarity can

be substituted by a kernel

k
(�x, �xi

)
=
(

˚
(�x) · ˚

(�xi

))
. (12)

One kernel commonly used in practice is the radial basis func-
tion (RBF) kernel, i.e.

k
(�x, �xi

)
= exp

(
−
∣∣�x − �xi

∣∣2
2�2

)
, (13)

where the parameter � controls the smoothness of the decision
boundary in the feature space. In our case, this kernel was used to
differentiate between healthy and inoculated sugar beet leaves.

Beyond specifying non-linear discriminants by RBF kernels,
another generalisation has been proposed which replaces hard
margins by soft margins. This way allows to handle noise and pre-
labeling errors, which often occur in practice. Slack-variables �i are
used to relax the hard-margin constraint (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).
The condition in (5) changes to

yi

(〈
�ω, �x
〉

+ b
)

≥ 1 − �i, �i ≥ 0, ∀ i = 1, . . . , n (14)

so that some classification errors which depend on �i are
allowed. In conclusion the quadratic optimization problem (4) con-
verts to

min
�ω ∈Rm,b ∈R

�
(

�ω, �i

)
= 1

2

∣∣ �ω
∣∣2 + C

n∑

i=1

�i, (15)

with the regularisation parameter C ≥ 0. A larger C penalizes a
wrong classification more strongly.

Learning an optimal SVM classifier with RBF kernel for the
identification of sugar beet diseases is structured as follows. After
deducing the vegetation indices out of the original spectral signa-
ture the relevance of the indices may be checked. There are several
methods to determine the relevance of features, but their detailed
discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. In our case it turned
out to be appropriate to use all features. In order to specify the best
radial basis function and to find an appropriate factor for penalizing
classification errors, the parameter C and � have to be optimized. In
this respect, we applied an grid-based approach as recommended
by Hsu et al. (2008). Afterwards the classification result of this
model is evaluated by cross-validation (see Section 2.7).

2.6. Multi-class classification

Several methods are available to extend dichotomous classi-
fiers such as SVMs for multi-class classification effectively. In this
study Chang and Lin’s library for SVMs (LIBSVM) has been used
for classification (Chang and Lin, 2001). Here the ‘one against one’
approach (Knerr et al., 1990) is applied. The classifier is constructed
for k (k − 1) /2 times, where k is the number of classes. Each one is
trained with data of two classes. The classification decision is based
on a majority vote of the class assignments. If classes have identical
votes, the one with the smallest index is selected.
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Table 2
Important measures in a statistical classification task.

2.7. Evaluation

In general training samples and test samples have to be sepa-
rated to evaluate the learned model. However, using only half of
the data for learning may not be enough to detect all patterns. To
realise an optimal utilisation of all information in the training data
the model learned was evaluated by cross-validation. The cross-
validation splits all examples into a defined number of groups S,
out of which S − 1 are applied to learn a model and the remaining
one is used for evaluation. This approach was repeated for all pos-
sible choices of evaluation groups. The performance resulted from
the average of all possibilities. Frequently 10 groups were chosen.
Important performance measures are described in Table 2. Speci-
ficity gives the proportion of the correctly classified healthy leaves
of all classified healthy leaves. Sensitivity (Recall) gives the propor-
tion of correctly classified inoculated sugar beet leaves in relation to
all classified inoculated leaves. The accuracy is given by the average
of sensitivity and specificity.

3. Results

3.1. Disease development

Non-inoculated plants stayed healthy over the experiment
period. Inoculated plants were first colonized without symptoms,

after a latency period typical symptoms appeared. The develop-
ment of diseases and the symptoms varied significantly for the
three pathogens (Fig. 2). Small chloroses were the first symptoms
of Cercospora leaf spot. After 6–8 days of incubation, these spots
became necrotic and the characteristic red margin of the spots
became visible. Fourteen days after inoculation the spots coalesced
and formed large necrotic areas. First chloroses due to Uromyces
betae became visible 9 days after inoculation (dai). At later stages,
rust spores ruptured the epidermis and amber uredinia became vis-
ible on the upper and lower side of leaves. Symptoms of powdery
mildew firstly appeared 5 dai. Small colonies visible on the upper
side of leaves in the beginning rapidly expanded and after 14 dai
the white, fluffy mycelium covered the total leaf surface.

3.2. Dichotomous classification between healthy leaves and
leaves with disease symptoms

In a first dichotomous approach SVMs were used for the differ-
entiation between the two classes, non-inoculated, healthy leaves
and leaves inoculated with one of the three leaf pathogens. VIs
calculated from characteristic reflectance spectra (Fig. 3) and the
SPAD-value were used for classification.

The results showed that the specificity of the classification was
always lower than the sensitivity. The classification error range was
7% to almost 3% (Table 3). In comparison with the classification
results of Decision Trees and ANNs the classification error of SVMs
was always lower.

The classification accuracy increased with increasing disease
severity (Fig. 4). Differences in the number of leaves in the disease
class give additional information on the reliability of classification
results. With only 1–2% diseased leaf area, the classification accu-
racy was about 65% for all diseases. The accuracy of differentiating
between healthy leaves and leaves with Cercospora leaf spot symp-
toms rapidly increased with a disease severity of 3–5%. When more
than 10% of the leaf area was covered by leaf spots, the classification
accuracy reached 100% (Fig. 4).

The accuracy of detecting sugar beet rust and powdery mildew
symptoms increased less rapidly. At sugar beet rust disease severity
stages of 6–9% the classification accuracy was about 95%. Leaves
with powdery mildew could be differentiated from healthy leaves

Fig. 2. Development of disease specific symptoms of three diseases on sugar beet leaves; Cercospora leaf spot (A), sugar beet rust (B), and powdery mildew (C) (dai = days
after inoculation; bar = 4 mm).
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Fig. 3. Spectral signatures of the non-inoculated sugar beet leaves and sugar beet
leaves inoculated with the different pathogens. The showed reflectance spectra are
the mean of all sugar beet leaves with diseases severity under 10%, respectively.

Table 3
Results of the dichotomous classification based on spectral vegetation indices. Com-
parison between the three different classification methods Decison Tree, ANNs and
SVMs.

Leaf disease Classification error [%]

Accuracy Specificity
(healthy
leaves)

Sensitivity
(diseased
leaves)

Decision Trees
Cercospora leaf spot 4.67 1.15 8.52
Sugar beet rust 7.15 4.76 9.86
Powdery mildew 13.18 5.59 21.51

ANNs
Cercospora leaf spot 3.64 3.02 4.32
Sugar beet rust 4.30 2.38 6.49
Powdery mildew 8.41 11.67 4.84

SVMs
Cercospora leaf spot 2.88 1.35 4.55
Sugar beet rust 3.73 3.21 4.32
Powdery mildew 6.92 5.29 8.71

Fig. 4. Classification results of non-inoculated sugar beet leaves and sugar beet
leaves inoculated with the different pathogens depending to disease severity.

Fig. 5. Effect of incubation time on the results of SVM classification between healthy
sugar beet leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola (A), Uromyces betae (B) and
Erysiphe betae (C), respectively.

with an accuracy of about 95% when 10–15% of the leaf area was
covered with fluffy mycelium (Fig. 4).

3.3. Multi-class classification among healthy leaves and leaves
with symptoms of three diseases

Table 4 summarises the results of the model learned which
classified healthy sugar beet leaves and leaves diseased with Cer-
cospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew, respectively
(multi-class classification). The overall classification accuracy was
better than 86%, but the difference between the classes were low.
The class recall of each class ranged between 84% and more than
92%. The class of healthy leaves was classified best. Classification
difficulties occurred in separating between sugar beet rust and Cer-
cospora leaf spot and also in the classification between powdery
mildew and healthy sugar beet leaves.

3.4. Classification of healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with
fungal pathogens at early stages of pathogenesis

For the differentiation between healthy sugar beet leaves and
leaves inoculated with one of the different pathogens before spe-
cific disease symptoms became visible — VI data were used starting
3 dai. First symptoms of Cercospora leaf spot appeared 6 dai, rust
8 dai and powdery mildew 5 dai. Leaves inoculated with C. beticola
were correctly classified by SVMs with an accuracy range from 65%
to 80%, even before symptoms became visible (Fig. 5A). When spe-
cific symptoms occurred 6 dai, the classification accuracy steadily
increased until 12 dai where it converged at 100%. Throughout the
21 days of the experiment, the classification accuracy of the auto-
matic procedure was consistent to visually classified Cercospora
leaf spot-infected leaves. The classification accuracy of healthy
leaves was 3 dai almost 87% and reached >95% starting from 8 dai.

Although first symptoms of sugar beet rust appeared only
8 dai, a classification accuracy of 90% for U. betae-infected leaves
was reached 3–5 dai (Fig. 5B). One day before first rust symp-
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Table 4
Results of the Support Vector Machines multi-class classification based on spectral vegetation indices.

Ground truth

Prediction Healthy Cercospora leaf spot Sugar beet rust Powdery mildew Class precision

Healthy 942 32 47 69 86.42%
Cercospora leaf spot 12 748 61 13 89.69%
Sugar beet rust 20 88 622 14 83.60%
Powdery mildew 46 12 10 834 92.46%
Class recall 92.35% 85.00% 84.05% 89.68% 86.42%

toms became visible, the sensitivity decreased to about 71% and
increased again 15 dai to over 98%. The results of the automatic
classification were inferior to the visual ratings only between days
12 and 14 after inoculation. Healthy sugar beet leaves were clas-
sified with an accuracy of 72% at early stages of leaf colonization
by U. betae, but from 10 dai the classification accuracy was always
greater than 95%.

Already 3 dai the classification accuracy of powdery mildew
was above 80% and increased to almost 92% 5 dai (Fig. 5C). After
the appearance of first visible colonies the classification rate
decreased to under 70% 6 dai, subsequently increased again from
10 dai to 20 dai to over 95%. In contrast with the results for
the leaves colonized by the other pathogens from 6 dai to 9 dai
the visual classification of E. betae-infected leaves was superior
(13–23%) to the automatic classification procedure. In the begin-
ning of the experiment the classification rate of healthy leaves
was above 91%; in the third week, however, it decreased to 77%
20 dai.

4. Discussion and conclusion

This article demonstrated the feasibility of presymptomatic
identification of foliar sugar beet diseases. SVMs proved to be a
powerful tool for automatic classification. The main advantages
of SVMs go back to their generalisation ability which is achieved
by using the maximum margin hyperplane for separation and
the application of non-linear discriminant functions such as RBF
kernels (Vapnik, 2000). In addition high performance in learn-
ing the best model, the comparison of the different classifiers
shows that SVMs use the inherent information of the vegetation
indices in an optimal way. Above, not only the identification of
diseased leaves (dichotomous approach), but also the differen-
tiation between distinct diseases (multi-class approach) can be
realised. Comparing SVMs and ANNs both are discriminant meth-
ods without any assumption of a density distribution. There are
important differences, however, which are important both from a
theoretical and practical perspective. In order to find the best dis-
criminant SVMs have to solve a quadratic optimization problem.
Convexity of this problem ensures a unique, global solution. The
applied techniques tend to converge rapidly thus providing good
performance. In contrast, the optimization problem for ANNs is
not convex, there are in general several local optima rather than
a unique global solution, and good performance of the optimizer is
not guaranteed (Suykens, 2002). Above, ANNs prone to overfitting
by using empirical risk minimization, while SVMs use structural
risk minimization for controlling the generalisation ability (Vapnik,
2000).

Recently, there has been growing interest in exploring the
potential of SVMs for early detection of plant diseases. In a recent
publication Camargo and Smith (2009) used SVMs for the identifi-
cation of visual symptoms of plant diseases based on RGB images.
They extracted a set of features, like shape, texture or grey level,
from segmented diseased regions of cotton leaves. Using all fea-
tures they reached a classification accuracy of 90%. Whereas the
differentiation between different plant diseases, especially at a

very earlier stage before symptoms are visible, has not been con-
sidered until now. Wu et al. (2008a) recently showed that an
early detection of Botryis cinerea on eggplant leaves is possible,
even before symptoms appeared. Owing to the complexity of the
original spectral data, principal component analysis was applied
to reduce the numerous wavelengths to several principal com-
ponents (PCs) in order to decrease the amount of calculation
and improve the accuracy. These PCs were set as input vari-
ables of back-propagation neural networks. In contrast to Wu
et al. (2008a), we achieved classification errors between barely
7% and under 3%, dependent on the plant disease, by using VIs,
which contains combinations of individual wavelength. In Table 5
a comparison of the results, by using the first six PCs similar
to Wu et al. (2008a), is presented. For each plant disease the
classification error by using VIs as features is noticeably inferior
(Table 5). In order to additionally improve the detection of the
three above mentioned plant diseases one could try to find wave-
lengths or combination of wavelengths more specific for the given
task.

Most VIs are based on only two or three specific wavelengths
of the visible- and near infrared region of the reflection spectrum.
These wavelengths are highly correlated to specific physiologi-
cal plant parameters, like pigment content, biomass or vitality
(Thenkabail et al., 2000). During pathogenesis and symptom
development, plant pathogens are affecting these physiological
parameters. Earlier studies successfully used VIs to discriminate
between healthy and diseased plants. Derived from airborne hyper-
spectral imagery Carroll et al. (2008) have shown that a detection
of European corn borer is possible. In literature the potential of leaf
spectral reflectance changes and VIs for detecting leaf biotic stress
of apple plants (Delalieux et al., 2009) or virus infected grapevines
(Naidu et al., 2009) was investigated. Changes in reflectance of
sugar beet plants caused by diseases are strongly correlated to
the stage of pathogenesis and diseases severity (Steddom et al.,
2005; Mahlein et al., 2009). All these researchers could deduce
changes in plant health using VIs, but the detection of a specific
disease using VIs was not feasible so far. As we know, this work
has been the first study in literature using combinations of VIs to
predict plant diseases in a very early stage. A combination of spec-

Table 5
Comparison of the results of the dichotomous classification based on spectral veg-
etation indices or principal components.

Leaf disease Classification error [%]

Accuracy Specificity
(healthy
leaves)

Sensitivity
(diseased
leaves)

SVMs (VIs)
Cercospora leaf spot 2.88 1.35 4.55
Sugar beet rust 3.73 3.21 4.32
Powdery mildew 6.92 5.29 8.71

SVMs (PCs)
Cercospora leaf spot 3.47 0.62 6.58
Sugar beet rust 9.34 1.90 17.96
Powdery mildew 14.26 4.51 24.95
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tral vegetation indices, based on different wavelengths, describing
different physiological parameters enhances the information con-
tent for an automatic classification and improves the classification
accuracy.

By using combined VIs both, the feature combination and the
number of features proves to be dependent on the specific plant
diseases (Rumpf et al., 2009). For detection of Cercospora leaf spot
only two VIs are necessary whereas three and more are needed to
detect leaf rust or powdery mildew. Concerning an early detection
of plant diseases before visible symptoms appeared the best clas-
sification accuracy is achieved by using the information of all nine
VIs (Rumpf et al., 2009).

This study proved the feasibility of early detection of sugar
beet leaves respectively inoculated with different pathogens by
using SVMs. Inoculated leaves were already identified 3 days after
inoculation. Even before characteristic symptoms are visible, sev-
eral putative modifications in cellular leaf structure, for example
changes in water content at infection sites, initiating cell death
caused by fungal toxins or resistance reactions of plant tissue
occur (Daub and Ehrenshaft, 2000; Jones and Dangl, 2006; Knogge,
1996). These modifications are associated with changes in spectral
reflectance characteristics (Jacquemoud and Ustin, 2001). Compar-
ative observations of the pathogenesis of the three foliar sugar
beet pathogens suggested that the influence on spectral signatures
depends on the intensity of physiological changes and on the extent
of the symptoms (Mahlein et al., 2010), because physiological inter-
actions between a fungal pathogen and a host plant vary depending
on the pathogen (Glazebrook, 2005). Further investigations are nec-
essary to describe these interactions for each pathogen in detail.
The classification accuracy differs also between the pathogens.
Difficulties emerge especially at early development stages of the
characteristic symptoms. Slight variations can be accounted for
the original source of the reflectance data. The reflectance curve,
measured with a non-imaging sensor, is always the mean of the
reflectance of healthy and diseased plant tissue. This results in a
number of problems that are typical for such single point mea-
surements (Scholten et al., 2005). Due to the very small size of
sugar beet rust colonies (0.5–1.5 mm), a precise classification at
early stages or in the case that only few pustules occur is very
complex. Also a distinctive detection of powdery mildew at early
stages is challenging. First powdery mildew symptoms are fluffy
white mycelia covering the leaf surface. This fungal tissue on the
leaf surface shifts the spectral signature like a dusty coat. It could
be anticipated that imaging hyperspectral sensors can improve a
hyperspectral disease detection through a better understanding
of the pathogen host interactions (Chaerle and van der Straeten,
2001). With imaging sensor systems a pixel wise attribution of dis-
ease specific symptoms and tissue could be facilitated (Steiner et
al., 2008).

In this study, our results showed that the SVMs method based
on VIs has successfully been applied to identify leaves inoculated
with Cercospora beticola, Uromyces betae or Erysiphe betae. One aim
of our work has been to prove a simple disease detection tech-
nique which can easily be modified for online application in the
field. Based on this results specific sensors for practical use may
be developed in future. These sensors have to be robust, econom-
ically priced and user-friendly. By using the SVMs method based
on VIs related to physiological parameters of plants, this proce-
dure is even applicable to other plant–pathogen systems. In order
to improve the early identification and discrimination of plant dis-
eases on sugar beet leaves, machine learning techniques will be
applied on the original hyperspectral data. In this context the focus
will be the definition of optimal scanning positions in the whole
reflection spectrum, and the development of specific indices for
the detection of leaves that are inoculated with one of the three
foliar sugar beet diseases.
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Abstract

Site-speci�c weed management can reduce the amount of herbicides compared to classical
broadcast applications. The ability to apply herbicides on weed patches within the �eld
requires automation. In this work the focus is on the automatic detection of di�erent species
with imaging sensors. Image processing algorithms determine shape features for the plants
in the images. With these shape descriptions classi�cation algorithms can be trained to
identify the weed and crop species. Since the weeds di�er in the economic loss due to
their yield e�ect and are controlled by di�erent herbicides, it is necessary to correctly
distinguish between the species. Image series of di�erent measurements with plant samples of
di�erent growth stages were analysed. For classi�cation a sequential classi�cation approach
was chosen, involving three di�erent support vector machine (SVM) models. In a �rst step
groups of similar plant species were successfully identi�ed (monocotyledons, dicotyledons
and barley). To di�erentiate further between the dicotyledons, the species in this group
were subject to a second and third classi�cation step. For each classi�cation step di�erent,
best suited features were selected by SVM-Weighting and RELIEF-F algorithm. This way
the overall classi�cation approach was focused on the problem and adapted to identify the
most important species, Cirsium arvense and Galium aparine, with higher accuracy than
using a non-sequential classi�cation approach. Despite an overall classi�cation accuracy of
97.7%, the group of dicotyledons was more di�cult to separate. With the two subsequent
classi�ers correct classi�cation rates of 80% and more were achieved for Cirsium arvense

and Galium aparine.
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a b s t r a c t

Site-specific weed management can reduce the amount of herbicides used in comparison to classical
broadcast applications. The ability to apply herbicides on weed patches within the field requires automa-
tion. This study focuses on the automatic detection of different species with imaging sensors. Image pro-
cessing algorithms determine shape features for the plants in the images. With these shape descriptions
classification algorithms can be trained to identify the weed and crop species. Since weeds differ in their
economic loss due to their yield effect and are controlled by different herbicides, it is necessary to cor-
rectly distinguish between the species. Image series of different measurements with plant samples at dif-
ferent growth stages were analysed. For the classification a sequential classification approach was
chosen, involving three different support vector machine (SVM) models. In a first step groups of similar
plant species were successfully identified (monocotyledons, dicotyledons and barley). Distinctions within
the class of dicotyledons proved to be particularly difficult. For that purpose species in this group were
subject to a second and third classification step. For each of these steps different features were found
to be most important. Feature weighting was done with the RELIEF-F algorithm and SVM-Weighting.
The focus was on the early identification of the two most harmful species Cirsium arvense and Galium
aparine, with optimal accuracy than using a non-sequential classification approach. An overall classifica-
tion accuracy of 97.7% was achieved in the first step. For the two subsequent classifiers accuracy rates of
80% and more were obtained for C. arvense and G. aparine.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Weed populations have been found to be distributed heteroge-
neously within agricultural fields (Marshall, 1998; Johnson et al.,
1996; Christensen and Heisel, 1998; Gerhards and Christensen,
2003; Christensen et al., 2009). Due to the lack of automatic weed
detection techniques and site-specific herbicide application, the
majority of farmers spray herbicide uniformly across the field. An
exact herbicide application to the weeds within a weed patch re-
quires not only detailed information on the weed density but also
on weed species distribution. Based on this information and the
application of economic weed thresholds selective herbicides can
be sprayed site-specifically. Gerhards and Oebel (2006) realised
herbicide savings in cereals, maize and sugar beet field from 6%
to 81% with site-specific herbicide application based on weed
species distribution maps. A site-specific application of a mixture
of the individual herbicides on the same field achieved only savings
of 19% compared to a uniform treatment of the whole field
(Gerhards and Sökefeld, 2003).

According to the demand of Christensen et al. (2009) the identifi-
cation of single weed species a species discrimination of dicotyle-
dons is necessary. A discrimination of species yields information
on weed distribution and weed species composition, laying the foun-
dations for the site-specific application of selective herbicides. A
suitable application technology, which allows a simultaneous appli-
cation of several herbicidal agents on-the-go, based on sensor signals
or weed distribution maps, is a further requirement for the adoption
of site-specific and selective herbicide application. Possible technical
solutions for patch spraying with several herbicides were outlined
by Schulze-Lammers and Vondricka (2010) and kefeld (2010).

A major step towards a practical solution for site-specific weed
management is the development of precise and powerful data
acquisition techniques to automatically and continuously deter-
mine in-field variation of weed populations. The most promising
techniques to identify weed species in arable crops are based on
image processing (Weis and Sökefeld, 2010). Infrared, multispec-
tral and RGB (red, green, blue channel) cameras were used to take
pictures of crops and weed species from a low distance above the
ground. Plant properties were then extracted from the images by
image processing algorithms. Those properties were computed as
features, which were used to separate species from each other.

0168-1699/$ - see front matter � 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Åstrand and Baerveldt (2004) combined colour and shape fea-
tures, which were derived after an initial plant segmentation step.
The colour features were computed as standard deviation and mean
of the RGB values. Shape features were computed as area of segment,
form factors (distance variance to centre of gravity, compactness and
moments). Segments were merged if the distance between them
was small. In addition to the colour and shape features a row
distance measure was introduced to locate the position ‘in-row’ or
‘between-row’. Classification was finally done with a Bayesian
approach. Burks et al. (2000) computed 33 unique colour texture
features (co-occurence) from a hue, saturation and intensity (HSI)
representation to distinguish between five weed species and the soil.
Different neural network classifiers were tested for their perfor-
mance based on the data given in Burks et al. (2005), resulting in a
backpropagation training algorithm with high classification success.
Blasco et al. (2002) implemented a vision system for the detection of
weeds in a lettuce crop. Segmentation into plant/soil was based on a
Bayes-classifier for RGB colours and size features were used to sep-
arate weeds from lettuce plants. Cho et al. (2002) used a discriminant
function for shape feature selection and neural networks to identify
weeds in a radish crop. Tellaeche et al. (2011) successfully applied
Support Vector Machines to identify weeds between crop rows
based on weed and crop cover measures for image parts. Zhu and
Zhu (2009) present a Support Vector Machines approach for weed
detection based on shape and texture features for single leaves.

Still, there was no approach for reliable and robust classification
between weed species yet. This, however, is a necessary prerequi-
site for site-specific weed management.

The objective of this paper was the automatic classification of
crop and the four weed classes Galium aparine, Cirsium arvense,
other dicotyledonous weeds and monocotyledonous weeds using
image processing and classification. Diverse economic thresholds
for these weed classes and the availability of selective herbicides
against these weeds are the reason for this separation. Gerowitt
and Heitefuss (1990) determined weed thresholds for G. aparine
between 0.1 and 0.5 plants m�2, 40–50 plants m�2 for dicotyledon-
ous weeds in total and 20–30 plants m�2 for grass weeds. For the
very competitive weed species C. arvense Börner (1995) indicated
a threshold of 2 plants m�2.

The approach in this study is based on an imaging system cap-
turing two images of different wavelengths to differentiate plants
from background. The plants are then extracted with image pro-
cessing algorithms and classified according to their shape. The
shape description is expressed as shape features. While the differ-
ences in shape features between crop and weed were rather large,
features of weeds were highly similar and therefore specific weeds
are hard to identify. In addition different growth stages amplify the
problem, especially during two-leaf stage. For instance, the dicoty-
ledons G. aparine and Veronica persica appear to be nearly identical,
but due to the high economic loss caused by G. aparine accurate
classification is critical. This means that very specific features
and classifiers are needed to solve this problem. This, however, is
not possible in a single multi-classification approach with all weed
species and crops. Hence, a sequential classification approach was
developed. The main idea is to separate between similar subgroups
of the dataset, like crop, monocotyledons and dicotyledons, which
are well separable. In next steps dicotyledons were identified by
features specialised for the current subgroup. Relevant features
were determined by SVM-Weighting (Guyon et al., 2002) or RE-
LIEF-F (Kononenko et al., 1994). Depending on the current task
for classification linear and non-linear Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) were used. This way it is possible to differentiate weed
species of similar appearance.

The image analysis system in combination with automatic algo-
rithms for plant species discrimination can be included into
real-time and map-based approaches for site-specific weed control.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data acquisition

Images were taken from greenhouse series and in the field:
weed and crop species were grown in pots in the years 2006 and
2008, field data were acquired in maize (2008), winter wheat
(2007) and sugar beet crops (2007). Images of the red (R, ca.
580 nm) and infrared (IR, >720 nm) spectrum of the light were ta-
ken simultaneously and subtracted from each other (IR-R) to gen-
erate difference images (Sökefeld et al., 2007). Most of the red light
is absorbed by plants for the photosynthesis, whereas the infrared
light is reflected. All other materials in field (soil, mulch, stones)
have a similar reflection at both wavelengths. Plant material there-
fore appears bright in the difference images due to the typical ‘red
edge’ in the reflectance spectrum.

The data set consisted of samples for 10 species, which were to
be differentiated: two monocotyledonous, seven dicotyledonous
weed species and summer barley were chosen because of their rel-
evance for weed management. All species were in early growth
stages, ranging from germination to two-leaf stage, only C. arvense
appeared with up to five leaves. The different growth stages of each
weed and crop (Hordeum vulgare, summer barley) were merged,
because they have no economic relevance in the management
practice, since the management thresholds are set according to
the number of plants per m2.

2.2. Segmentation and feature extraction

The acquired difference images are converted using image pro-
cessing techniques: a grey value threshold is used to separate
plants and background, resulting in binary images with two values,
one for the foreground (plant) and the other for the background. In
the binary images objects are identified by segmentation of con-
nected foreground components. These segments correspond to
plants or parts thereof, if single leaves are not connected after
the thresholding step. Fig. 1 shows the resulting objects after
binarisation and segmentation for some of the training samples
of this study.

Overlapping plants in this step lead to complex objects, contain-
ing parts of different plants. These objects would be difficult to sep-
arate into their components and even then a proper shape
description is likely to fail for the following analysis. Therefore they
are put into classes for overlapped plants and as such handled par-
allel to the other species classes in the system. Overlaps can also be
identified according to their shape description, as they lead to large
objects and their complexity expresses itself in some of the shape
features. Since the monocotyledonous species with their long
leaves naturally tend to overlap, these objects are usually assigned
to a monocotyledonous class, which especially for H. vulgare crops
leads to a valid decision. In Fig. 1 some overlapping of H. vulgare
plants (HORVS) can be seen. The general assumption for the appli-
cation of this approach is, that the plants are measured in early
development stages, where overlapping does not affect the overall
sampling accuracy. The shape of single plants cannot be extracted
from cluttered scenes, limiting the analysis to early growth stages.
The most important herbicide applications, which can benefit from
this technology, take place shortly after germination, the problems
due to overlapping are limited during this period.

To identify different weeds and crop species, shape parameters
were computed for the objects in the image. Some of the shape
parameters were derived from the set of pixels belonging to an ob-
ject, like areasize, inertia values according to main axes of the dif-
ferent object, central moments and moment invariants. Other
features were derived from the border representation, like border
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length and Fourier features. A combination of these feature repre-
sentations led to the features compactness and distance features of
the border to either the centre of gravity of the region (rmean,
rmax) or to the main inertia axes (drear). To derive further features,
a distance transform was applied to the region, resulting in a dis-
tance value (to the border) for each pixel. A skeletonisation step
additionally created skeletons of the objects, which are the central
lines of a region, defined by the local maxima of the distance values
(Weis et al., 2007). Combining the skeleton lines with the distance
transform, the distance values for all skeleton pixels were assem-
bled and statistical measures were computed (number of values:
skelsize, maximum, mean: skelmean, variance). These measures de-
scribe the overall thickness of an object: typically monocotyledons
leaves have a larger skeleton and the skeleton does not have a large
distance to the border lines. In contrast to these dicotyledons with
more compact leaves have a shorter skeleton representation with
bigger distances to the border. Finally, the values of each feature
had to be normalized to a mean of zero and a standard deviation
of one. The normalisation avoids numerical problems introduced
by different scales.

After the feature weighting steps, which were conducted during
the analysis the following features proved to be the most relevant
and are therefore named here:

� areasize, the number of pixels of an object;
� rmean and rmax, the mean and maximum distance of the border

to the centre of gravity;
� drear, vertical distance of the border to the main axis of the

object;
� eccentricity and compactness, describing the overall elongated-

ness and computed as the ratio of the (squared) border length
to the area (Burger and Burge, 2009);
� hu1 and hu2, the first two moment invariants as given by Hu

(1962);
� skelsize and skelmean, two features derived from the skeletoni-

sation step, denoting the length of the skeleton (measured in
pixel) and the mean distance to the border.

Segments of the data sets were selected for the training and
classes were assigned to them, resulting in a large training data

set of plants grown under various conditions. Since the appearance
of the plants changes during the growth process, several growth
stages of each species were distinguished during a training step.
The training was done by manual assignment of classes to visually
selected segments and their feature vectors, which contain the
shape parameters. Samples of the training data set are shown in
Fig. 1. Obviously the shape variation within each class can be high
(top–down) and weeds of each group in early growth stages have
similar appearance (left–right).

2.3. Classification with support vector machines

The simple case of linear SVMs assumes that two classes (dichot-
omous problem) are linearly separable, i.e. their discriminant can
be described by a linear function. Consider a set of samples
ð~x1; y1Þ . . . ð~xl; ylÞ; l 2 N. Each sample has a vector~xi 2 Rm consisting
of m known features describing it. The label yi 2 ± 1 indicates to
which class it belongs and usually cannot be directly observed. Each
sample is generated by an unknown, underlying probability distri-
bution Pð~x; yÞ ¼ Pð~xÞPðyj~xÞ. The task at hand for a binary classifier is
now to decide to which class an unknown sample belongs, based on
the observed feature vector~x.

To achieve this a training data set of m < l samples is needed
where both the feature vectors and the labels are observed for each
sample. The classifier aims at finding an indicator function
f :~x! f�1g which approximates the unknown Pð~x; yÞ and gives
the best prediction of the class y of a new sample ~x which was
not part of the training data set.

Without a restriction of the set of functions, however, a function
f which does well on the training data might not generalize well on
unseen data. This risk of ‘‘overfitting’’ occurs especially if the indi-
cator function f may be arbitrarily complex.

Hence, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Vapnik, 2000;
Schölkopf et al., 1998) restrict their set of indicator functions to
separating hyperplanes of the form

f ð~xÞ ¼ sgnðh~x;~xi þ bÞ; ð1Þ

where the c denotes the orientation of the hyperplane and b 2 R the
offset from the origin. For a set of linearly separable data, however,

Fig. 1. Samples of the training data, sorted by class assignment. The segments were scaled to a common maximum width for better visual comparison of the shape. The
species are given by their EPPO-Codes: Monocotyledounous: AGRRE: Agropyron repens ALOMY: Alopecurus myosuroides Dicotyledonous: CIRAR: C. arvense GALAP: Galium
aparine LAMSS: Lamium sp. MATIN: Matricaria inodora SINAR: Sinapis arvensis STEME: Stellaria media VERPE: Veronica persica Crop: HORVS: Hordeum vulgare.
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there are many different hyperplanes and the concept of finding a
separating hyperplane is not exclusively used by Support Vector
Machines. SVMs are special about the specific selection on the sep-
arating hyperplane. SVMs adopt the hyperplane which maximises
the distance to the closest samples of both classes in the training
data, i.e. the hyperplane with the maximal margin. As Vapnik
(1998) proves, this choice of the hyperplane minimised the risk of
overfitting.

To get the optimal separating hyperplane with maximal margin,
we have to minimise

hð~xÞ ¼ 1
2
j~xj2; ð2Þ

subject to yið ~x;~xh i þ bÞP 1;8i: ð3Þ

Note that only those few samples closest to the hyperplane
determine the position of the hyperplane. Those samples are called
support vectors.

To solve the constrained minimisation problem, it is often easier
to solve the dual maximisation problem (Boyd and Vandenberghe,
2004). Using the Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions (Rockafellar,
1993) the dual Lagrangian is formed

maximise
~a

Wð~aÞ ¼
Xm

i

ai �
1
2

Xm

i

Xm

j

aiajyiyj ~xi;~xj
� �

; ð4Þ

subject to ai P 0 ð5Þ

and
Xm

i
aiyi ¼ 0; ð6Þ

where a denotes the Lagrangian variable. One key feature of the
Lagrangian is that every vector ~xi which is no support vector be-
comes zero in the optimisation process and has no weight in the
construction of the optimal hyperplane

x
!̂
¼
Xm

i
aiyi~xi; ð7Þ

b̂ ¼ �1
2

~̂x;~xa þ~xb

D E
; ð8Þ

where ~xa 2 fþ1g and ~xb 2 f�1g are any support vectors of both
classes.

2.3.1. Nonlinear support vector machines
Until now linear separability was assumed, though this is in-

deed a rather special case. As every dot product can be replaced
by a kernel of the form kð~x1;~x2Þ (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002), using
the dual expression in Eq. (4) enables to use the so called kernel
trick and modify Eq. (4) to

maximise
~a

Wð~aÞ ¼
Xm

i
ai �

1
2

Xm

i

Xm

j

aiajyiyjkð~xi;~xjÞ: ð9Þ

In our approach, we use a very popular kernel, namely Gaussian ra-
dial basis functions (RBF). The idea is similar to radial basis net-
works, though instead of placing the radial basis functions into
the centres of both classes, they are placed at each support vector,
i.e. those samples which are critical for the classification task
(Schölkopf et al., 1997). The RBF kernel used is

kð~x1;~x2Þ ¼ expð� j
~x1 �~x2j2

2r
Þ: ð10Þ

2.3.2. Soft margin support vector machine
In order to improve the generalisation ability of the SVM classi-

fier, the risk of outliers, noise and wrongly labelled training samples
have to be taken into account. To achieve this, slack variables are
introduced which penalise classification errors. This modifies the
optimisation problem to

maximise
~x

hð~xÞ1
2
j~xj2 þ C

Xm

i¼1

ni; ð11Þ

subject to yið ~x;~xh i þ bÞP 1� ni;8i ð12Þ
and ni P 0;8i: ð13Þ

The parameter C handles the tradeoff between margin maximi-
sation and training error minimisation (Schölkopf and Smola,
2002). Interestingly, apart from an additional boundary on con-
straint 5 to C P ai P 0, the general form of the dual problem does
not change (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).

2.4. Feature weighting

It is unlikely that all 50 shape parameters are equally important
for class separation. This is important as many bad features may
overweight a small number of good ones. Out of many possible fea-
ture weighting methods two approaches were chosen. For linear
classification SVM-Weighting (Guyon et al., 2002) was used and
for non-linear classification tasks the RELIEF-F algorithm (Kira
et al., 1992) proved to be suitable.

2.4.1. SVM-Weighting
As stated above SVMs are ‘multivariate’ classifiers, which means

they are able to handle multiple features in training simultaneously.
The weight vector ~x (Eq. (7)), which is a linear combination of train-
ing patterns, specifies the weight of every feature in the construction
of the optimal hyperplane. Features where separation is good have a
large corresponding coefficient in ~xdue to Eq. (7). These weights can
also be used to rank features (Guyon et al., 2002).

2.4.2. RELIEF
First, a dichotomous case with non-linear classification was con-

sidered. The key idea of the RELIEF algorithm is to estimate features
according to how well their values distinguish among samples that
are near to each other (Kononenko et al., 1994). RELIEF searches for
two nearest neighbours for a given sample. Each neighbourhood
consists of k elements. For a given k, ‘hit’ is the set of k nearest
neighbours of the same class and ’miss’ from the different class.
The relevance of a feature Fj is determined by the sum of the euclid-
ean distances between nearest misses Ml and nearest hits Hl for all
samples used to approximate probabilities.

Listing 1: Pseudo code of the RELIEF-F algorithm for two class
classification.

1 INPUT: A set of features F = F1, � � � ,Fm, a set of
2 samples R1, � � � ,Rn and a class label is given for each R
3 OUTPUT: A set of feature weights W = W1, � � � ,Wm

4 set all weights W Fð Þ :¼ 0
5 for i:¼ 1 to n do (number of samples for approximating

probabilities)
6 begin
7 randomly select an sample Ri:
8 find k nearest hits Hl and nearest misses Ml;
9 for j :¼ 1 to m do (all features)
10 begin
11 W Fj

� �
:¼W Fj

� �
�
Pk

l¼1difference Fj;Ri;Hl
� �

= m � kð Þ
þ
Pk

l¼1difference Fj;Ri;Ml
� �

= m � kð Þ;
12 end
13 end;
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For multi-class problems the extension RELIEF-F Kononenko
et al. (1994) can be used. Instead of finding the nearest miss M
from the different class, the algorithm finds one nearest miss of
each different class and averages their contribution for updating
the weight W(Fj). The average is weighted with the prior probabil-
ity of each class.

3. Results

3.1. One-against-all classification

In a first approach a classifier to differentiate all classes in one
step was applied. Due to the number of 10 classes and difficulties
of class separation, especially dicotyledons, a non-linear SVM was
used. Features were weighted according to the RELIEF-F algorithm.
This way, features with good class separability properties got more
weight in classification.

After the application of a non-linear SVM with RBF kernel in order
to classify between all classes only an overall accuracy of 69.25% was
achieved (Table 1). The classification result was not sufficient for our
task, however, we learned which classes were well separable and
which classes were often mixed up.H. vulgare separation with a class
recall of 82.98% and the two dicotyledons C. arvense and Sinapis arv-
ensis with a class recall over 77% were adequately identified. While
the other weeds were systematically misclassified.

First, misclassification occurred in the group of monocotyledons
Agropyron repens and Alopecurus myosuroides (highlighted dark
grey), whereas the separation of H. vulgare, monocotyledons and
dicotyledons was excellent. Second, within the dicotyledons also
symmetric misclassifications could be observed. Especially two
groups of weeds were interchanged, viz. the first group G. aparine,
Lamium sp. and V. persica (highlighted black) and the second group
Matricaria inodora and Stellaria media (highlighed light grey). The
group of misclassifications within dicotyledons is of peculiar inter-
est, because G. aparine is a weed with low economic threshold
which accordingly has to be identified with high accuracy.

In order to improve the classification result specific models for
special groups of weeds had to be learned. The classification prob-
lem have sequentially been divided into several separation models.
Thus, in each classification particularly suitable features could be
weighted higher and parameters of each SVM could individually
adapted.

The advantage of this approach is that by reduction of class
numbers more specific features could be weighted higher for this
particular classification. As the used non-linear kernel is based on
radial basis functions, it naturally depends on the density of the
data points, especially near the margin. The more classes are used,

the higher is the risk that their densities differ significantly. This
can be expected here as some classes (e.g. G. aparine, A. repens
and A. myosuroides) are very dissimilar in feature space and others
(e.g. G. aparine, V. persica and Lamium sp.) are very close. Due to the
variance in density within the different classes, the classification
problem had to be sequentially divided into robustly separable
groups of weeds. The features skelsize and areasize were the most
important to separate the crop H. vulgare from the classes mono-
cotyledons and dicotyledons, but were not suitable to separate
the different classes of dicotyledons. Other features have more rel-
evance for the separation of the dicotyledonous species.

First, the crop H. vulgare and the groups of monocotyledons and
dicotyledons were clearly classified. Second, sequentially specific
classifiers for the more difficult classification of the dicotyledons
were applied. This approach is introduced below.

3.2. Sequential classification

The aim of sequential classification was the identification of
weeds with high economic effect. The classification task was divided
into three steps. In a first step the three well separable groups H.
vulgare, monocotyledons and dicotyledons, as shown in Table 1,
were differentiated. Using SVM-Weighting the features were
weighted by relevance for this classification step. The most relevant
features separating the three groups were skelsize, areasize, rmean
and rmax. The overall classification accuracy using a linear SVM was
97.74% (Table 2). The class recall of the dicotyledons which have the
highest economic effect even amount 99.24%. Further, only a classi-
fication between several dicotyledons was necessary.

Compared to SVM weighting in the first classification we ap-
plied RELIEF-F to weight the features in the second non-linear clas-
sification by SVM with RBF-kernel. The two features most
weighted by RELIEF-F were eccentricity and hu1. A second group
of features, namely skelmean, drear and hu2 were almost as rele-
vant. In comparison to the first classification step the most relevant
features were different. The second classification step separated
the dicotyledons with an accuracy of 69.37% (Table 3). Regarding
the classification result in more detail four classes were detected
with a high accuracy of above 70%, whereas the classification result
of C. arvense, the weed with highest economic effect, was even
above 82.71%. Symmetric misclassifications, however, still oc-
curred. The identification of the second weed with high economic
effect, namely G. aparine, was still unsatisfactory with an accuracy
of 64.00%. The two classes by which G. aparine was misclassified
are Lamium amplexicaule and Lamium purpureum (merged as
LAMSS) and V. persica (highlighted grey).

Thus, in a third step we learned a non-linear SVM classifier with
RBF-kernel only for these three dicotyledons. The most relevant

Table 1
Results of the one-against-all non-linear SVM classification in one step with weighted features by RELIEF-F. The equal coloured cells highlighted the groups of weeds where
common misclassifications occurred.
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features for this classifier were rmin, hu2 and compactness. The
average classification performance of these three dicotyledons in-
creased considerably to 76.36% (Table 4). The weed G. aparine with
high economic effect was reliable perceived with class recall of 80%.

The sequential classification steps and achieved classification
accuracies are summarised in Table 5.

4. Discussion

Automatic weed detection is a prerequisite for accurate and
profitable site-specific weed control. Furthermore, not only differ-
entiation between crop and weed, but especially between different
weeds, is of high interest. This is important, as the economic
threshold varies highly between different weed species. Therefore
an unidentified weed which cause high economic loss, and hence
wrongly applied herbicides, may be fatal for yield. For instance,
Pallutt and Flatter (1998) calculated yield losses in winter barley
of 10–30 kg/ha for one G. aparine plants m�2, whereas weeds with

lower competitiveness like Lamium sp. caused losses between 1
and 2 kg/ha per plants m�2.

The focus of this study is to discriminate between different
weed groups, single weed species and crop plants of various image
series taken in the greenhouse and under field conditions. This
means that each class consists of individuals from images of di-
verse growth stages and origin, resulting in a very demanding clas-
sification task due to highly similar morphology of different weeds.
Despite the high class variance an optimal classification scheme
that can distinguish between several weed species and the crop
was developed.

Due to the fact that the classification problem involves separa-
tion of a high number of classes and the separability of some spe-
cies with similar morphology is difficult in one classification step,
the problem was divided into several parts of classification. Well
separable groups of weed species were identified by a standard
SVM with RBF kernel, which was used to separate the different
weed classes simultaneously in one step (Table 1). The classifica-
tion results turned out to be unsuitable for herbicide specific weed
management. Especially weed species with a high negative impact
on crop yield were often misclassified.

In order to achieve an adequate classification accuracy, a
sequential classification approach was necessary. One key to ade-
quate classification results is the weighting of relevant features.
For instance, we have great morphologic differences between cer-
tain weed species such as C. arvense and V. persica on the one hand,
and very similar shapes like G. aparine and Lamium sp. on the other
hand. Naturally, the optimal features to describe the differences
between named classes are not the same. Hence, features highly

Table 2
Results of the first step of sequential classification with linear SVM.

Prediction Ground truth Class precision (%)

Monocotyledons Dicotyledons HORVS

Monocotyledons 171 3 3 96.61
Dicotyledons 2 784 10 98.49
HORVS 3 3 81 93.10

Class recall (%) 97.16 99.24 86.17 97.74

Table 3
Results of the second step of sequential classification for the dicotyledonous weed species with non-linear SVM. The equal coloured cells highlighted the group of weeds where
common misclassifications occurred.

Table 4
Results of the third step of sequential classification with non-linear SVM.

Prediction Ground truth Class precision (%)

GALAP VERPE LAMSS

GALAP 100 11 21 75.76
VERPE 11 86 17 75.44
LAMSS 14 16 105 77.78

Class recall (%) 80.00 76.11 73.43 76.36

Table 5
The weed species for the three sequential classification steps from top to bottom with the achieved classification accuracies.

HORVS AGRRE ALOMY CIRAR MATIN SINAR STEME GALAP VERPE LAMSS

Step 1 Crop (%) Monocotyledons (%) Dicotyledons (%)
86.2 97.2 99.2

Step 2 82.7 70.8 80.0 70.7 88.7

Step 3 80.0 76.1 73.4
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weighted for an SVM classification of all plants in a one-step
approach are not the same features which are best suited for a sep-
aration between two or three species. Therefore a sequential clas-
sification approach first separates between dissimilar subgroups of
weeds, and then step by step specializes the classifier into separat-
ing the resulting subgroups of weeds with specialised features and
particular kernel parameters.

Consequently, in the first classification step groups of weed spe-
cies (monocotyledons, dicotyledons and crop) was separated with
high accuracy of more than 97% by using a linear SVM combined
with SVM-Weighting (Table 2). Párez et al. (2000) reduced the
weed-crop classification to a binary problem and achieved classifi-
cation rates using pattern recognition from almost 90% for the crop
and between 75% and 80% for the weed depending on the classifi-
cation process.

The subdivision of the dicotyledons in the classes of C. arvense
and G. aparine during the second classification step follows their
extremely diverse economic thresholds in comparison to the other
dicotyledons (Gerowitt and Heitefuss, 1990; Börner, 1995). Fur-
thermore selective herbicides are available for these weed species
as well as for monocotyledons. The high weighted shape features
for the first classification step are not suitable to distinguish the
dicotyledons among each other. Moreover, discrimination between
the dicotyledons is a non-linear task and therefore the RBF kernel
was chosen for the SVM combined with the feature weighting algo-
rithm RELIEF-F. Misclassifications between V. persica, Lamium sp.
and G. aparine, however, still occurred.

This is the reason for the third classification step to detect G.
aparine with high accuracy, such that the classification accuracy
reached 80% for this class. Gerhards and Oebel (2006) used an im-
age analysis approach for weed detection with a similar subdivi-
sion of the weeds. In comparison to this approach the sequential
classification increased the results for G. aparine to 80% versus
72% and for monocotyledons to 97% versus 74%. The realised clas-
sification results by means of sequential classification with SVM
(Table 5), which are presented in this paper, are a solid basis con-
cerning differentiation of weed species or rather groups of weed
species for site-specific weed control. This kind of classification
not only allows the differentiation between crops and weeds which
is a crucial requirement for the site-specific application of broad
spectrum herbicides or herbicide mixtures but it is also capable
for the discrimination within the weeds dividing them in monocot-
yledons and dicotyledons.

5. Conclusion

The conducted work shows that an early detection and classifi-
cation of different weed species using image processing and classi-
fication based on shape features is feasible. To focus the approach
on the identification of weeds with high economic effects, in par-
ticular C. arvense and G. aparine, a sequential classification was
implemented. The presented approach divides the overall com-
plexity of the classification problem into less complex parts, thus
improving the classification accuracy and detection rates. The re-
sults of the classification can be used by decision support systems
for site-specific weed management. This will lead to an improve-
ment of herbicide saving in terms of cost reduction and minimisa-
tion of environmental impact.
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Abstract

Spectral vegetation indices (SVIs) have been shown to be useful for an indirect detection
of plant diseases. However, these indices have not been evaluated to detect or to di�eren-
tiate between plant diseases on crop plants. The aim of this study was to develop speci�c
spectral disease indices (SDIs) for the detection of diseases in crops. Sugar beet plants and
the three leaf diseases Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew were used
as model system. Hyperspectral signatures of healthy and diseased sugar beet leaves were
assessed with a non-imaging spectroradiometer at di�erent developing stages and disease
severities of pathogens. Signi�cant and most relevant wavelengths and two band normalized
di�erences from 450 to 950 nm, describing the impact of a disease on sugar beet leaves
were extracted from the data-set using the RELIEF-F algorithm. To develop hyperspectral
indices for the detection of sugar beet diseases the best weighted combination of a single
wavelength and a normalized wavelength di�erence was exhaustively searched testing all
possible combinations. The optimized disease indices were tested for their ability to detect
and to classify healthy and diseased sugar beet leaves. With a high accuracy and sensitivity
healthy sugar beet leaves and leaves, infected with Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and
powdery mildew were classi�ed (balanced classi�cation accuracy: 89%, 92%, 87%, 85%, re-
spectively). Spectral disease indices were also successfully applied on hyperspectral imaging
data and on non-imaging data froma sugar beet �eld. Speci�c disease indices will improve
disease detection, identi�cation and monitoring in precision agriculture applications.
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Spectral vegetation indices (SVIs) have been shown to be useful for an indirect detection of plant diseases.
However, these indices have not been evaluated to detect or to differentiate between plant diseases on
crop plants. The aim of this study was to develop specific spectral disease indices (SDIs) for the detection
of diseases in crops. Sugar beet plants and the three leaf diseases Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and
powdery mildew were used as model system. Hyperspectral signatures of healthy and diseased sugar beet
leaves were assessed with a non-imaging spectroradiometer at different developing stages and disease sever-
ities of pathogens. Significant and most relevant wavelengths and two band normalized differences from 450
to 950 nm, describing the impact of a disease on sugar beet leaves were extracted from the data-set using the
RELIEF-F algorithm. To develop hyperspectral indices for the detection of sugar beet diseases the best weight-
ed combination of a single wavelength and a normalized wavelength difference was exhaustively searched
testing all possible combinations. The optimized disease indices were tested for their ability to detect and
to classify healthy and diseased sugar beet leaves. With a high accuracy and sensitivity healthy sugar beet
leaves and leaves, infected with Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew were classified
(balanced classification accuracy: 89%, 92%, 87%, 85%, respectively). Spectral disease indices were also suc-
cessfully applied on hyperspectral imaging data and on non-imaging data from a sugar beetfield. Specific disease
indices will improve disease detection, identification and monitoring in precision agriculture applications.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Near-range and remote sensingmethods, like hyper- andmultispec-
tral sensors or thermography possessmultiple opportunities to increase
the productivity of agricultural production systems (Oerke et al., 2006;
Steiner et al., 2008). Remote sensing technologies can provide an auto-
matic and objective alternative to visual disease assessment of plant
diseases (Hillnhütter & Mahlein, 2008; Mahlein et al., 2012a; Nutter et
al., 1990). Many researchers have shown the capabilities of remote
sensing techniques in the area of agriculture and crop production
(i.e. Doraiswamy et al. (2003); Galvao et al. (2009); Thenkabail et
al. (2000)) and also in the field of plant disease detection.
Hillnhütter et al. (2011), Mahlein et al. (2010, 2012 b, a), Moshou
et al. (2004) and Steddom et al. (2005) have proven the potential
of spectral sensor systems for the detection of fungal diseases.

Efficient use of spectral reflectance measurements for disease detec-
tion relies on the identification of most significant spectral wavelength,
highly correlated to a specific disease. Depending on the application
area and aim, just a few regions of the spectrumare of interest. In the vis-
ible region from 400 to 700 nm, the composition of pigments has a pre-
dominant impact on the spectral signature (Blackburn & Steele, 1999;

Gitelson et al., 2002). The near infrared from 700 to 1100 nm is mainly
influenced by structural leaf traits and water content (Jacquemoud &
Baret, 1990).

The use of spectral vegetation indices (SVIs) is a common method
to analyze and to detect changes in plant physiology and chemistry.
These indices, based on the information of few wavelengths have been
developed to specify different plant parameters, such as pigment content
(Blackburn, 1998a; Gitelson et al., 2002; Peñuelas et al., 1995), leaf area
(Rouse et al., 1974) or water content (Peñuelas et al., 1993). A quantita-
tive relation between the trait of interest, i.e. high correlation to pigment
or water content, and SVIs is typical. Several approaches however have
shown that SVIs have additionally the potential to detect plant diseases
(Hatfield et al., 2008; Thenkabail et al., 2000). But a quantitative state-
ment or the identification of a specific disease based on common SVIs
is not possible so far, since these indices lack disease specificity. There-
fore, disease specific data analysis methods and algorithms are required.
A combination of differentwavelengths to so called spectral disease indi-
ces (SDI) can be useful to simplify disease detection by spectral sensors,
since each disease influences the spectral signature in a characteristic
way.

In contrast to common SVIs the developed SDIs aimed to detect dis-
eased sugar beet leaves aswell as to identify and differentiate one disease
from others. Experiments under controlled conditions were performed
to identify the most important spectral wavelength for plant disease de-
tection and identification (Mahlein et al., 2010). A methodology for the
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extraction and combination of most relevant wavelengths to SDIs was
developed. For a reduction of data dimensionality each SDI consists of
the combination of a single and a normalized wavelength difference
according to Blackburn and Steele (1999), Carter and Miller (1994),
Delalieux et al. (2009), and Thenkabail et al. (2000). To validate the
transferability of the developed indices, independent data sets from
field spectroscopy and from a hyperspectral camera were used.

Based on the above background, the main objective of this paper
was (I) to identify disease specific single wavelengths and wave-
length differences, (II) to combine these specific wavelengths to spec-
tral disease indices, and (III) to approve the developed indices on
independent datasets. Therefore a statistical approach was adopted
to compute and to evaluate spectral disease indices.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Experimental setup

A data set of spectral signatures from healthy sugar beet leaves and
from sugar beet leaves inoculated with foliar diseases was used as
groundwork for DI development. A specific index was evaluated for
each of the four classes (I) healthy, (II) Cercospora leaf spot, (III) powdery
mildew and (IV) sugar beet rust. The spectral reflectance was assessed
under constant conditions in a controlled environment, and experiments
were repeated twice.

2.2. Plant cultivation and pathogen inoculation

Sugar beet plants, cultivar Pauletta (KWS GmbH, Einbeck, Germany),
were grown in a commercial substrate (Klasmann-Deilmann GmbH,
Germany) in plastic pots (ø 13 cm) in a greenhouse at 23/20 °C
(day/night), 60% relative humidity (RH) and a photo-period of 16 h
(>300 μmol/m–2 s–1) per day. Plants were watered as necessary
and fertilized weekly with 100 ml of a 0.2% solution of Poly Crescal
(Aglukon GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany).

For each class, 15 plants were inoculated with the pathogens
when four leaves were fully developed. Production of inoculum of
the pathogens Cercospora beticola, Uromyces betae and Erysiphe
betae and inoculation of plants were carried out according to
Mahlein et al. (2010). Each treatment consisted of 15 plants.

2.3. Measurement of leaf reflectance

Spectral reflectance was measured with a handheld non-imaging
spectro-radiometer using a plant probe foreoptic with a leaf clip holder
(ASD FieldSpec Pro FR spectrometer, Analytic Spectral Devices, Boulder,
USA). The spectral range was from 350 nm to 1100 nmwith a spectral
resolution of 3 nm. Because the reflectance spectra data were noisy at
the extremes, values between 400 nm and 1050 nm were analyzed.
The contact probe foreoptic has a 10 mmfield of view and an integrated
100 W halogen reflector lamp. The instrument was warmed up for
90 min previous to measurement to increase the quality and homoge-
neity of spectral data. Instrument optimization and reflectance calibra-
tion were performed prior to sample acquisition. The average of 25
dark-currentmeasurements was calibrated to the average of 25 barium
sulfate white reference (Spectralon, Labsphere, North Sutton, NH, USA)
measurements. Because of the internal light source, the integration time
was adjusted to 17 ms per scan constantly. Finally, reflectance spectra
were obtained by determining the ratio of recorded sample data to
data acquired for the white reflectance standard. Each sample scan rep-
resented an average of 25 reflectance spectra. Because reflectance spec-
trawere assessed under constant light and temperature conditionswith
the plant probe foreoptic, pre-processing to smooth the spectrum and
reduce signal noise was not necessary.

Data of infected and non-infected leaveswere collected and recorded
daily until 21 days after inoculation (dai). In each class, spectra from 15

plants and 2 leaves per plant from the adaxial leaf surface were taken.
Disease severity caused by each pathogen was evaluated daily and clas-
sified according toWolf andVerreet (2002). The experimentwas repeat-
ed twice.

2.4. Development of specific disease indices

A statistical approach was adapted to compute and to evaluate SDIs.
Fig. 1 summarizes the steps from spectral signatures to disease-specific

Constraints

• reduction to 450-950 nm for
adequate signal-to-noise ratio

• reduction of spectral resolution
• minimal wavelength distance

Hyperspectral
signature

Class generation

One against all approach
• Healthy leaves
• Cercospora  leaf spot
• Sugar beet rust
• Powdery mildew

Feature combination

• exhaustive search of all
possible combinations

Spectral disease
indices (SDIs)

Feature selection with RELIEF-F

Single wavelength Normalized wavelength
differences

Fig. 1. Systematical approach and development of specific disease indices (DIs) from
hyperspectral reflectance data.
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indices. Hyperspectral signature from the classes (I) healthy, (II)
Cercospora leaf spot, (III) powdery mildew and (IV) sugar beet rust
were the basis for the generation of SDIs.

Reflectance data from disease severities of 1 to 30% was used for
index development to be sensitive to early disease stages and to use
characteristic hyperspectral signatures of mature disease symptoms
as a basis. Hyperspectral signatures of every class were compared to
all other classes in order to ensure disease specificity in a one against
all approach. Several constraints were set to reduce dimensionality of
the data and to increase the robustness and transferability to other
data sets in advance. Since wavelengths next to each other are highly
correlated, the minimal distance between wavelengths combined in
normalized differences was set to 50 nm (a counter plot indicating
wavelength correlation can be found in the supplementary data,
Appendix A). Further the spectral resolution was reduced to 6 nm
due to high correlation between neighboring wavelengths. The devel-
oped indices aim at qualitatively recognizing a specific plant disease
independent of disease severity. Thus a combination of a single wave-
length and a normalized wavelength difference seemed suitable. A
combination of two normalized two band wavelength differences
was tested simultaneously and resulted in lower classification results.
Single wavelengths are especially important to differentiate samples
with higher disease severity. Differences were suitable to assess changes
in the hyperspectral signature caused by Cercospora leaf spot and sugar
beet rust, as the course of the disease cause opposed changes at different
ranges on the hyperspectral signature. As powdery mildew, however,
caused a parallel shift in the hyperspectral signature, normalized differ-
ences performed separation of powdery mildew and the other classes'
best.

Before finding the best combination of singlewavelength andwave-
length difference, feature selection was necessary. The most relevant
single wavelengths and wavelength differences were extracted by the
RELIEF-F algorithm (Robnik-Šikonja & Kononenko, 2003) (for detailed
information on feature selection and the RELIEF algorithm please see
Appendix B in the supplementary data). The RELIEF algorithm
(Kononenko, 1994) estimates the relevance of wavelength according
to their goodness to separate samples of both classes which are near
to each other. The advantage of the RELIEF-F algorithm is to correctly es-
timate the quality of features with strong dependencies. Moreover, the
algorithm is robust against outliers. The RELIEF-F searches for the two
nearest neighbors of a given sample. Each neighborhood consists of k
samples. For a given k, ‘hit’ is the set of k nearest neighbors of the
same class and ‘miss’ from the different class. In fact, the relevance of
thewavelengths is determined by the sum of the Euclidean distance be-
tween nearest misses and nearest hits for all samples (List. 1).

Finally, the best combination of an individual wavelength and a
normalized wavelength difference has to be found. The best weighted
25% of single wavelengths and normalized wavelength differences

were included for SDI development. All possible combinations were
exhaustively searched to find the best index with a related threshold
for separating the index-specific class. Because of the high variance in
hyperspectral signature between individual plants and high variance
especially at low disease severities, the normalized wavelength dif-
ference is mandatory for building a specific index. Furthermore a
weighting factor for the single wavelength has to be determined.
We set the possible weights −1, −0.5, 0, 0.5 and 1. The final indices
were evaluated for their classification result using an 8-fold cross val-
idation by stratified sampling. The balanced accuracy was used for
classification accuracy, whereby both classes were equally weighted.
The two independent data sets from two experiments afford optimal
conditions to develop indices as robust as possible. In general all cal-
culations were programmed in MATLAB 7.11 using parallel process-
ing by an eight-core processor.

2.5. Comparison with common vegetation indices

The ability to identify disease with SDIs was tested and compared
to vegetation indices from literature. The classification accuracies of
the NDVI (Rouse et al., 1974), the PRI (Gamon et al., 1992), the ARI
(Gitelson et al., 2001), the SIPI (Peñuelas et al., 1995), the mCAI
(Laudien et al., 2003), the PSSRa, PSSRb, and PSSRc (Blackburn, 1998b),
the GM1 and GM2 (Gitelson & Merzlyak, 1997), the ZM (Zarco-Tejada
et al., 2001) and the TCARI/OSAVI (Haboudane et al., 2002) were com-
pared to the developed SDIs using an 8-fold cross validation by stratified
sampling.

2.6. Independent data sets

To test the transferability of the developed disease indices on in-
dependent data sets, non-imaging data from a field experiment and
hyperspectral imaging data were used. The datasets were assessed
with different sensors and under different measuring conditions.

2.6.1. Field data
A field experiment was conducted at the research station

Klein-Altendorf (50°36′55.36″N, 7°0′0.10″E) of the University of
Bonn in the growing season of 2008 as described by Mahlein et al.
(2009). The field was divided in two treatments; treatment 1 with-
out fungicide application in order to monitor the incidence of fungal
diseases over the growing season; the plants of treatment 2 were
treated once with the fungicide Spyrale® (Syngenta Agro GmbH;
1 l/ha, difenoconazol 100 g/l; fenpropidin 375 g/l) to avoid fungal
infections. On September 9, 2008, spectral reflectance from sugar
beet canopy was assessed using an ASD FieldSpecPro FR with a pis-
tol grip foreoptic, which was placed 1 m above the sugar beet can-
opy constantly. The spectral range of the spectroradiometer was from
400 nm to 1050 nm. The spectral sampling interval was automatically
interpolated from 1.4 nm to 1 nm steps using a linear equation by the
ASD software. Instrument optimization and reflectance calibration
were performed prior to sample acquisition. The average of 50 dark cur-
rent measurements was calibrated to the average of 50 barium sulfate
white reference (Spectralon, Labsphere, North Sutton, NH, USA) mea-
surements. The integration time was adjusted to 34 ms per scan con-
stantly. Finally reflectance spectra were obtained by determining the
ratios of data acquired for a sample to data acquired for thewhite reflec-
tance standard. Each sample scan represented an average of 50 reflec-
tance spectra. Spectral reflectance and ground truth data, in particular
incidence and severity of diseases were collected and geo-referenced
at 50 sampling points.

2.6.2. Hyperspectral imaging data
Hyperspectral images from diseased sugar beet plants were taken

using an imaging system. The hyperspectral imaging system combines
an imaging spectrograph and a mirror scanner. The line scanning
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spectrograph ImSpector V10E (Spectral Imaging Ltd., Oulu, Finland) has
a spectral range from 400 to 1000 nm and a spectral resolution of up to
2.8 nm. Themaximal image size of the 30 μmsensor slot results in 1600
pixels per linewith a sensor pixel size of 0.0074 mm. Limited by the dis-
tance between target and sensor system (0.9 m) a spatial resolution of
0.29 mm per pixel was obtained. A mirror scanner (Spectral Imaging
Ltd.) – maximal field of view 80° – mounted in front of the objective
lens provided the second spatial dimension of images. The hyperspectral
sensor system was mounted on a manual positioning XY-frame,
surrounded by six ASD-Pro-Lamps (Analytical Spectral Devices Inc.,
Boulder, USA) radiating a near-solar light spectrum. The distance be-
tween lamps and leaves was 0.8 m with a vertical orientation of 45°.
Imaging data were recorded in a dark chamber in order to realize op-
timal and reproducible illumination and constant measurement con-
ditions. For subsequent calculation of reflectance, three images were
grabbed. A dark current image was recorded by closing an internal
shutter of the camera, followed by an image of a white reference
bar (Spectral Imaging Ltd., Oulu, Finland), with the same horizontal
size and on the same level as the object area, both with the same ex-
posure time. Subsequently an image of the leaf area was recorded
with improved exposure time. Calculation of reflectance, relative to
a white reference bar and the dark current measurement were
performed using the software ENVI 4.6+IDL 7.0 (ITT Visual Infor-
mation Solutions, Boulder, USA). Prior to the calculation of disease
indices on imaging data the background was masked out. For de-
tailed information on data assessment, data pre-processing and nor-
malization see Mahlein et al. (2012b).

3. Results

3.1. Spectral signatures

First symptoms of Cercospora leaf spot appeared 6 dai, of pow-
dery mildew 5 dai and sugar beet rust 8 dai, respectively. For the dif-
ferentiation of leaf diseases based on reflectancemeasurement, spectral
signatures at different disease severities have been measured and com-
pared. Fig. 2A summarizes the averaged spectral signatures of healthy
sugar beet leaves and sugar beet leaves with Cercospora leaf spot, pow-
dery mildew, and sugar beet rust at disease severity of 10 to 30%, re-
spectively. Compared to the spectra of healthy leaves, each disease
gave a divergent, characteristic reflectance curve, strongly correlated
to the occurrence of disease-specific symptoms. Reflectance of C.
beticola-infected leaves increased in the VIS mostly in the green and
red ranges of the spectrum between 500 and 700 nm and decreased
from 700 to 900 nm. The slope at the red edge position between VIS
and NIR decreased. A blue shift of the red edge position depending on
Cercospora leaf spot disease severity was obvious. Reflectance of leaves
colonized by the ectoparasite E. betae rose consecutively within the
measuring period and increasedwith disease severity (Fig. 2A). This in-
crementwasmost distinctive in the VIS and less pronounced in the NIR.
Powderymildew rather affected the overall level of reflectance than the
profile of spectra. Due to the small symptoms of the biotroph pathogen
U. betae scattered on the leaf area, changes in reflectance spectra were
comparatively low for sugar beet rust (Fig. 2A). Reflectance of leaves
with 10 to 30% disease severity was high between 550 and 700 nm
and low from 700 to 900 nm.

The variance of the dataset was analyzed by standard deviation of re-
flectance and by the absolute differences between the reflectance medi-
an (Fig. 2B). Standarddeviation of diseased sugar beet leaves increased in
the VIS from 400 to 700 nm and in the NIR from 720 to 780 nmwith in-
creasing disease severity. The reflectance difference likewise increased
with disease severity. At a disease severity below 10% differences were
detected in the VIS from 500 to 700 nm and around the red edge posi-
tion. At disease severities in the range 10 to 30%differences increased ob-
viously in the VIS with a peak around 700 nm. Reflectance differences at

disease severities above >30% were high in the VIS and at the red edge
position.

3.2. Spectral plant disease indices

For the evaluation of specific DIs the different classes were parted
into two groups. In the first step a binary classification of healthy
sugar beet leaves from diseased leaves was proven in a one against
all approach. In addition to a binary classification of healthy and dis-
eased sugar beet leaves, the detection and identification of plant dis-
eases by specific SDIs were proven. Therefore disease specific indices,
based on significant wavelengths were evaluated. To reduce the in-
formation of the entire spectrum, the most relevant single wave-
lengths and wavelength differences were evaluated. The result of
this data reduction was the basis for index development.

Relevant single wavelengths for the classes were assessed calculat-
ing the RELIEF algorithm (Fig. 3). Single wavelengths of high relevance
were from670 to 690 nm(Fig. 3A). Singlewavelengths around 500 nm,
690 nmand 730 nmwere highly relevant for sugar beet leaves diseased
with Cercospora leaf spot (Fig. 3C). Single wavelengths relevant to sugar
beet rust infection according to the RELIEF-F algorithm were around
500 nm, 570 nm and 700 nm (Fig. 3E), and for powdery mildew infec-
tion at 450 and 720 nm (Fig. 3G).

The contour plot (Fig. 3B) visualizes normalized wavelength dif-
ferences highly correlated to the class ‘healthy’. High relevance was
detected for normalized differences including reflectance difference
between 600 and 670 nm and at 700 nm. Normalized reflectance

Fig. 2. Spectral signatures of healthy sugar beet leaves and sugar beet leaves with 10 to
30% disease severity of Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust and powdery mildew, respec-
tively; and differences between reflectance medians and standard deviation of healthy
sugar beet leaves and diseased sugar beet leaves at different disease severities.
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differences, highly correlated to Cercospora leaf spot included values
around 550 nm and 700 nm (Fig. 3D), for sugar beet rust infected
leaves from 500 to 600 nm and normalized wavelength differences
including 700 nm (Fig. 3F), and for powdery mildew infection nor-
malized wavelength differences between 500 and 600 nm (Fig. 3H).

Based on single wavelengths of high relevance according to the
RELIEF algorithm and the two band normalized differences highly cor-
related to the class ‘healthy’, possible wavelength combinations and

algorithms for a class specific vegetation index were calculated. The
final health-index (HI) is based on the absolute reflectance at 704 nm
and the normalized reflectance difference 534 nm to 698 nm
(Eq. (1)). Testing all possible wavelength combinations, the Cercospora
leaf spot-index (CLSI) is based on the reflectance at 734 nm and the
normalized reflectance difference of 698 nm and 570 nm (Eq. (2)).
After this data dimensionality reduction the sugar beet rust-index
(SBRI) was evaluated (Eq. (3)) based on reflectance at 704 nm and
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Fig. 3. Relevant single wavelengths for the class healthy sugar beet leaves (A), Cercospora leaf spot (C), sugar beet rust (E) and powdery mildew (G) diseased sugar beet leaves,
according to the RELIEF-F algorithm, and contour plot for the relevance of all possible wavelength differences of the class label healthy (B),and the classes Cercospora leaf spot
(D), sugar beet rust (F) and powdery mildew (H) at a disease severity of 10 to 30%, respectively. The color scale represents the level of relevance according to the RELIEF-F algorithm.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the normalized difference of 570 and 513 nm. Previous information
resulted in the powdery mildew-index (PMI; Eq. (4)), related to abso-
lute reflectance at 724 nm and the normalized reflectance difference
of 520 nm and 584 nm.

Healthy� index HIð Þ : R534−R698
R534þ R698

−1
2
⋅R704 ð1Þ

Cercospora leaf spot � index CLSð Þ : R698−R570
R698þ R570

−R734 ð2Þ

Sugar beet rust � index SBRIð Þ : R570−R513
R570þ R513

þ 1
2
⋅R704 ð3Þ

Powdery mildew� index PMIð Þ : R520−R584
R520þ R584

þ R724 ð4Þ

The separation ability of the spectral disease indices is illustrated in
Fig. 4, depending on the index value at different days after inoculation
for each class. A threshold value was optimized to separate healthy
from diseased sugar beet leaves. Classification based on the HI resulted
in a classification accuracy of 89%, with a class precision of 93.5% for the
classification of diseased sugar beet leaves and 85.5% for healthy sugar
beet leaves (Table 1). The classification error for healthy sugar beet
leaves was 5.2%, independently of disease severity. The classification
error for diseased sugar beet leaves decreased with increasing disease

severity. At a disease severity from 1 to 2% classification error was rela-
tively high (51.3%) and decreased constantly to 0% at a disease severity
above 16%.

The classification result based on the CLSI revealed a good separa-
tion of all classes (Fig. 4B); however, the separation of highly diseased
leaves was challenging during the measuring period. Sugar beet
leaves diseased with Cercospora leaf spot were detected with a class
precision of 92.4% (Table 1). At disease severities of 1 to 2% the clas-
sification was complex (classification error of 60.1%), while all other
classes were classified with a classification error of 14.1% (Table 1).
The classification accuracy for Cercospora leaf spot diseased leaves in-
creased with increasing disease severity. For disease severities from 6
to 9% the classification error was only 5.6% for the class Cercospora
leaf spot, and 5% for all other classes.

Classification based on the SBRI resulted in a separation of the
classes sugar beet rust to healthy, Cercospora leaf spot and powdery
mildew (Fig. 4B). Difficulties remained in the separation of early
stages of sugar beet rust infection to the other leaves. With an overall
class precision of 87% the classification result was satisfying (Table 1).
At low disease severities from 1 to 2% the classification error amounted
52.1% (Table 1).With increasing disease severity the classification error
declined, and reached 5.8% for 25 to 30% disease severity.

Classification of the four classes by the PMI resulted in a very good
separation of powdery mildew from healthy sugar beet leaves as well
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Fig. 4. Classification result based on the health-index (HI) for all disease severities over
21 days after inoculation using an 8-fold cross validation, and scatter plot of the classifica-
tion based on the (A) Cercospora leaf spot-index (CLSI),(B) sugar beet rust-index (SBRI),
and (C) powderymildew-index (PMI) for all disease severities (samples ordered according
to the day after inoculation).

Table 1
Classification result for each disease, based on the disease indices (DIs) Cercospora leaf
spot-index (CLSI) for the classification of Cercospora leaf spot, sugar beet rust-index
(SBRI) for sugar beet rust detection and the powdery mildew-index (PMI) for powdery
mildew detection on sugar beet leaves.

Prediction Ground truth Class precision

HI All other Healthy
All other 129 9 93.5%
Healthy 25 148 85.6%
Class recall 83.8% 94.3% 89.0%

CLSI All other Cercospora
All other 209 7 96.8%
Cercospora 8 54 87.1%
Class recall 96.3% 88.5% 92.4%

SBRI All other Sugar beet rust
All other 372 15 96.1%
Sugar beet rust 25 61 70.9%
Class recall 93.7% 80.3% 87.0%

PMI All other Powdery mildew
All other 363 16 95.8%
Powdery mildew 18 45 71.4%
Class recall 95.3% 73.8% 84.5%

Table 2
Classification error of spectral disease indices (SDIs) at different disease severity levels
for each plant disease and the disease specific indices CLSI, SBRI, and PMI, respectively.

Disease severity Classification
error [%]

Classification
error [%]

Classification
error [%]

CLSI SBRI PMI

All other CLS All other SBR All other PM

1–2 [%] 14.1 60.8 11.9 52.1 5.1 97.0
3–5 [%] 8.4 23.3 4.9 42.5 2.3 57.8
6–9 [%] 5.0 5.6 5.8 16.1 0 30.6
10–15 [%] 10.8 3.1 1.7 21.1 2.1 33.9
16–20 [%] 22.0 3.1 1.5 15.5 0.8 12.3
25–30 [%] 27.0 0 2.0 5.8 2.0 0
35–40 [%] 40.6 0 3.9 9.8 0 0
45–50 [%] 29.1 2.5 5.3 5.8 0 0
> 50 [%] 8.5 0 1.2 5.6 0.7 1.6
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as from Cercospora leaf spot and sugar beet rust diseased sugar beet
leaves with an optimized threshold value (Fig. 4). An overall class pre-
cision of 84.5% was achieved (Table 1). Difficulties remained at lower
powdery mildew disease severities at disease severities of up to 9%
(Table 1). Whereas all other classes were definitely detected as non-
powdery mildew diseased by this index (classification error: 0% to
5.1%), the classification error for powdery mildew identification was
high (classification error: 97.0%to 1.6%). At disease severity above 25%,
a perfect classification (classification error 0%) was obtained (Table 2).

3.3. Comparison with common vegetation indices

The new developed SDIs had higher classification accuracy com-
pared to common vegetation indices like the NDVI or pigment specific
indices (Table 3). The classification accuracy of the HI was best
(89.0%) for the differentiation of healthy and diseased sugar beet
leaves, followed by ZM, PRI, PSSRb and ARI with classification accura-
cies of 85.4%, 83.5%, 83.1%, and 82.7%, respectively (Table 3). Classifi-
cation of Cercospora leaf spot diseased leaves was best using CLSI with
a classification accuracy of 92.4%. ThemCAI, ARI, and PRI showed accept-
able classification accuracies (89.5%, 84.8%, and 82.6%, respectively).
However the recall clarified, that all vegetation indices had low clas-
sification accuracies for the identification of Cercospora diseased
leaves, and high accuracies only for the detection of all other leaves
(Table 3). In general SVIs are unsuitable to detect sugar beet rust
and powdery mildew; the classification accuracy was 50% for all ap-
plied SVIs.

3.4. Application of spectral disease indices on independent data sets

An implementation of the developed SDIs was proven on two differ-
ent independent data sets. Due to different light conditions and sensor
specification it was necessary to calculate the thresholds for disease clas-
sification individually for each dataset. In the field experiment powdery
mildew and Cercospora leaf spot were the predominant diseases during
vegetation period (see Mahlein et al. (2009) for details). In most cases
both diseases occurred as mixed infections of sugar beet plants. A classi-
fication of non-imaging spectroradiometer data from the canopy scale
based on the HI was possible with an accuracy of 81.63% (Fig. 5). Due
to the high incidence of mixed infection a classification based on a dis-
ease specific index was not suitable.

The different SDIswere calculated pixelwise on hyperspectral imag-
ing data of a Cercospora leaf spot diseased leaves under controlled con-
ditions (Fig. 6). The HI was suitable to detect all symptomatic necrotic
lesions on the sugar beet leaf with an accuracy of 95.91% and all charac-
teristic symptoms were detected as non-healthy. In a next step the
disease specific indices were applied on the imaging data. A specific
classification of Cercospora leaf spots was possible with an accuracy of
95.9% using the CLSI, whereas the PMI and the SBRI were not sensitive
to Cercospora leaf spot symptoms. Detailed information on the classifi-
cation result can be found in the supplementary data, Appendix C.

4. Discussion

As shown in previous work, foliar diseases of sugar beet impact the
spectral signature of sugar beet leaves in different ways, depending on
the biology of the pathogens and the characteristic host–pathogen in-
teraction (Mahlein et al., 2010; Mahlein et al., 2012b; Rumpf et al.,
2010). The present study provides evidence that spectral disease indi-
ces (SDIs) will improve and simplify plant disease detection based on
hyperspectral data. The developed SDIs are based on the most relevant
wavelength and normalized wavelength combinations regarding to a
plant disease. They are characterized by a high sensitivity and specificity
for the detection and identification of the different foliar diseases of
sugar beet.

According to Blackburn (2007) recent research for optimizing SVIs
resulted in the incorporation of more than two narrow wavebands
from the visible region, the red edge or the near infrared. Depending
on the measuring scale three band indices (leaf-scale) or four band

Table 3
Comparison of the classification ability of the health-index (HI) and the Cercospora leaf
spot index (CLSI) and common spectral vegetation indices (SVIs): NDVI normalized dif-
ference vegetation index, PRI Photochemical reflectance index, ARI anthocyanin reflec-
tance index, mCAI modified chlorophyll absorption integral, PSSRa pigment specific
simple ratio chlorophyll a, PSSRb pigment specific simple ratio chlorophyll b, and
PSSRc pigment specific simple ratio carotenoids.

Index Classification accuracy Recall

Healthy All other

HI 89.0% 94.3% 83.8%
NDVI 80.3% 89.9% 70.8%
PRI 83.5% 88.5% 78.5%
ARI 82.7% 86.7% 78.6%
SIPI 74.5% 86.8% 62.3%
mCAI 77.0% 92.4% 61.5%
PSSRa 78.8% 78.7% 78.9%
PSSRb 83.1% 79.4% 86.7%
PSSRc 57.3% 18.8% 95.9%
GM1 82.7% 77.2% 88.2%
GM2 82.4% 71.5% 93.3%
ZM 85.4% 78.6% 92.2%
TCARI/OSAVI 77.5% 64.2% 90.8%

Index Classification accuracy Recall

Cercospora All other

CLSI 92.4% 88.5% 96.3%
NDVI 73.4% 48.4% 98.3%
PRI 82.6% 68.1% 97.2%
ARI 84.8% 70.0% 99.7%
SIPI 74.7% 55.6% 93.9%
mCAI 89.5% 79.7% 99.3%
PSSRa 69.6% 42.1% 97.0%
PSSRb 69.6% 41.1% 98.1%
PSSRc 50.0% 0.0% 100.0%
GM1 50.0% 0.0% 100.0%
GM2 69.5% 41.2% 97.7%
ZM 66.6% 35.7% 97.4%
TCARI/OSAVI 50.7% 1.4% 1.0%
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Fig. 5. Classification result based on the application of the health-index (HI) on
spectroradiometer data from a field experiment on the canopy scale. Areas of the
sugar beet field diseased with powdery mildew and Cercospora leaf spot were classified
correctly with an accuracy of 81.63%. The gray scale represents disease severity of
Cercospora leaf spot.
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indices (canopy-scale) are generally applicable (Gitelson et al., 2003;
Sims & Gamon, 2002; Thenkabail et al., 2000).

The common way to detect significant wavelength for SVI develop-
ment is by correlation to a biochemical or biophysical trait (Gitelson &
Merzlyak, 1996; Hatfield et al., 2008). For the development of qualitative
SDIs the RELIEF-F algorithm offers multiple advantages. Since RELIEF-F is
dealing with non-linear classes, a separation of the different classes be-
comes possible by aggregating all other data in one class. The correlation
coefficientwould be improper in this case. To reduce the impact of differ-
ent illumination, topography, crop variety or sensor specific effects, the
wavelength differences of all SDIs were normalized (Jackson, 1986;
Lillesand & Kiefer, 2000; Lyon et al., 1998). By applying this concept, an
improved robustness and generalization ability of the developed SDIs
to independent data sets were reached. Moreover, the generalization
ability of the developed indiceswas improved by cross validation by tak-
ing the entire data set into account. In this way variances between differ-
ent experiments under similar conditions have been considered.

With the health-index a first binary classification into healthy and
diseased sugar beet plants was possible. In a next step spectral disease
indiceswere developed for an identification of each disease. The indices
HI, CLSI and SBRI are based on reflectance at narrow bands centered
around 700 nm. As Gitelson and Merzlyak (1996) pointed out, reflec-
tance near 700 nm is a fundamental feature of green vegetation pro-
duced by an equilibrium between biochemical and biophysical plant
characteristics. The blue shift of the reflectance curve red edge frequent-
ly accompanies stress, and could provide early detection of plant stress
for most causes of stress (Carter & Miller, 1994; Gitelson & Merzlyak,
1994). Since plant diseases influence the chlorophyll content of crop
plants, increased reflectance around 700 nm can be a first but unspecific
indicator to detect diseased crops.

Foliar pathogens affect photosynthetic activity of infected leaves
by reducing the green leaf area; an effect on photosynthesis in

asymptomatic areas is reported as well (Robert et al., 2005). Interest-
ingly, reflectance next to 700 nm is combined in HI with reflectance at
534 nm. According to Gamon et al. (1992) reflectance at 531 nm can
detect the interconversion of the xanthophyll cycle pigments. Since
xanthophyll cycle pigments are regulatory pigments linked to PSII
light use efficiency, reflectance indices incorporating reflectance next
to 531 nm could provide an indicator of photosynthetic function
(Gamon et al., 1992; Rascher et al., 2010). The identification of diseases
was a more complex problem, since different diseases may influence
crop plants in a similar way. The main influence of Cercospora leaf
spot to leaf reflectance was in the VIS from 550 to 700 nm and in the
NIR from 700 nm to 850 nm, respectively. These regions are influenced
by the chlorophyll and brown pigment content as well as by the water
content and structural changes (Peñuelas & Filella, 1998). As a
perthotroph pathogen C. beticola causes necrotic, coalescing leaf spots
due to membrane damage and cell death after the fungus has penetrat-
ed the leaf stomata (Daub & Ehrenshaft, 2000). In consequence, the
chlorophyll content decreases and leaf tissue structure is impaired. Re-
flectance in the NIR is mainly influenced by leaf tissue structure, in de-
tail by internal scattering processes due to air spaces, water content and
air–water interfaces (Asner, 1998; Ustin & Gamon, 2010; Ustin et al.,
2009). Therefore, normalized reflectance difference with 698 nm and
570 nm and constant reflectance at 734 nm was a reliable indicator
for Cercospora leaf spot infestation.

The SBRI, using three narrow bands in the visible and red edge
(i.e. 513 nm, 570 nm and 704 nm) offered a robust solution for the
detection of sugar beet rust. According to Merzlyak et al. (1999) reflec-
tance from 510 nm to 520 nm represents the absorption maximum of
carotenoids. It is well documented that urediniospores of rust fungi con-
tain a high concentration of carotenoids and melanin-like pigments,
causing the characteristic brown-orange color (Hougen et al., 1959;
Trocha et al., 1974). Furthermore reflectance at 513 nm, before the

RGB HI CLSI

PMI SBRI
Fig. 6. RGB-image from a hyperspectral image of a Cercospora leaf spot diseased sugar beet leaf and gray-scale pixel-wise classification using the developed spectral disease indices
(SDIs). Light-colored pixels indicate high index values and dark pixel vice versa. (HI: health-index, CLSI: Cercospora leaf spot-index, SBRI: sugar beet rust-index, PMI: powdery
mildew-index). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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green peak, and 570 nm, behind the green peak, is mainly influenced by
the chlorophyll content and can be used as an indicator for the chloro-
phyll/carotenoid ratio (Blackburn, 1998a; Blackburn, 1998b; Richardson
et al., 2002). Reflectance at 704 nm as single wavelength is next to the
red-edge inflection point (Carter & Miller, 1994; Gitelson & Merzlyak,
1994). Nevertheless, the small size of rust colonies impeded the detection
in early stages or at low disease severities.

Similarly, an unambiguous detection of powdery mildew in early
stages is challenging. First symptoms are fluffy white mycelia cover-
ing the leaf surface which affects the external reflectance and spectral
signature like a dusty coat. The overall reflectance increase with in-
creasing powdery mildew disease severity was the contributing fac-
tor in case of the PMI (Mahlein et al., 2010). By using normalized
reflectance differences this difficulty has been taken into consider-
ation. Powdery mildew was the only pathogen, causing changes in
leaf reflectance in the blue region, and throughout the NIR. This effect,
caused by the white powdery mycelium covering the leaf surface is
similar to increasing the light intensity. Jackson and Huete (1991) de-
scribed that ratios are sensitive to increasing solar intensity, which
was successfully adopted for the development of PMI by using nor-
malized differences.

For specific classification of plant diseases comparative studies have
demonstrated that SDIs are superior to common SVIs. A successful ap-
plication to independent data sets from the canopy scale and from a
hyperspectral imaging sensor is encouraging for precision crop protec-
tion applications in the near future. It should be stressed, however, that
the applicability of SDIs to datasets, assessed under changing conditions
includes several difficulties. Particularly the threshold value has to be
optimized prior to classification. Notwithstanding it can be affirmed,
that the proposed method to develop SDIs can be transferred to
hyperspectral data from different kinds of sensors, from various scales,
and for different kinds of biotic and abiotic stress of crops.

5. Conclusion

All four developed spectral disease indices (SDIs) resulted in a high
specificity and sensitivity for detecting and identifying plant diseases.
Difficulties still remained at early infection stages, due to minor
changes in leaf reflectance. For the first time SDIs, developed on dis-
ease significant single wavelength and normalized wavelength differ-
ences have been applied for non-invasive detection of crop diseases.
Using these SDI diseases can be identified and differentiated, which
is not possiblewhen using vegetation indices sensitive to abiotic stress
conditions, e.g. indices related to chlorophyll content. A first feasibility
study demonstrated that SDIs can be used on independent data sets
from different kinds of sensors and differentmeasuring setups. Never-
theless we expect, that the use of hyperspectral imaging data for the
development of SDIs will further improve the sensitivity and specific-
ity of disease detection in near future. SDIs are of high interest for pre-
cision crop protection via reduction of data dimensionality and
computationally efficient data analysis and processing. Additionally,
the statistical approach for the development of SDIs can be transferred
and generalized for other plant pathogen systems. Based on the a
priori knowledge on required band settings a simple and cheap sensor
that onlymeasures reflectance at narrow bands centered at significant
wavelength can be configured. This radiometer could instantaneously
calculate SDIs, and, by using appropriate calibration functions, give the
estimation of disease severity in seconds. Further work will be needed
to transfer the developed SDIs into praxis and to test the applicability
for a precise, reproducible and time saving disease monitoring on the
canopy and field scale with different sensors.
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Abstract

Early recognition of pathogen infection is of great relevance in precision plant protection.
Pre-symptomatic disease detection is of particular interest. By use of a laser�uoroscope, UV-
light induced �uorescence data were collected from healthy and with leaf rust inoculated
wheat leaves of the susceptible cultivar Ritmo 2-4 days after inoculation under controlled
conditions. In order to evaluate pathogen impact on �uorescence spectra 215 wavelengths
in the range of 370-800 nm were recorded. The medians of �uorescence signatures suggest
that inoculated leaves may be separated from healthy ones, but high-frequency oscillations
and individual reactions of leaves indicate that separability is di�cult to achieve. The mis-
balance between the high number of measured wavelengths and the low number of training
examples induces a high over�tting risk. For a pre-symptomatic pathogen identi�cation a
small number of robust features was desired which comprise most of the information relevant
for the given classi�cation task. Instead of choosing only the most relevant wavelengths, the
coe�cients of polynomials �tting the spectra were used for classi�cation. They specify the
global curve characteristics. Piecewise �tting by polynomials of fourth order led to high
classi�cation accuracy. Support Vector Machines were used for classi�cation. Cross valida-
tion demonstrated that the achieved classi�cation accuracy reached 93%. This result could
be attained on the second day after inoculation, before any visible symptoms appeared. The
described method is of general interest for pre-symptomatic pathogen detection based on
�uorescence spectra.
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a b s t r a c t

Early recognition of pathogen infection is of great relevance in precision plant protection. Pre-symptom-
atic disease detection is of particular interest. By use of a laserfluoroscope, UV-light induced fluorescence
data were collected from healthy and with leaf rust inoculated wheat leaves of the susceptible cultivar Rit-
mo 2–4 days after inoculation under controlled conditions. In order to evaluate pathogen impact on fluo-
rescence spectra 215 wavelengths in the range of 370–800 nm were recorded. The medians of
fluorescence signatures suggest that inoculated leaves may be separated from healthy ones, but high-fre-
quency oscillations and individual reactions of leaves indicate that separability is difficult to achieve. The
misbalance between the high number of measured wavelengths and the low number of training examples
induces a high overfitting risk. For a pre-symptomatic pathogen identification a small number of robust
features was desired which comprise most of the information relevant for the given classification task.
Instead of choosing only the most relevant wavelengths, the coefficients of polynomials fitting the spectra
were used for classification. They specify the global curve characteristics. Piecewise fitting by polynomials
of fourth order led to high classification accuracy. Support Vector Machines were used for classification.
Cross validation demonstrated that the achieved classification accuracy reached 93%. This result could
be attained on the second day after inoculation, before any visible symptoms appeared. The described
method is of general interest for pre-symptomatic pathogen detection based on fluorescence spectra.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One of the most important limiting factors for crop production
is the occurrence of foliar diseases (Oerke and Dehne, 2004). In the
specific case of wheat, one of the three most cultivated cereal spe-
cies worldwide, significant yield and quality losses are induced by
the leaf rust pathogen Puccinia triticina. In recent years, the devel-
opment of technologies for the precise and site-specific pesticide
application has contributed decisively for a more environment-
friendly food production. In this context, detection and differentia-
tion of diseases as early as possible plays an important role for the
precise crop protection (West et al., 2003). In addition to reflec-
tance and hyperspectral measurements, fluorescence approaches
have been developed under laboratory and field conditions for
the fast and non-destructive early detection and identification of
diseases (Kuckenberg et al., 2009; Bürling et al., 2010, 2011; Lüde-
ker et al., 1996; Chaerle et al., 2004) or weed (Panneton et al.,

2010). In this context the spectral resolved fluorescence signature,
which is still used under laboratory conditions, provides valuable
information for the pre-symptomatic detection of diseases and
the differentiation between susceptible and resistant cultivars
(Bürling et al., 2011).

As generally known, excitation of green leaves with ultraviolet
light (UV) induces two types of fluorescence signals: in the range
of 400–630 nm the blue–green (BGF) and yellow fluorescence
which originates from a large number of fluorophores, mainly
polyphenols (Cerovic et al., 1999; Lang et al., 1991), and in the
range of 630–800 nm, the chlorophyll fluorescence (ChlF). Fluores-
cence signals depend on plant species and genotypes, and the
occurrence of stresses might induce modifications in the amount
and composition of fluorophores in the leaf tissue, impacting the
typical fluorescence signature in direct and indirect ways. Espe-
cially in terms of biotic stresses, plants might accumulate salicylic
acid and phenylpropanoid compounds, which are key substances
in plant disease resistance (Vermerris and Nicholson, 2006). Fur-
thermore, several preformed defense substances, such as phenol
and its derivates, lactones, saponines and stilbenes, are involved
in various host–pathogen interactions (Agrios, 2005). Moreover,
fungi itself might show a specific auto-fluorescence as indicated
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by a UV-light induced bright blue fluorescence from rust fungal
structures (Zhang and Dickinson, 2001).

Until now, the use of laser-induced fluorescence for detecting
pathogens on agricultural crops focused on measurements at red
(R) and far-red (FR) wavelengths of the ChlF, being the changes of
R/FR fluorescence ratios related to the chlorophyll content i.e. chlo-
rophyll breakdown (Kuckenberg et al., 2009). However, only limited
information on leaf rust triggered changes in the blue–green range of
the visible spectra of wheat leaves is available. In this context, exper-
iments have been conducted to evaluate changes of the fluorescence
induced by the pathogens P. triticina (Bürling et al., 2011). As a com-
mon and recommended procedure, ratios of amplitudes and
half-bandwidth of pre-defined peaks are calculated for a reliable
comparison of treatments (Cerovic et al., 1999; Buschmann, 2007).
However, the question remains if it is possible to extract more infor-
mation from a high resolved spectral dataset in order to give more
precise information about disease occurrence and development, as
already novel algorithms were applied on spatially resolved fluores-
cence signatures to reveal early symptoms of plant response (Berger
et al., 2007). Potential applications of improved evaluation models
rely on the quantification of the impact of single stresses on plants
as well as the discrimination between multiple stress factors. Finally,
a precise data evaluation for future applications in the context of pre-
cision agriculture should support a reliable and site-specific detec-
tion and differentiation of stress factors. Hence, the approach of
the present study was to exploit the suitability of a different data
evaluation method for a pre-symptomatic and accurate differentia-
tion between healthy and leaf rust infected wheat leaves.

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is a sophisticated machine
learning method (Vapnik, 1998; Schölkopf and Smola, 2002) which
is very robust against overfitting (i.e. the description of noise and
random deviations instead of underlying pattern characterizing
different classes), and able to learn accurate classification models
with a small number of training data. SVMs are commonly adopted
for the classification of spectral images in remote sensing (Bruzz-
one and Camps-Valls, 2009; Pal and Mather, 2005) since they have
superior ability to deal with the so called ‘curse of dimensionality’.
In the context of plant sciences, Ferreiro-Arman et al. (2006) ap-
plied SVMs to hyperspectral airborne data in order to distinguish
between grape varieties. Camargo and Smith (2009) identified vi-
sual symptoms of plant diseases with Support Vector Machines
in images. Furthermore, Zheng et al. (2010) processed chlorophyll
fluorescence recordings and other nutritional parameters in order
to improve the classification of jujube according to its postharvest
quality and storage potential by means of SVMs.

The potential of SVMs for precision agriculture was recently re-
viewed (Mucherino et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010). Based on
reflectance measurements, SVMs have been used for the automatic
classification of weeds and levels of nitrogen fertilization of corn
(Karimi et al., 2006). Moreover, when applied to hyperspectral data
for discrimination of foliar diseases, the superiority of this classifi-
cation method as compared to Decision Tree and Artificial Neural
Networks, was demonstrated (Rumpf et al., 2010).

The importance of the pre-symptomatic detection of diseases
for precise crop protection is evident. On the other hand, the minor
signal differences between healthy and inoculated classes at this
early stage impose a challenge for a precise classification. As a rule,
processing of spectrally resolved fluorescence measurements re-
sults in a large number of features. In case of a small number of
training data, a misbalance to the number of features (i.e. the curse
of dimensionality) and the associated high risk of overfitting, might
occur (Hughes, 1968).

Besides the classifier, the features used to describe the samples
have a great impact on the classification accuracy. Well-estab-
lished ratios use the fluorescence intensity at specific wavelengths
of the spectrum as basis for interpretation of stress-induced phys-

iological modifications of plant tissues. However, there may be still
unknown structure which enables to separate classes, e.g. healthy
from infected leaves.

Spectrally resolved fluorescence measurements give the oppor-
tunity for calculation of many more ratios as those usually adopted
in such studies. However, overlapping classes and the limited size
of the dataset make it difficult to use only single wavelengths for
discrimination. It would therefore be preferable to use the complete
information of the spectrum while reducing the number of features
at the same time. For this, polynomials are used to fit the curve
whereupon the coefficients are more robust against random devia-
tions and might contribute for a more reliable pathogen detection.
We raise he hypotheses that (1) a differentiation between healthy
and leaf rust inoculated leaves is possible at a pre-symptomatic
stage with a high classification accuracy when using sophisticated
machine learning methods like Support Vector Machines and (2)
reducing the dimension of feature space to a small number of fea-
tures which comprise the information about the whole spectrum
yields more robust and accurate classification results.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Plant material and growth conditions

Experiments were conducted in a controlled-environment cab-
inet simulating a 14-h photoperiod with 200 lmol m�2 s�1 photo-
synthetic active radiation (PAR; Philips PL-L 36W, Hamburg,
Germany), temperature of 20/15 ± 2 �C, and relative humidity of
75/80 ± 10%. Winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L. emend. Fiori. et
Paol.) seeds (n = 5 per pot) of the rust-susceptible cultivar Ritmo
(susceptibility degree according to the descriptive variety list of
the German Federal Plant Variety Office, 2008, SD = 8) were sown
in pots (0.44 L) filled with perlite. Emerging plants were provided
with Hoagland nutrient solution. Twenty days after sowing, when
plants had reached the second-leaf stage, twelve pots (six for inoc-
ulation, six as control) were selected for the experiment. Leaf rust
inoculation was done on the youngest fully expanded leaf of two
plants per pot. The experiments were repeated three times under
similar conditions, and the results were pooled combined to a data
pool for the statistics.

2.2. Inoculation of P. triticina

Inoculation was accomplished with a non-specific mixture of P.
triticina spores produced on wheat plants without known resistance
genes (Department of Phytomedicine, University of Bonn). Before
each experiment, fresh P. triticina spores were suspended in a solu-
tion of distilled water + Tween 20 (0.01% w/v; Merck-Schuchardt,
Hohenbrunn, Germany). The spore concentration was estimated
microscopically with a Fuchs–Rosenthal counting chamber and ad-
justed to 1 � 104 spores per ml. On each leaf, the middle of the leaf
length was marked on the adaxial side with a felt tip pen, and seven
6-ll droplets of spore suspension were applied in a row on one leaf
half. Prior to the application, leaves were fixed horizontally on a
sample holder to prevent droplet run-off. Control plants were han-
dled similarly but treated with droplets of distilled water + Tween
20 (0.01%). During the inoculation period (22 h), plants were main-
tained in the climate chamber at almost saturated atmosphere un-
der a plastic cover. Thereafter, the plastic cover was removed and
the leaves were released from their horizontal fixation.

2.3. Fluorescence measurements

Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a compact
fiber-optic fluorescence spectrometer with nanosecond time
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resolution by the boxcar technique (IOM GmbH, Berlin, Germany).
A pulsed N2-laser (MNL100, LTB Lasertechnik Berlin GmbH, Berlin,
Germany) with emission wavelength of 337 nm and a repetition
rate of 20 Hz served as excitation source. The fiber-optic probe
for detection of fluorescence signals consisted of a central excita-
tion fiber and six surrounding emission fibers, each with a 200-
lm diameter. The pulse energy at the probe exit was adjusted to
be 1–2 lJ with a pulse length of approximately 1 ns resulting in
a density of 5.5 � 1015 photons per cm2 and impulse. As observed
in preliminary tests (unpublished data), these settings did not
cause any significant change in the blue–green and chlorophyll
fluorescence intensity and lifetime of wheat leaves even when
samples were sequentially analyzed for more than 40 min. Fluores-
cence was recorded with an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF)
monochromator, which enabled a minimal step width of 1 nm be-
tween 370 and 800 mm. A photomultiplier (PMT, H5783-01, Ham-
amatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan) was used as detector. The
sensitivity of the PMT was adjusted in order to optimize the signal
intensity during the spectral measurements. Time resolution was
accomplished using a gated integrator with a 2-ns half-width;
the position of the gate could be set with an accuracy of 0.1 ns.

Detection of fluorescence spectra was done on leaves fixed hor-
izontally on a plate with integrated sample holder. The fiber-optic
probe was positioned in a 90� angle to the leaf. Thereby, with help
of a laser-based rangefinder (OptoNCDT 1300; Micro-Epsilon
Messtechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Ortenburg, Germany) fixed beside
the probe, the distance between leaf and probe surface was ad-
justed. The standard distance enabled fluorescence intensities in
a narrow data range, providing a minimum of signal intensity
and avoiding signal saturation. Spectra were measured at 21–
23 �C under ambient light conditions (about 18 lM m�2s�1 PAR)
during the pre-symptomatic stage from 2 to 4 days after pathogen
inoculation (dai). Only on the 4th dai first few loom chlorotic spots
could be observed at the inoculation site. Before fluorescence mea-
surements plants were adapted for 0.5 h to room conditions. For
optimization of fluorescence signals, equipment settings were ad-
justed as follows. The pulse count was set on 32, which is the num-
ber of laser pulses averaged for each single data point. The gate
position was at 3 ns (in the temporal signal maximum) and the
wavelength interval was of 2 nm. Measurements were accom-
plished at a distance of 3.95 mm between the probe and sample,
and a PMT gain of 600 V.

2.4. Characteristics of the fluorescence dataset

The described experimental design lead to a dataset of 36 leaves
inoculated with leaf rust and 36 healthy leaves which were ob-
served on day 2, 3 and 4 after inoculation, resulting in three data-
sets per leaf. In consequence of the equipment settings with
measurements between 370 and 800 nm and step width of 2 nm,
215 observations at different wavelengths were produced.

Firstly, the medians of both classes were analyzed, which, in
contrast to the mean, is robust against outliers and noise. Compar-
ison of both medians in Fig. 1 suggests that it is feasible to differ-
entiate between healthy and inoculated leaves at the peak near the
wavelength of 450 nm and the local maxima near 700 and 750 nm.
In a next step, the deviations of the classes were taken into ac-
count. Because of high-frequency oscillations, the natural variabil-
ity of the leaves, and differences in reaction intensity to the
pathogen inoculation, both classes have a high standard deviation,
which is even higher than the difference between the medians
(Fig. 1, bottom picture).

Besides the apparently large difference between both classes in
the wavelength range between 430 and 470 nm, this is also the
area with the biggest variance. In contrast, the area between 540
and 630 nm has a small variance, while the medians of both classes

are very close to each other. This boundary condition is especially
strong for dai two and gets weaker till the fourth dai.

In addition to the demanding ratio between class variance and
the difference of the medians, the dataset is highly prone to over-
fitting due to its misbalance between the number of features and
the number of samples.

Therefore, a classification method which enables to deal with
those challenging boundary conditions and significantly reduces
the risk of overfitting was necessary. Support Vector Machines
are a classification method with statistical properties which enable
to fulfill this task.

2.5. Support Vector Machines

Under the assumption that both classes are linearly separable,
SVMs use hyperplanes (Fig. 2, left) of the form

hx;xi þ b ¼ 1

for classification. The normal vector x denotes the orientation of
the hyperplane and b the distance from the origin. The hyperplane
divides feature space into two subspaces. Samples x are classified
depending on the subspace they are in, i.e. on which side of the
hyperplane the sample is:

f ðxÞ ¼ sgnðhx;xi þ bÞ; ð1Þ

It is necessary to exploit which hyperplane leads to the best
classification performance. Therefore, the training data of both
classes is needed. Following the concept of structural risk minimi-
zation, Vapnik (1998) proofs that the hyperplane leading to zero
classification errors in the training set which at the same time
has the maximal margin is best. The margin is the distance be-
tween the hyperplane and its closest training sample. The distance
is given by 1/||x||.

The training samples are given by an N-dimensional vector xi,
i = 1 . . . m. Each sample of the training dataset xi has a correspond-
ing class label yi 2 f�1g. The optimal hyperplane is constructed by
solving the following optimization problem:

min
x

hðxÞ ¼ 1
2
jxj2; ð2Þ

subject to yiðhx; xi þ bÞ � 1;8i: ð3Þ
Constrained optimization problems (Boyd and Vanderberghe,

2004) like this are solved with the help of the Karush–Kuhn–Tuck-
er conditions (Rockafellar, 1993), leading to the dual Lagrangian
problem:

max
a

WðaÞ ¼
Xm

i¼1

ai �
1
2

Xm

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

aiajyiyjhxi; xji; ð4Þ

subject to ai � 0 ð5Þ

and
Xm

i¼1

aiyi ¼ 0: ð6Þ

Here a denotes the dual Lagrangian variable. During the optimi-
zation process only specific points, called support vectors, have an
assigned a that is greater than zero. With the help of the dual
Lagrangian the maximal margin hyperplane is constructed with

x̂ ¼
Xm

i¼1

aiyixi ð7Þ

and b̂ ¼ �1
2
hx̂;xa þ xbi; ð8Þ

where xa and xb are any support vectors of both classes. As only
support vectors have a greater than zero, no other vector has any
influence on the calculation of the normal vector x.
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So far it is assumed that the problem is linearly separable,
though this in fact is not the case for the fluorescence dataset. Both
classes are strongly overlapping. Therefore, classification errors in
the primal optimization problem (2) have to be allowed as no
hyperplane exists which leads to zero misclassifications (Fig. 2,
right). Hence, the optimization problem is modified to:

Maximize hðxÞ ¼ 1
2
jxj2 þ C

Xm

i¼1

ni; ð9Þ

subject toyiðhx;xi þ bÞP 1� ni;8i ð10Þ

and ni � 0;8i: ð11Þ

C weights the influence of misclassified samples on the optimi-
zation process. Apart from an additional boundary on constraint
(5) to C � ai � 0; the dual optimization problem and the calcula-
tion of the hyperplane remains unchanged.

Hence, the only parameter to be optimized is C which weights
the slack variable n in Eq. (9). The parameter C leading to the best

classification performance is a priori unknown. Therefore, different
parameters have to be tested and the one resulting in the best pre-
diction accuracy should be chosen. Evolutionary algorithms (Gold-
berg, 1989) are well suited for this task.

The LibSVM tool from Chang and Lin (2001) was used to train
the SVM model evaluated and presented in this paper.

3. Results

3.1. Classification on all wavelengths

In a first step the features had to be normalized to a mean of
zero with a standard deviation of one. This is important as other-
wise features with large fluorescence values have more weight in
Eq. (7) and on the indicator function in Eq. (1) as features with a
smaller scale.

A linear soft margin SVM was trained on the original fluores-
cence spectrum. In the following, results were evaluated using a
10-fold cross validation (Kohavi, 1995). All parameters (in this

Fig. 1. Medians of healthy and inoculated wheat leaves (top), and comparison of median difference with standard deviations at dai 2 (bottom).

Fig. 2. Maximal margin hyperplane separating the class of dark stars from the class of bright stars on the left. Soft Margin SVM with one wrongly classified dark star on the
right.
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and in following sections) were optimized using an evolutionary
optimization approach (Goldberg, 1989).

The classification performance of correctly classified leaves
was 73.6% for dai 2, 79.2% for dai 3 and 80.7% for dai 4 (Table 1).
These results clearly indicate that both classes are separable
using an SVM classifier, even though the accuracy is still not
sufficient.

However, if many features do not separate well, their sum may
outvote the good features in Eq. (1), which has a negative effect on
the classification accuracy. A classical method to solve this prob-
lem would be to reduce the number of features with feature rank-
ing algorithms (Kohavi and John, 1997). Those evaluate the
relevance of each feature for the classifier. The better both classes
can be distinguished in a single feature, the higher it will be
ranked.

3.2. Relevant wavelength evaluation

Feature evaluation was done with a statistical variance analysis
of the wavelengths. The separability is measured with a hypothesis
test (Koch, 1999), where the null hypothesis is that the medians of
both classes belong to a different distribution. The exponent of the
p-value is a measure for the quality of the separation between clas-
ses. As only 1.63% of the features are normally distributed, accord-
ing to a Lilliefors test (Lilliefors, 1967) with 95% significance value,
the non-parametric Wilcoxon ranksum test (Wilcoxon, 1945) was
used for the hypothesis test.

The test reveals that the wavelengths between 550 and 630 nm
are feasible for a separation between healthy and inoculated
leaves, whereas the area from 650 to 800 nm has only very limited
impact (Fig. 3). The peak between 450 and 500 nm has only a small
influence on dai 2, but its importance raise at dai 3 and dai 4.

Nevertheless, due to the misbalance between the number of
features and the number of samples the features may only ran-
domly work well because of the high frequency oscillations and
the narrow classes. Therefore, the results obtained could be a coin-
cidence in this special case. Instead of getting a robust prediction
the risk of overfitting would consist.

3.3. Feature construction by robust curve fitting

The number of features is too high for the available amount of
data. Therefore the question arises if the information from all
120 wavelengths could not be expressed with a handful of features
which contain most of the information of the spectrum. In addi-
tion, the data is very noisy and hence should be smoothed for more
reliable observations.

The starting point of our approach is the observation that the
spectrum is compounded by several parabolas, which can be de-
scribed by polynomials of the third order. The polynomial coeffi-
cients describe the characteristics of a certain part of the curve
and at the same time they smooth the spectrum, reducing the
influence of noise. The polynomials were calculated by a least
square fitting approach.

Therefore, in a further step, polynomial coefficients which de-
scribe the characteristics of a certain part of the curve were used
(as a side note: the polynomials were derived on the original data-
sets, not the normalized ones from Section 3.1., therefore they re-
flect relative amplitudes. Only the coefficients for the SVM model
(Section 3.4.) need to be normalized again).

As outcome, the number of features is reduced to the order of
the polynomial. At the same time, the coefficients describe the
characteristics of the curve in a more robust way with regard to
single outliers and noise, as they have only a limited impact on
the coefficients. With these coefficients as features the classifier
differentiates between healthy and inoculated leaves.

The problem of oscillating coefficients at polynomials of a high
order is avoided by using splines for the approximation of the
curve. Fig. 4 shows the approximation with a B-spline (De Boor,
1978) of third order. The important point to be addressed was
the question of where the knots between the polynomials of the
spline had to be placed.

In a first step, four parabolas were derived with the knots at the
wavelengths of 392, 514, 664 and 706 nm. However, as shown in
Fig. 3 the wavelengths from 380 to 400 nm have a significant rele-
vance for the classifier; although the error in the approximation
would be very high in this area when only fitting the parabolas.
Hence, an additional knot was included at 392 nm which signifi-
cantly reduced the approximation error. A more accurate approxi-
mation would be possible by using more knots, even though the
aim was to describe areas which are as large as possible with just
one piecewise polynomial in order to get coefficients that are ro-
bust to noise.

However, the approximation error increases at the knots of the
spline even if only the form parameters of the piecewise polyno-
mial are needed. Therefore, instead of using a B-spline for the
whole curve, it is split into several smaller curves and the

Table 1
Classification accuracy of an SVM using all wavelengths as features,
2, 3, and 4 days after inoculation (dai).

Dai SVM (%)

2 73.6
3 79.2
4 80.7

Fig. 3. Calculation of relevant wavelength using the Wilcoxon test.
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polynomials are then calculated only for that part of the curve
without the condition of smoothness at the knots. It is expected
that the largest errors will occur at the ends of the piecewise poly-
nomials. Once more the knots were placed such that the most rel-
evant wavelengths calculated in the previous section are
approximated with the smallest possible error (hence even though
the Wilcoxon test applied in Section 3.2. may not be optimal for
datasets with high redundancies, it still gives us a very good
impression about the areas of interest). Additionally the knots
should not be at the chlorophyll fluorescence peaks at about 450,
680 and 740 nm. If points at the end of the curve pieces will not
fit into a parabola and are not of high relevance, those points are
ignored and not fitted at all in order to reduce the approximation
error of the more important wavelengths. The piecewise approxi-
mation reduced the standard deviation to roughly one third as
compared to the whole approximation, as displayed in Fig. 5.

3.4. Results for Support Vector Machines with piecewise polynomials

The use of third order piecewise polynomials as features for an
SVM classifier resulted in 79.2% correctly classified samples for dai
two, 77.8% on dai three, and 87.5% on the fourth dai (Table 2). Even
if the results dropped by 1.2% on dai three, they improved by 5.55%
on dai two and even 6.78% on the fourth dai as compared to the re-
sults trained with all features (Table 1).

Further improvements can be reached by giving more weight to
features with a high relevance for the classifier. With this aim the
algorithm developed by Guyon et al. (2002) is used to rescale the
normalized features according to their corresponding weight, lead-
ing to a greater gap between features with a high and low
relevance.

Comparisons between unweighted and weighted SVMs indicate
a significantly improved classification for the weighted data, rang-
ing between 4.2% (dai 4) and 9.7% (dai 3), as indicated in Table 2.
Polynomials of higher order approximate the data more accurately
but on the other hand they are more sensitive to noise. In order to

evaluate this relation, the results were compared with polynomials
of higher, up to the 6th order.

For the second dai a 4th order polynomial proved to yield the
best results. The classification performance was of 93.1%, which
was approximately 9% higher as compared to the 3rd order polyno-
mial (Table 3). Furthermore, both the 5th and 6th order polynomi-
als revealed higher performance than the 3rd order polynomial.
The highest classification at dai three (90.3%) was achieved with
a polynomial of the 6th order (Table 3). Processed fluorescence
data of dai 4 revealed the highest classification performance with
the polynomial of third (91.7%) order, whereas the percentage of
correctly classified leaves dropped with polynomials of higher or-
der. Overall, the 4th order polynomial leads to the best results
for all 3 days after inoculation.

4. Discussion

The aim of our study was to evaluate the potential of machine
learning algorithms applied to spectrally resolved fluorescence sig-
natures for improved, pre-symptomatic leaf rust detection on
wheat, as a representative pathosystem for foliar diseases of cere-
als. For this purpose fluorescence signals were recorded from 370
to 800 nm with 2 nm resolution on healthy and inoculated leaves.
High noise, high-frequency oscillations and particularly great var-
iability between the leaf samples of the same class resulted in a
challenging scenario. Therefore an advanced classification algo-
rithm was needed, while the curse of dimensionality called for
extraction of robust, highly informative features.

The use of SVMs on the fluorescence data enabled a classifica-
tion accuracy of 79%, 78%, and 87% at 2, 3, and 4 dai, respectively
(Table 2). Weighted SVMs increased the classification accuracy in
a range of 4–9%, depending on the evaluation day. Especially in
the context of precision crop protection the early and precise
detection of stressors plays a key role. In previous studies, ratios
between chlorophyll fluorescence data measured at 690 and
740 nm on wheat leaves infected with leaf rust or powdery mildew

Fig. 4. Quadratic B-spline through the whole fluorescence spectra (top) and the corresponding approximation error (bottom).
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yielded a classification of 25% and 50% at 7 and 8 dai, respectively
(Kuckenberg et al., 2009). Aiming to improve even more the quality
of the proposed method, piecewise approximation by polynomials
of 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th order were compared. As outcome a clas-
sification accuracy of 93% at 2 dai by using weighted SVM and
polynomials of 4th order was achieved (Table 3).

As a tool for quality control of the methodological approach,
SVMs were compared with Decision Trees and Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), two machine learning algorithms commonly
adopted in agriculture (Huang et al., 2010). The ANN was a feed-
forward neural network trained by a backpropagation algorithm.
For this purpose the dataset with all wavelengths and the dataset
of polynomial coefficients of 4th order, recorded 2 days after inoc-
ulation were used. Both, Decision Trees and ANN, classification
algorithms train the decision function with respect to an empirical
loss function in contrast to the structural risk minimization which
are used by SVMs (Vapnik, 1998). While empirical risk minimiza-
tion converges to the optimum for infinite samples (Schölkopf

and Smola, 2002) it may be prone to overfitting on small training
datasets and therefore result in worse performance as compared
to SVMs. This is an important factor for the classification task on
this dataset because even if the dimension of feature space was re-
duced to 20 for 4th order polynomials, this is still a huge number of
features compared to the number of training samples. Hughes
(1968), for example, suggested using more than 500 samples for
20 features. Hence, the number of samples can be considered as
very small. On the other hand a strong restriction of the number
of used features might reduce the robustness and accuracy of the
classifier, as the remaining features may not reveal enough infor-
mation to describe the underlying patterns discriminating both
classes.

In order to calculate Decision Trees and ANNs, the RapidMiner
(Mierswa et al., 2006) environment was used. As shown in Table 4,
the SVMs yield a more precise classification than Decision Trees
and Neural Networks on both the original dataset and the pre-pro-
cessed dataset using only the polynomial coefficients of 4th order.
This underlines the theoretical considerations that SVMs are well
suited for small training datasets. The superiority with respect to
the curse of dimensionality triggered the use of SVMs for improved
evaluation of spectral data in many remote sensing applications
(Bruzzone and Camps-Valls, 2009).

Apart from the theoretical decision to choose polynomial coef-
ficients to avoid overfitting, the results were compared with two
other classical methods to reduce the dimensionality of feature
space. For this purpose a Principal Component Analysis (Bishop,
2006) and a feature selection algorithm like Relief (Kononenko,

Fig. 5. Polynomials of 3rd order calculated only on certain ranges of the fluorescence spectra.

Table 2
Comparison between a weighted and an unweighted SVM for day 2, 3, and 4 after
inoculation (dai) using 3rd order, piecewise polynomials.

Dai SVM (%) Weighted SVM (%) Difference (%)

2 79.16 84.22 +5.06
3 77.78 87.50 +9.72
4 87.50 91.67 +4.17

Table 3
Influence of the order of the polynomials on the classification accuracy 2–4 days after
inoculation (dai).

Dai Weighted SVM
3rd order (%)

Weighted SVM
4th order (%)

Weighted SVM
5th order (%)

Weighted SVM
6th order (%)

2 84.22 93.05 88.89 91.67
3 87.50 88.89 84.72 90.28
4 91.67 90.28 87.50 79.17

Table 4
SVMs compared with Decision Trees and Artificial Neural.

Dataset SVMs (%) Decision Trees (%) Artificial Neural Network (%)

All wavelengths 73.61 70.83 63.89
Polynomials

of 4th order
93.05 61.96 82.50
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1994), from which the most relevant features were selected for the
classifier, were chosen. Both PCA and Relief was done for 2 dai. In
case of the PCA the optimization process was the same as for the
polynomials, i.e. the principal components were weighted with
an SVM weighting before learning the model and parameter opti-
mization was done with an evolutionary algorithm, except that
the number of principal components was an additional parameter,
ranging from 1 to 20. The optimal cross-validation accuracy was
achieved for 4 principal components (reconstruction accuracy of
89%). In case of Relief the features were weighted with the corre-
sponding Relief weights. For evaluation the k best features were se-
lected before training the classification model, where k was
ranging from 1 to 110. The best result was achieved for 24 features
with 83% accuracy. Using more features resulted in a slightly weak-
er performance, even though the impact was small. Apparently
more features do not contain additional information.

Apart from theoretical considerations, the outcome of the com-
parison show that the polynomial representation yields higher
classification accuracy than the other methods (Table 5).

Another possible option is the choice of the kernel for the SVM.
We have consciously applied a linear kernel. The obvious alterna-
tive would be an RBF kernel, the most popular non-linear kernel.
In fact we compared both options and found that the results
achieved with an RBF kernel were weaker (82% classification accu-
racy for 4th order polynomials on dai 2) than with the linear case
(93%). Above, the RBF kernel model is more complex than the lin-
ear model, and the risk of overfitting increases with the size of the
model. For these reasons we adopted the linear kernel.

The impact of different curve fitting algorithms and their suit-
ability for the used classifier might have further potential for the
improvement of the classification accuracy. In addition, the resid-
uals of the approximations could yield additional information. As
displayed in Fig. 5, residuals between the wavelengths of 520–
660 nm still have significant structure, though ideally only white
noise should remain after the approximation. Hence, the question
arises, whether the distribution of residuals exhibits high fre-
quency patterns relevant for class separation.

In order to exploit the residuals for a further accuracy improve-
ment, it would be necessary to approximate different parts of the
spectral signature with the optimal polynomial order for the spe-
cific part. Hence, computational efficient algorithms which evalu-
ate the quality of the approximation with respect to the
classification performance instead of just the approximation error
are needed. In most cases, classification algorithms derived by ma-
chine learning approaches are based on observable features and do
not incorporate knowledge on physiological modifications due to
pathogen–plant interactions.

In response to pathogen attack, the synthesis and accumulation
of phenolic compounds at the infection site is stimulated. Such alter-
ations in plant secondary metabolism are time-dependent and may
result in changes of specific fluorescence intensities. As shown be-
fore, the establishment and development of fungus on plant tissues
leads to higher fluorescence intensities in the blue–green spectral
region (Lüdeker et al., 1996; Bélanger et al., 2008). In the present
study, the determination of relevant wavelengths with the Wilcoxon
test indicate a higher relevance of the blue–green spectral region for
the classification accuracy as compared to the red and far-red region
(Fig. 3). This might be one reason for the higher classification accu-
racy in our study using UV-induced spectral data as compared to
red-light induced chlorophyll fluorescence data (Kuckenberg et al.,

2009). Results of the Wilcoxon test at 2 dai indicate the highest rel-
evance of the green as compared to the blue spectral range for data
classification (Fig. 3). Accordingly, a more pronounced raise of green
fluorescence as compared to the increase in blue fluorescence was
observed early after inoculation (Bürling et al., 2011). Moreover, in
the spectral region between 560 and 620 nm longer mean lifetime
was measured as result of pathogen infection (Bürling et al., 2011).
In the time course from 2 to 4 dai the importance of all wavelengths
increased and thereby the relevance of blue aligned to the relevance
of green (Fig. 3).

Despite the discussed reasons for changes in fluorescence sig-
nals due to fungal attack as well as the suitability of SVMs for
detection of fungal infection, further investigations on host–patho-
gen interaction by means of HPLC or microscopic analysis should
be initialized. It is well known that the environmental conditions
such as the absolute values as well as the oscillations in tempera-
ture and radiation intensity might influence the composition and
the spectral characteristics of plant tissues (Buschmann et al.,
2008). Thus, with regard to robustness and classification accuracy,
several questions still remain. Is there an influence of the measure-
ment set-up as well as between laboratory and field conditions?
How does classification accuracy depend on the leaf structure
and external factors influencing plant physiology and pathogen
development? Is the described method robust with regard to such
disturbances? In the present study wheat plants of the cultivar Rit-
mo were grown under controlled conditions and inoculated with P.
triticina according to a predefined inoculation protocol. Under
other circumstances (e.g. different cultivar, growth conditions,
pathogen strain, etc.) the fluorescence signature of both healthy
and inoculated plants might differ from those observed in this
experimental series. However, the evaluation tools presented here
for plants cultivated under well-defined conditions establish the
primary basis for more complex systems. Moreover, the stepwise
development of the approach by adding further parameters en-
ables to better understand the relations step by step for a better
interpretation of field data.

The method described in this paper is not specific for the exper-
imental conditions described and therefore adaptable to further
scientific purposes in plant sciences. A special application of the
method in the context of precision agriculture relays on the objec-
tive and precise pre-symptomatic detection of pathogens, or to dif-
ferentiate between changed fluorescence signatures induced by
different pathogens. Similarly, the impact of additional stress fac-
tors such as nutrient deficiency or drought stress might be
exploited. Finally, the proposed data evaluation might be used to
differentiate new genotypes in plant breeding lines according to
their susceptibility to single or multiple stress events.

5. Conclusion

As a result, polynomial fitting of fluorescence signatures together
with Support Vector Machines revealed to be a powerful method to
improve the early detection of plant diseases. The results achieved
demonstrate a superior potential for handling a demanding signal
to noise ratio and a high level of robustness. The method described
in this paper is independent from the specific instance studied here
and is adaptable to any spectral signature. Further studies should ex-
plore the applicability of this method to additional stress factors on
economically relevant plants species.
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Abstract

The aim of this research is the early detection of plant diseases based on the combination
of vegetation indices. We have seen that an individual index such as the most popular one,
namely NDVI, does not discriminate adequately between healthy and diseased plants, e.g.
Cercospora beticola, Erysiphe betae, and Uromyces betae. However, by combining vegeta-
tion indices, which are usually called features in classi�cation, very reliable results can be
achieved. We use Support Vector Machines for classi�cation. By this we receive a classi�ca-
tion accuracy of almost 95% for Cercospora beticola and Uromyces betae and still over 92%
for Erysiphe betae. Depending on the di�erent plant diseases we have found that di�erent
vegetation indices are important, too. Consequently, the question how to �nd the best index
for every plant disease and the choice of the best subset arise. Both questions are not the
same, because di�erent indices contain similar information which can already be seen from
the formula of the calculation of the vegetation index. These dependencies do not have to
be linear. In order to identify optimal subsets of features for the di�erent pathogens al-
ready at an early stage of infestation, we have found that entropy and mutual information
are adequate concepts. Accordingly we use the minimum redundancy - maximum relevance
(mRMR) criterion to evaluate the features. We have found that we need di�erent indices
and feature subsets of di�erent sizes for di�erent diseases.
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this research is the early detection of plant diseases based on the combination of vegetation indices. We have 

seen that an individual index such as the most popular one, namely NDVI, does not discriminate adequately between 

healthy and diseased plants, e.g. Cercospora beticola, Erysiphe betae, and Uromyces betae. However, by combining 

vegetation indices, which are usually called features in classification, very reliable results can be achieved. We use 

Support Vector Machines for classification. By this we receive a classification accuracy of almost 95% for Cercospora 

beticola and Uromyces betae and still over 92% for Erysiphe betae. Depending on the different plant diseases we have 

found that different vegetation indices are important, too. Consequently, the question how to find the best index for every 

plant disease and the choice of the best subset arise. Both questions are not the same, because different indices contain 

similar information which can already be seen from the formula of the calculation of the vegetation index. These 

dependencies do not have to be linear. In order to identify optimal subsets of features for the different pathogens already 

at an early stage of infestation, we have found that entropy and mutual information are adequate concepts. Accordingly 

we use the minimum redundancy – maximum relevance (mRMR) criterion to evaluate the features. We have found that 

we need different indices and feature subsets of different sizes for different diseases. 

Keywords: plant diseases, feature selection, correlation, entropy, mutual information, minimum redundancy – maximum 
relevance criterion, combination of vegetation indices, classification, Support Vector Machines 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The automatic classification of plant diseases at an early stage is vital for precision crop protection. Spectral reflectance 

has proven its suitability as a method to detect changes in plant vitality [9, 22]. Several studies have shown a high 

potential in discriminating between healthy and stressed plants [3, 5, 13, 23]. However, more research is still required. 

Especially, more research on the effects of the diseases on spectral characteristics is needed, because little attention has 

been paid to this area up to now. In addition to the discovery in [14] we use combinations of vegetation indices to 

discriminate between healthy and diseased plants. In this study the following plant diseases Cercospora beticola, 

Erysiphe betae, and Uromyces betae on sugar beet leaves are considered. Based on hyperspectral information nine 

different vegetation indices such as NDVI, ARI, etc., which refer to different wavelengths of the visible and near infrared 

spectrum, were calculated. A detailed description of the vegetation indices is given in [14]. Support Vector Machines 

(SVMs) are used as classification algorithm. SVMs determine an optimal separating hyperplane by quadratic 

optimisation aiming at maximising the margin between two different classes, therefore leading to suitable generalisation 

properties. It is not possible to use one vegetation index separately to differentiate adequately between inoculated and 



non inoculated plants. For the classification on the basis of the most popular index NDVI of plants that are inoculated 

with Uromyces betae and non inoculated plants, for example, we have only achieved a classification accuracy of less 

than 71%. We have taken into account inoculated plants from the day after inoculation until first specific symptoms are 

visible. Thus, we take a new approach which combines multiple vegetation indices. As a result by combining all 

calculated vegetation indices we have received a classification accuracy of nearly 95%. Despite the good results we have 

obtained so far we may have used irrelevant features for classification. In order to find an optimal subset of features, their 

relevance has to be specified. One suitable criterion is based on the correlation with the class label, viz. the intensity of 

infestation. Then we select the top features. Against this background the difficulty consists in only using correlation to 

the class label that possible dependencies between the features themselves are not considered. In this study we describe a 

procedure which rectifies this mistake. 

In general, two different feature selection approaches are distinguished, i.e. the filter approach and the wrapper approach. 

The filter approach assesses the relevance of features and filters out irrelevant ones before an induction occurs. 

Accordingly, it can be seen as a pre processing step. By contrast the wrapper approach considers the dependence of the 

selected feature subset on the performance of the induction algorithm. One advantage of the filter approach is its short 

run time. In order to find the optimal subset several search strategies can be used, which are not discussed in this study.  

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce the notion of relevance and discuss feature subset selection 

by using the correlation to the label class only. In section 3 we describe the filter approach for finding optimal subsets 

and discuss several criterions with different search methods for rectifying the mistake of ignoring the dependencies 

between the features. The idea of an entropy-based discretization is presented in section 4. The classification algorithm 

Support Vector Machine, which is subsequently used, is presented in section 5. In section 6 the results are compared by 

applying the two different procedures for finding the optimal feature subset. We conclude with the discussion of the 

results in section 7. 

2. FEATURE RELEVANCE AND FEATURE RANKING 

In supervised learning each instance (sample) is associated with a label class. In our case the whole process from the 

appearance of the plant diseases after inoculation to a high degree of specific symptoms on the sugar beet leaves is 

subsumed under inoculated plants. The relevance of different features is often unknown a priori. Thus, in order to get all 

potential information about the label class , a large number of features is introduced. However, some of the features 

are either partially or completely irrelevant or redundant for the classification. In this context [1, 11, 12] give a definition 

of relevant features. Generally, the set of all features 

Y

X  can be distinguished into relevant and irrelevant ones. 

Furthermore, two degrees of relevance are defined, viz. strong relevance and weak relevance. An individual feature  

is strong relevant if
iX

   XYPXXYP i  . Strong relevance implies that the feature cannot be removed without losing 

prediction accuracy. Weak relevant features can sometimes contribute to prediction accuracy. This depends on the 

existence of a subset of features  so that S    SYPXSY P i  . Features are either strongly or weakly relevant, 

otherwise they are irrelevant.  

The necessary probability density function is unknown so that at this point we have to select a suitable criterion to 

measure the relevance. Typical criteria are, for instance, correlation, consistency or information gain. The most simple 

approach to determine the relevance of a feature is based on one single feature. Every feature is considered individually 

with regard to the label class. Afterwards the feature subset is built by selecting the top of the ranking. k



In our study we calculate the correlation coefficient between vegetation index-values and disease severity of Cercospora 

beticola, Uromyces betae and Erysiphe betae. The top five vegetation indices with the best correlation to the label class 

Erysiphe betae are SIPI, NDVI, PSSRb, PSSRa and SR which to a large extend are highly correlated themselves (see 

figures 1). 

 

Figure 1: Differentiation of the two classes based on the vegetation indices NDVI and PSSRa: 
inoculated with Erysiphe betae and non inoculated plants. The indices nearly contain the 
same information because of a function dependency where the two classes overlap each 
other. As the function is not linear, the dependency is underestimated by the linear 
correlation. Hence, the additional information of the features is overestimated. 

In this case we have shown that an individual measure against the correlation to the label class for every feature is not 

sufficient, because the dependency with other features is not taken into account. Consequently, weak relevant features 

remain unconsidered. 

3. FEATURE SELECTION 

Two different approaches of feature selection are distinguished, i.e. the ‘filter approach’ and the ‘wrapper approach’ [12]. 

The filter approach assesses the relevance of features already before induction occurs and then filters out all irrelevant 

features. In the wrapper approach, the feature selection algorithm exists as a wrapper around the induction algorithm. It 

evaluates alternative subsets of features by applying some induction algorithm to the training data and by using the 

evaluation of the resulting classifier as metric. We focus on the filter approach which can be seen as a preprocessing step 

with the advantage of a short runtime. With regard to the class labels, which in our case are the inoculated and non 

inoculated plants, we are interested in finding the optimal feature subset. 

In this study we apply a minimum redundancy – maximum relevance (mRMR) criterion for feature selection in order to 

find the optimal subset [6, 17]. This mRMR criterion is based on mutual information which in turn can be calculated by 

the difference between entropy and conditional entropy. Entropy [20] quantifies the unpredictability of a feature X  and 

can be formulated as follows 
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xPxPXH 2log .     (3.1) 



The higher the entropy, the less reliable are our predictions about X . In other words,  XH  can be understood as the 

amount of uncertainty about X  as estimated from its probability distribution. 

The conditional entropy is a measure of the remaining uncertainty about  with the knowledge of . It can be 

determined by subtracting the entropy of from the joint entropy of  and . 
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Accordingly, the dependence between two features can be quantified by the ‘mutual information’ 
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In essence, the mutual information  can be seen as a measure of dependency between the features. The mutual 

information is not negative. It is zero if the features are independent, i.e.

 21; XXI 
     2121 , xPxPxxP  . Mutual information 

between a feature and a label class measures the amount of information provided by feature about label iX Y . In this 

case it is often called ‘information gain’  YiXI ; . 

Now we are able to describe the mRMR criterion. Let  which consists of  features. The basic idea of the 

mRMR criterion is to find a discrimination of a subset of features which maximizes the information gain and minimizes 

the mutual information to each other selected feature. In detail the maximal relevance of a feature is approximated by the 

mean value of all information gain values between the individual feature  and the label class 
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Frequently, these features have a high redundancy so that the loss for discrimination is not significant if one of the 

features is removed. Thus, the redundancy has to be minimized 
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The constraints (3.5) and (3.6) are combined in the mRMR criterion which optimizes  and  simultaneously D R

  RDRD  ,,max .      (3.6) 

In practice, incremental search methods are used to find the optimal feature subset by maximizing the defined  RD,  

in (3.6). 

4. DICRETIZATION 

The original data consists of continuous features, but the criterion in order to find the optimal subset of features only 

works with discretized data. In general, two different discretization methods are distinguished, namely supervised and 

unsupervised methods, in analogy to supervised and unsupervised learning methods. 



The difference between the two methods is that supervised discretizations take into account class labels whereas 

unsupervised do not. In our work we apply a recursive entropy minimization algorithm [7, 8], a well established 

discretization algorithm which uses a very fine partition where the probability density function of the individual features 

are overlapping. With regard to the development of the plant diseases the overlap between the probability density 

function is located at the point when inoculated plants do not show visible symptoms or when the specific symptoms 

rarely appear. 

This supervised algorithm selects bin boundaries for discretization based on the class information entropy of candidate 

partitions which can be formulated as follows: 
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where  represents a set of instances (samples) and D T  is the cut value which determines the partition boundaries for the 

subset of the samples. Because of the binary discretization boundary 12 DDD  . For a given feature X  the minimal 

boundary which minimizes the entropy function over all possible partition boundaries is selected. This is applied 

recursively to both subsets induced by  until some stopping criterion is achieved. The entropy-based discretization in 

[8] uses the ‘Minimum Description Length’ (MDL) criterion [18] to stop the recursive partitioning if 
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where  is the number of instances in the set  , N S         22112 23log;,1 SHkSHkSHkkSTX 
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 is the number of class labels represented in the set . This procedure is applied to every feature. Since the 

partitioning is carried out in this way and evaluated independently by using this criterion, the following characteristic 

arise. The discretization partitions very finely in areas with high entropy whereas other areas with low entropy will be 

roughly divided. 

ik

5. CLASSIFICATION WITH SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES 

Classification algorithms aim at finding regularities in the features  to predict the class label . In our case the features 

are vegetation indices based on hyperspectral information. The training data can be formulated as 

x y

     nn yyy ,,,,,, 2211 xxx       (5.1) 

where the bold describes a feature vector of the form and where represents the label. This way of learning 

is called supervised learning. Then the classifier algorithm is faced with an unseen object which has to be assigned to one 

of the classes. This results in finding a function which fits the training data in the best way possible, i.e. 

x mxx ,,1  y

f

 ii fy x   for all  .     (5.2) ni ,,

However, it is not sufficient to minimise the training error. The classifier is mainly interested in discriminating unseen 

data. This is also known as generalisation ability. 



Finding a function which fits the training data is an ‘ill-posed problem’ since there is an infinite number of functions 

which have this property. It is a basic assumption of machine learning that the class of function to be learned has to be 

restricted. In this respect the selection of the function class is a compromise between an adequate high model complexity 

and a prevention of overfitting, both of which are carried out optimally by a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [21]. 

In the following, we first examine the most simple case of classification where the function class is linear and where it 

can be described immediately in form of scalar product in the input space. In general, SVM belongs to the kernel based 

margin classifier that draws an optimal separating hyperplane in the feature space. The hyperplane is constructed by its 

normal vector and the bias b . The hyperplane can be specified as follows w

0 b,xw   where  .     (5.3) RR  bm ,w

where xw,  denotes the scalar product and means mm wxwx  11 . This yields the corresponding decision 

function 

   bf  xwx ,sgn       (5.4) 

where the sign function extracts the sign of a real number to build the two different classes. In order to maximize the 

margin and b have to be minimized. This can be formulated as a quadratic optimisation problem w
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subject to   1,  by ii xw   for all  ni ,,1  .    (5.6) 

Up to now only linearly separable classes were considered, but SVMs are able to separate classes with a non-linear 

discriminant, too. The basic idea of SVMs is to map the data into a new feature space and then solve the constrained 

optimisation problem. It seems to be very expensive to compute the mapping into a high-dimensional space. For this 

reason a kernel function that generalizes the scalar product is introduced to make the computation very simple [2]. 

This is referred to as the ‘kernel trick’, which causes an implicit mapping in the feature space without explicitly knowing 

the mapping function . The most popular kernel function is the radial basis function 
     22

2/exp,, jijijik xxxxxx  . Accordingly,  ix  is substituted for  and the condition for 

optimal classification is 
ix

   1 by ii xw   for all  ni ,,1 ,     (5.7) 

So far we have made the implicit assumption that the datasets are free of noise and may be classified perfectly. In this 

case SVM gives a ’hard margin’. In practice this assumption does not hold in most cases. This problem, however, may 

be handled by ’soft margins’ which allow and penalize classification errors. Accordingly, a modification was introduced 

where slack-variables are used to relax the so-called hard-margin constraints (5.6) [4], so that some classification 

errors which depend on  are allowed. The ‘soft margin’ is formulated as 
i
 i

  iii by  1xw ,        0i , ni ,,1  .    (5.8) 

Consequently, the SVM requires the solution of this optimization problem 
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The influence of the classification errors are parameterised with the parameter C . A larger  penalizes a wrong 

classification more strongly. 

C

6. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

We need healthy and diseased plants for the training of the classification algorithm [14]. The plants are differentiated 

into inoculated plants from first day after inoculation (dai) where specific symptoms corresponding to the plant disease 

are visible and non inoculated plants. The development of diseases and the symptoms caused by Erysiphe betae are 

already visible five days after the inoculation as fluffy white mycelia covering the leaf surface, whereas Cercospora 

beticola causes its typical necrotic leaf spots after six days. At last, eight days after inoculation sugar beet rust pustules 

caused by Uromyces betae are visible. The results by using all vegetation indices as features for classification are 

displayed in table 1 varied for the three pathogens. 

  
classification accuracy from non inoculated sugar beet plants 
and an individual plant diseases 

Cercospora beticola: (true non inoculated plants, true C. beticola) 
dai ≥ 6 94.90% (97.19%, 92.60%) 
Uromyces betae: (true non inoculated plants, true U. betae) 
dai ≥ 8 94.64% (95.60%, 93.69%) 
Erysiphe betae: (true non inoculated plants, true E. betae) 
dai ≥ 5 92.37% (93.33%, 91.35%) 

Table 1: Classification results based on all vegetation indices to separate between individual plant 
diseases and non inoculated sugar beet plants, where the first value presents the accuracy 
(specificity, sensitivity). 

We used the software Rapid Miner [16] in order to define a process chain for an automatic classification which is 

evaluated by a cross validation. The average classification accuracy of Erysiphe betae and non inoculated plants was 

over 92% whereas otherwise it was even almost 95%. In all cases the classification accuracy of the non inoculated plants 

(sensitivity) was better than the one of the plant disease. A detailed consideration of the classification results based on the 

combination of all vegetation indices is given in [19]. 

In order to determine a relevant feature subset we define a threshold that does not decrease the classification accuracy by 

more than 2.5%. Accordingly, as mentioned in section 4, we added the entropy-based discretization in the preprocessing 

step of the process chain. Afterwards, we used a Matlab program for calculating the mRMR criterion to find an optimal 

feature subset [Peng H. 2003]. In order to classify the different plant diseases and non inoculated plants we used Support 

Vector Machines. The classification was based on feature selection with the mRMR criterion as well as the selection 

after the correlation to the label class. Both, the features combination and the number of features depend on the plant 

diseases (see table 2). With regard to the number of features, we found that Cercospora beticola was already classified 

with two features whereas Uromyces betae needed three features and Erysiphe betae even five features. 



The results of the two different feature selection methods were obviously different. There were different results for the 

classification accuracy as well as the feature combination. However, the differences were nearly between two and ten 

percent. One of the large distinctions between the classification results appeared by differentiating between non 

inoculated plants and plants that were inoculated with Erysiphe betae. Beside the clear difference in classification 

accuracy the feature combination was nearly complementary. The only common vegetation index was the NDVI. The 

feature combination by discriminating between plants which were inoculated with Cercospora beticola and non 

inoculated leaves was also very different, but here the classification accuracy only differed about two percent. 

  
classification accuracy from non inoculated 
plants and an individual plant diseases selected vegetation indices 

Cercospora beticola: (true non inoculated plants, true C. beticola)   
correlation with label class: 91.67% (98.12%, 85.21%) NDVI, mCAI 
mRMR criterion: 93.39% (98.75%, 88.02%) ARI, SPAD 
      
Uromyces betae: (true non inoculated plants, true U. betae)   
correlation with label class: 83.69% (95.24%, 72.14%) mCAI, NDVI, ARI 
mRMR criterion: 93.93% (96.07%, 91.79%) SPAD, REP, ARI 
      
Erysiphe betae: (true non inoculated plants, true E. betae)   
correlation with label class: 84.65% (97.75%, 70.73%) SIPI, NDVI, PSSRb, PSSRa, SR 

mRMR criterion: 90.25% (93.33%, 86.98%) REP, SPAD, ARI, mCAI, NDVI 

Table 2: Classification results based on the feature subset determined by feature selection to differentiate between different plant 
diseases and non inoculated sugar beet leaves, where the first value presents the accuracy (specificity, sensitivity). 

 

Figure 2: Differentiation of the two classes, viz. inoculated with Erysiphe betae and non inoculated 
plants, based on the vegetation indices NDVI and ARI. The indices are almost independent 
of each other, with a small overlapping of the two classes. 



7. DICUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Combined vegetation indices are able to discriminate adequately between one of afore mentioned plant diseases and non 

inoculated plants. 

We achieved high classification accuracies from almost 95% for Cercospora beticola and Uromyces betae and over 92% 

for Erysiphe betae already at an early stage of infestation and even before specific symptoms were visible. Regarding the 

question whether a subset of features can be used for classification the answer is affirmative. Only one feature subset was 

required, though different with the different plant diseases. In this context we have found out that by using the optimal 

subset of features the classification accuracy for Uromyces betae was even better than using all features. Here some more 

investigations have to be done. However, the results of the two different feature selection methods vary substantially. 

The classification with features, which were selected on the basis of correlation to the label class, was always inadequate 

in comparison to the usage of the mRMR criterion. Correspondingly the dependencies to the other features had to be 

taken into account during finding an optimal subset for classification. In this context a suitable discretization of the 

continuous features is very important. If we use an equal width binning discretization, this will lead to a comparatively 

bad classification which we did not discuss in this paper. One disadvantage of the mRMR criterion is that the number of 

features that forms the subset had to be determined by defining a loss threshold of classification accuracy, whereby the 

optimal model complexity is established implicitly. This can easily be rectified by resolving this mRMR optimization 

problem through using a more sophisticated search method. 
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Abstract

Automatic classi�cation of plant diseases at an early stage is vital for precision crop protec-
tion. Our aim was to identify sugar beet leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola before
symptoms are visible. Therefore hyperspectral re�ection between 400 and 1050 nm was
observed. Relevant wavelengths have to be found in order to implement practical sensor
systems with reduced development costs. The main contribution of this study is to iden-
tify a minimal subset which is su�cient for separating healthy and inoculated leaves. The
heuristic of Hall which analyses the relevance of a feature subset considering the intercor-
relation among the features was applied. In order to select a good subset in a reasonable
amount of time a genetic algorithm was used. This way enabled a subset of only seven out of
462 wavelengths, which nevertheless enabled us to identify low disease severity ≤ 5% with
a classi�cation accuracy of 84.3%. Disease severity above 5% was classi�ed with 99.8%.
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ABSTRACT

Automatic classification of plant diseases at an early stage is

vital for precision crop protection. Our aim was to identify

sugar beet leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola before

symptoms are visible. Therefore hyperspectral reflection be-

tween 400 and 1050 nm was observed. Relevant wavelengths

have to be found in order to implement practical sensor sys-

tems with reduced development costs. The main contribution

of this study is to identify a minimal subset which is sufficient

for separating healthy and inoculated leaves. The heuristic of

Hall which analyses the relevance of a feature subset consid-

ering the intercorrelation among the features was applied. In

order to select a good subset in a reasonable amount of time

a genetic algorithm was used. This way enabled a subset of

only seven out of 462 wavelengths, which nevertheless en-

abled us to identify low disease severity ≤ 5% with a classi-

fication accuracy of 84.3%. Disease severity above 5% was

classified with 99.8%.

Index Terms— hyperspectral data, Cercospora beticola,

Support Vector Machines, feature selection, genetic algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION

Cercospora beticola, the agent of Cercospora leaf spot, is the

major fungal leaf pathogen in sugar beet production. Cer-
cospora beticola causes a reduction of yield quantity and

quality, with economical losses up to US$ 1500 ha−1 [1].

Characteristic symptoms are grey-brown necrotic leaf spots,

with a reddish brown boarder (Fig. 1).

At increasing infestation whole leaves are necrotic. The

application of fungicides is still one fundamental tool in man-

aging fungal leaf pathogens in sugar beet. To optimize the

efficiency of the fungicide application, the detection and dif-

ferentiation of foliar diseases at early stages of the disease

epidemic is essential. As visual monitoring of diseases in

the field is time-consuming and expensive, a sensor based

∗corresponding author, e-mail: rumpf@igg.uni-bonn.de

Fig. 1. Typical mature symptoms of Cercospora leaf spot.

alternative is required. Foliar sugar beet diseases influence

the characteristic spectral signature of sugar beet leaves in

different ways. Mahlein et al. [2] pointed out that sugar beet

leaves, diseased with different leave diseases, show disease

specific spectral signatures. Each disease had a characteristic

impact on the spectral behavior of sugar beet. This is due

to physiological and physiochemical changes caused by the

pathogen, and subsequently to the characteristic symptoms.

Cercospora leaf spot induce changes in the visible spectrum

from 400 to 700 nm which is mainly influenced by the con-

tent of pigments, and also in the near infrared range from 700

to 1050 nm as an effect of the cellular structure and the water

content.

Separation, however, is difficult. If we focus on the disease

at an early stage, the difference between the medians of the

two classes (healthy leaves and inoculated leaves) is smaller

than their respective standard deviations (Fig. 2). Hence, it is

unfeasible to achieve a high accuracy using simple discrim-

inants or ratios. Therefore, the approach of this study was,

whether more advanced data analysis methods will succeed

with a more accurate differentiation between healthy and in-

oculated leaves at an early stage.

327978-1-4244-9566-5/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE IGARSS 2010



For reliable classification it is important that the classifier

finds hidden patterns discriminating both classes instead of

overfitting the training data and relying on single training

samples which discriminate randomly. This ability is called

generalization.

As Vapnik [3] proved Support Vector Machines (a supervised

classification method) have statistical properties which lead

to a superior generalization ability. The potential of Support

Vector Machines (SVMs) in combination with hyperspectral

sensors for precise, reproducible and non destructive disease

detection was shown by Rumpf et al. [4].

However, the approach of Rumpf et al. [4] was based on

vegetation indices. In order to get more specific features

separating healthy and inoculated leaves the hyperspectral

signature is used as features. This study aims at finding an

optimal subset of only a few wavelengths in order to avoid

overfitting and to reduce sensor costs.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Experiment

Sugar beet plants were cultivated in a greenhouse environ-

ment under controlled temperature and light conditions. The

experimental plants were watered as necessary and fertilized

weekly. The inoculation with the Cercospora beticola spore

suspension was performed at growth stage 14, when four

leaves where fully developed. For inoculation the plants were

transferred in a humidity chamber for 48 hours at 25 ◦C.

Spectral data were collected daily till 21 days after inocula-

tion (dai).

Reflectance spectra were obtained using an ASD FieldSpec

Pro FR spectroradiometer (Analytic Spectral Devices, Boul-

der, USA) with a contact probe foreoptic and a leafclip spec-

tra. The contact probe foreoptic has a 10 mm spot size and an

integrated halogen light source. The wavelength range of the

ASD FieldSpec is from 450 nm to 1050 nm with a spectral

resolution of 1.4 nm. Sample reflectance was obtained by in-

serting a leaf into the leaf clip and comparing leaf reflectance

to the reflectance of a dark current as a minimum value and to

the reflectance of the white standard (Spectralon Reflectance

Standards, Labsphere, North Sutton, USA). Each spectral

measurement was an average of 10 scans, in each treatment

15 plants and 2 leaves per plant were sampled.

2.2. Characteristics of the dataset

This resulted in a dataset with 630 samples of both classes

(healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with Cercospora beti-
cola). Particularly in the early stage, the difference between

the medians of the two classes is smaller than their respective

standard deviations (2). Thus, the high variance in the sam-

ples makes a classification difficult. Only the wavelengths

between 570-640 nm and in the rage of 700 nm seem to be

suitable for differentiation, but the variance between individ-

ual plants was still high. Caused of the interpolation every 1.4

nm adjacent wavelengths are highly correlated. As correlation

decreases with increasing distance between two wavelengths,

we have to take the relations between different wavelengths

into regard as additional information.

2.3. Feature Selection

Using only a subset of wavelengths is important in two differ-

ent respects. First, in order to implement practical sensor sys-

tems with reduced development cost, and second, to reduce

the feature space dimension of classification. In particular,

too many bad features could worsen the classification result.

Thus, a feature selection method is used to identify relevant

wavelengths. In general the filter and wrapper approach for

feature selection is distinguished [5, 6]. This study focuses

on the filter approach, a pre-processing step independent of

a specific classifier. The relevance of features can be deter-

mined by several information criteria.

First, one possible form of feature selection is feature rank-

ing. Accordingly, one information criterion, like correlation,

is applied for feature weighting and afterwards the top k fea-

tures are selected.

Second, more sophisticated approaches aim to find an optimal

subset of features. In our study the correlation-based filter al-

gorithm of Hall [7] turned out to be reliable. This heuristic is

based on the hypothesis that good feature subsets contain fea-

tures highly correlated with the class, yet uncorrelated with

each other. The following equation formalizes the heuristic:

MeritS =
krcf√

k + k (k − 1) rff

(1)

where MeritS is the heuristic ’merit’ of a feature subset S con-

taining k features, rcf the average feature-class correlation,

and rff the average feature-feature intercorrelation. How-

ever, an exhaustive search of all possible subset combinations

of 462 wavelengths is not feasible. In order to find a good sub-

set in reasonable amount of time the use of different search

strategies including forward, backward and randomised [5]

are necessary. In our study the optimal subset of features is

determined by a genetic algorithm. Subsequently the evalua-

tion is concluded by cross-validation.

2.4. Support Vector Machines

As a supervised learning algorithm, Support Vector Machines

derive a decision function from given training data. Based

on this decision function the class label of a new, unseen

data point is predicted. In a binary classification task the

training data is given with an M-dimensional feature vector

�xi, i = 1..n and a corresponding class label yi = ±1. As

the training data is only a randomly drawn small subset of

all possible data points, it is important that the classifier finds
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Fig. 2. Reflection spectra healthy versus inoculated leaves: medians and intra-class deviations.

general patterns which distinguish between both classes in-

stead of discriminants which only work for the given samples.

Vapnik [3] proved that the generalization ability increases if

the complexity of the decision function, measured with the

VC-Dimension, decreases. Therefore, assuming both classes

are linearly separable, Support Vector Machines restrict their

set of possible decision functions to separating hyperplanes of

the form: f(�x) =< �ω, �x > +b, where �ω are the coefficients

of the hyperplane and b describes the offset from the origin.

The optimal hyperplane is the one with maximal margin,

i.e. where the distance from the hyperplane to the nearest

points of both classes becomes maximal. This, in return,

means that we only need those few points on the convex hull

of both classes which are nearest to the other class in order to

derive the optimal decision function. Those points are called

support vectors.

Maximizing the margin is equivalent to minimizing

1
2
|�ω|2

under the constraint that all training data points are correctly

classified:

yi (< �ω, �x > +b) ≥ 1 ∀i.

This is a convex optimization problem with inequality con-

straints. For computational reasons and mathematical advan-

tages those are solved using the dual Lagrangian optimization

problem and the KKT conditions [8].

If the classes overlap, it is not possible to meet the con-

straint that all training data points will be correctly classified

without sacrificing the high generalization ability. Therefore,

the classifier is allowed to make mistakes during the training

step. To allow this, the optimization problem is modified to:

minimize
1
2
|�ω|2 + C

∑
ξi,

under the constraint:

yi (< �ω, �x > +b) ≥ 1 − ξi ∀i,

where the slack variable ξi penalizes wrongly classified train-

ing samples and C weights the influence of the penalty term

on the optimization problem.

Hence, the only parameter needed for the calculation of

Support Vector Machines is the parameter C. With the use of

kernels [9] nonlinear problems can be solved, too.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this article we showed that for the identification of Cer-
cospora beticola the hyperspectral signature can be reduced

to seven wavelengths, viz. 611 nm, 651 nm, 660 nm, 795 nm,

858 nm 941 nm, and 948 nm. We applied the correlation-

based filter algorithm of Hall [7]. The selected wavelengths

are concentrated in three small ranges of the hyperspectral

signature. These ranges are important to implement practi-

cal sensor systems, because the individual wavelengths may

slightly differ when other datasets are used, but the ranges

are still the same. Based on the seven selected wavelengths

SVMs with linear kernel classify healthy and inoculated

leaves at an early stage (from the fourth day after inoculation

until an disease severity of 5%) already with an accuracy of
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Ground truth
ClassPrediction Healthy Cercospora beticola

precision

Vegetation indices
Healthy 204 56 78.46%

Cercospora beticola 36 170 82.52%

Class recall 85.00% 75.22% 80.25%

Correlation criterion
Healthy 216 49 81.51%

Cercospora beticola 24 177 88.06%

Class recall 90.00% 78.32% 84.31%

Table 1. Comparison of the classification results between

healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with Cercospora beti-
cola (disease severity ≤ 5%) based on nine vegetation indices

and the seven relevant hyperspectral wavelengths identified

by the correlation criterion of Hall [7].

84.3% (Table 1). The separation from an disease severity

above 5% succeeds nearly without error with an accuracy

of 99.8%. In fact the seven selected wavelengths resulted in

better classification performance (Table 1) than a comparable

approach based on vegetation indices as features on the same

dataset [4].

Regarding different levels of disease severity the selected

wavelengths by the criterion of Hall always were the same.

That indicates that the main changes caused by Cercospora
beticola influence the same ranges of the hyperspectral signa-

ture. With increasing disease severity the classification accu-

racy rise (Table 2).

Classification accuracy
Specificity SensitivityDisease severity Accuracy

(healthy leaves) (diseased leaves)

without symptoms 68.09% 76.67% 57.89%
1 - 5% 93.16% 98.00% 86.73%
> 5% 99.81% 100% 99.63%

Table 2. Classification results between healthy leaves and

leaves inoculated with Cercospora beticola by different levels

of disease severity. Without symptoms means that the inocu-

lated leaf shows no visible symptoms.

Future work to further improve the performance could be

a considerably increase of the subset size. With regard to the

amount of available samples, however, an oversized subset

would possibly result in overfitting. Thus, classification based

on selection and combination of individual bands is confined.

The next step could be to use aggregated hyperspectral fea-

tures, as Römer et al. [10] showed. Nevertheless, the neces-

sity of feature selection is not only valid for individual wave-

lengths, but also by using aggregation.
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